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INTRODUCTION 

JAMPRO CENTBALIZED DATABASE 

PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS 

This repon provides the programme specifications for JAMPRO's CENTRALISED 

DAT ABASE FACilJTY on investment and trade. 

Included in this document are the program specifications for all the modules of the 

integrated system. Thus providing a wholistic view of the system. 

These specifications are based on the updates from the previously submitted document. as 

well as subsequent user walkthroughs and acceptance testing. They provide the guidelines 

for coding and testing the various options and modules of the system and ensure that the 

standards established are maintained throughout the system. 

The document is sectionalized according to the modules of the system i.e. PROJECT 

TRACKING. BUSINESS PROFILE. TRADE INFORMATION. BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNmES. INFORMATION CENTRE and UTILmES; and each section 

contains a chart indicating what options are available within. A specification is available for 

each option. 
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STRUCTURE CHART 
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JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
CENTRALIZED DATABASE FACILITY 

STRUCTURE CHART 
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PROJECT TRACKING 
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L_ PROJECT TRACKING 

BUSINESS ENQUIRIES 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE • FILM OFFICE 

CLIENT MANAGEMENT 

ACTIVITY /ITINERARY DETAILS 

UPDATE PROJECT STATUS 

PROJECT ASSESSMENT - M.0.1. 

PROMOTIO~L ACTIVITIES 

REPORTS 

OFFICER ACTIVITY REPORT 

INVESTMENT ACTIVITY BY SECTOR 

1 JAMPRO ASSISTED COMPANIES 

t--- SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT PROJECT 

TOUR ITINERARY 



JS 1100 

JAMPROCOOE 

STATUS 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
BlSESS~ 

I xx-xx-xxxid RE5PONSl8l..E OFFICER 

~I XXXXXXXXX>d COMPANY COOE 

DDIMMIYY'tY 

IXXXXXXXXXX>OOOO 
IX>OOOCllXXXXXXXXXX>OOOO 

LAST/COMPANY NAME : IXXXXXriiril FIRST NAME : IXXXXXX>OOOCI MIDDLE INITIAL:(!] 

JOB TITLE 

ADDRESS 

TELEPHONE NO. 

HON REFFERRED 

PROJECT NATURE 

: I XXXXXXXX>Od GENDER : [i 

I-
AGE : (g 

COUNTRY: CMS I XXXXXXXXXXI 
DMSION : [mil IXXXXXXXXXXI 

FAX NO. : I txxx> xxx-xxx)(! I 0000 xxx-XXX>d 
IXXXXXXXX)()(I MODE OF CONTACT : IXXXXXXXXXX>OOOO 
~ IXXXXXX#XXXXX)d SECTOR : ~ I XXXXXXXX}()(I 

PRODUCT/SERVICE: IXXXX>d IXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>. 
SUB-SECTOR : (ml (XXXXXXXX}()(I 
TYPE OF ENQUIRY : ~ I XXXXXXXXXXXXI 

TYPE OF BUSINESS : ~ I XXXXX)(>OOd • r<PE OF ASSIST. 

REMARKS 

I~ DATEOFENCUIRY '00/MM/YYYY 

"':~;;;g~~~~~waii~~~~~ NEXT APPOINTMENT : 00/MM/YYYY 

FOU.OWUPREOUIPED: I~ BRING UP DATE : OD/MM/YYYY 

PROJECT NAME/DESCRIPTION: I-
HELP. (F1), ADD· (F2), SAVE· (F3), DELETE· (F4), REFERENCE TABLE· (F7), QUIT· (F9) 

PGON ·NEXT SCREEN 

• MULTIPLE ENTRIES ARE AUOWEO FOR THE FIELD 
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J~:il l>'Q 

PURPOSE; 

Jampro is responsible for promoting investment and trade opportunities within Jamaica; as 
such they have to handle enquiries on a daily basis. This option provides the facility for 
recording these enquiries. 

INPUT : 

FIELD 
NAME 

Jampro_cooe 
Officer 
Status 
Enq_desc 
Co_code 
Lname 
Fname 
Middle 
Contact_title 
Gender 
Age 
Ma_addrl -3 
Count_code 
Country 
Div_code 
Div_desc 
Telephone 
Fax_no 
Referred 
Contact 
Proj_nature 
Nat_desc 
Sector 
Sect_desc 
Sub_sector 
Sub_desc 
Product 
Prod_desc 
Enq_type 
Ass_type 
Ass_desc 
Bus_type 
Bus_desc 
Remarks 
Enq_date 
Next_app 
Follow_up 
Bring_ up 
Proj_desc 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

ENQUIRIES Jampro Code char( 10) 
ENQUIRIES Responsible Officer char(30) 
ENQUIRIES Status (of enquiry) char(3) 
ENQ_STAT Status char(30) 
CO_CODE Company code ~har<S) 
CO_CODE Last/Company name char(30) 
CO_CODE First name char(30) 
CO_ CODE Middle Initial char( 1) 
CO_MASTER Job Title char(30) 
CO_MASTER Gender char( 1) 
CO_MASTER Age num(2) 
CO_CODE Mailing Address char(90) 
ENQUIRIES Country char(3) 
COUNTRY Country char(30) 
ENQUIRIES Division char(3) 
DIV _COD Division char(30) 
CO_CODE Telephone Number char( IO) 
CO_CODE Fax. number char( 10) 
ENQUIRIES How referred char( 10) 
ENQUIRIES Mode of Contact ~har(30) 
ENQUIRIES Project Nature char(S) 
PROJ_NAT Project Nature char(30) 
ENQUIRIES Sector char(S) 
SECTOR Sector char(30) 
ENQUIRIES Sub-Sector char(3) 
SECTOR Sub-Sector char(30) 
ENQUIRIES Product I Service char( 10) 
PROD_CODE Product I Service char(30) 
ENQUIRIES Type of enquiry char(3) 
ENQUIRIES Type of Assistance char(3) 
ASSISTANCE " " " char(30) 
ENQUIRIES Type of Business char(3) 
BUS_TYPE " .. .. char(30) 
ENQUIRIES Remarks char(60) 
ENQUIRIES Date of enquiry date( 10) 
ENQUIRIES Next appointment date(lO) 
OFF _ENQ Required Follow-up char(60) 
OFF _ENQ Bring up date date( 10) 
PROJ_CODE Project Name/Descr .. char(30) 

9 

Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Op'<lonal 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Optior.al 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Optional 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display CJnly 
Optional 
Manda:ory 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Mandatory 



Defaults : All dates should default to the cvaent date. 
Jampro Officer defaults to the u~r logged on to the system. 
All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status .. D .. have been deactivated and canuot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate lhose instances where they have been already used. 
All displays are in reverse video. 

VALIDATION ; 

FIELD NAME 
Jampro_code 
Proj_Nature 
Sector 
Sub_sect 
Div_code 
Product Code 
Ass_ Type 
Bus_ Type 
Count_ code 
Enq_Type 
Bring_ up 

PROCESSING ; 

VALIDATION <Error> ME.5SAGE # 
If entered must exist in PROJ CODE file. 
Must exist in PROJ NAT table. 
Must exist in SECTOR table. 
Must exist in SECTOR table. 
Must exist in DMSION table. 
If not in PROD_CODE table it must be added 
Must exist in ASSISTANCE table 
Must exist in BUS TYPE table 
Must exist in COuNTRY table 
.. SR - Serious" or "NS - Not Serious" 
Must be greater than or equal to the current 

542 
544 
552 
553 
5~5 
554 
565 
563 
556 
930 
220 

Th: user enters a project code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't error message number 30 - (access 
violation) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the 
user may access this option then an enquiry record for this project is searched for and 
displayed if found and the user may edit it. The jampro code may not be editted. If the 
record isn't found then error message number 542 (invalid project code) is displayed and 
processing remains at the sta.'1. 

If the code is left empty then this signifies the intention to add a new enquiry. The user may 
crater all the data with the system pcrfonning the above validations on respective fields, 
following which processing is taken to the screen menu. If the status of the project is 
·'DELETED", "lNV ALID" or "CANCELLED" no processing is allowed; such projects may 
only be viewed. 
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From the menu : 

Control-f ·provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and size and a shon description of this field. 

Control-w -allows the writing of data to the database. Processing should only proceed 
here if the JAMPRO CODE is empty. The Jampro code is generated via this 
process. This code is a concatenation of the SECTOR + PROJECT 
NATURE+ A SYSTEM GENERATED SEQUENTIAL NUMBER. The 
last assigned number is kept in the CONTROL table. A record is added to 
PROJ_CODE table with a status .. ENQ - ENQUIRY". A record is also 
added to the ENQUIRIES table with a status ··NE - New Enquiry" : to the 
CO_CODE table if the company doesn•t already exist; and to the OFF _ENQ 
table. If more than one products are entered for this project then a record is 
adderl to the PROJ_PROD table for each product. If .. Bus_type" was "'film" 
then "CD 1110 - film enquiries routine is perfonned. On completion of the 
operation message number 35 indicating this and prompting the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared 
and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-e- allows the user co delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
This record should only be marked for deletion if its status is .. INV -
INVALID" or .. CAN - CANCELLED". If this is not so message number 
795 is displayed and control returned to the start of the process. The 
previous status is replaced with the current and the current status changed to 
.. DEL - DELETED". The ENQUIRIES and OFF _ENQ are updated as well 
as the FILM_ENQ table if the Bus_type is .. film". On completion of the 
operation message number 260 indicating this and prompting the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared 
and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t· allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS1200 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE· ALM OFFICE 

00.MM.YYVY 

JAMPRO cooE: I xx-xx-xx>Od COMPANY NAME: I XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
NAME:l-

LOCAL EXPENDITURE BREAKDOWN (USS): 

HOTEL lsss.sss.sss.991 

v1LLA : lsss.sss.sss.991 

PRIVATE RENTAL: lsss.sss.sss.991 

ALL-INCLUSIVE lsss.sss.sss.991 

SECURITY lsss.sss.sss.991 
PER DIEM lsss.SSS,SSS,9g 

PRE-PRODUCTION: lsss.sss.sss.991 

WARDROBE : lsss.sss.sss.991 

PROPS & SET DRESSING 

TOTAL COST OF PROJECTION 

VEHICLE EXPENSES : lsss.sss.sss.991 

EQUIPMENT RENTAL: lSSS.SSS.SSS.9!i 

LOCAL EXTRAS lsss.sss.sss.991 

POST PROOUCTION : I SSS .SSS I SSS. 991 
SPECIAL EFFECTS 

CONSTRUCTION 

LOCATION FEES 

CATERING 

lsss,sss.sss.991 

lsss.SSS,SSS.991 
lsss.sss.sss.991 

lsss,sss.sss.991 

lsss.sss.sss.991 

lsss.sss.sss.991 

CASTING, TALENT & AGENCY FEES lsss.sss.sss.9fil 
LOCATION PROOUCTION & TECHNICAi.CREW : lsss.sss.sss.991 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 

TOTJ.L EXPENDITURE (USS} 

lsss,SSS,SSS.991 

: lSSS,SSS,SSS.9j 

WAS SALA~Y DETAILS OF JAMAICAN PERSONNEL PROVIDED : (i 

TOTAL DAYS OF SHOOT: (iiii 

HELP • (controa.f), SAVE • (control-w), DELETE • (control-e), QUIT • (control-I) 
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Jll4&1 ; t:AllTAl. JIPJUDlTlll:S • lll.M OlllCJ 

PURPOSE; 

This fac:l!cy allows lhe user lo record lhe capilal cxpendirure for film projcas. 

INPUT ; 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITI.E 

FOIL\fA T A TIRIBUTE 

Jampro_code 
Pro" dcsc ~-
Co_ code 
Fname+ 
Lname+ 
Middle 
H<Xcl 
Vehicle 
Villa 
Equp_rcnt 
Prv_rcnt 
Loc_Xtta 
All_incl 
Posr_prod 
Security 
Spec_cff 
Pcr_dicm 
Consu 
Pre_Prod 
Loc_fees 
Wardrobe 
Carer 
Props 
Proj_cost 
Cast_agfees 
Prod_rechcr 
Misc 

PROJ_CODE Jampro Code char( 10) 
PROJ_CODE Name cbar(30) 
CO_CODE Company Code cbar(S) 
CO_CODE Company Name cbar(30) 
CO_CODE .. .. char( JO) 
CO_CODE .. cbar(l) 
FllM_EXP H<Xcl own( 14.2) 
Fll.M_EXP Vehicle Expenses own( 14.2) 
FllM_EXP Villa nwn(l4.2) 
FU..M_EXP Equipment Rental own( 14.2) 
FllM_EXP Privar.e Renlal num(l4.2) 
FllM_EXP Local Extras nwn(l4.2) 
FU..M_EXP All inclusive num(l4.2) 
FllM_EXP Post Production nwn(l4.2) 
Fil.M_EXP Security num(l4.2) 
Fil..M_EXP Special Effects num(l4.2) 
Fil..M_EXP Per Diem num(l4.2) 
Fil..M_EXP Construction num( 14.2) 
Fil..M_EXP Pre-Production num(l4.2) 
Fil..M_EXP Location Fees num(l4.2) 
Fil..M_EXP Wardrobe nwn(l4.2) 
Fil..M_EXP Car.ering nwn(l4.2) 
Fil..M_EXP Props cl Set Dressing num(l4.2) 
Fil..M_EXP TotalCostof Projec .. nwn(l4.2) 
FILM_EXP Casting, Talent & A .. num(l4.2) 
FILM_EXP Location Production .. num(l4.2) 
FILM_EXP Miscellaneous Expe .. num(l4.2) 

Total ExpendiUR.. num( 14.2) 
Saljam FILM_EXP Was Salary Details ... logical 
Shooc_dayei FILM_EXP Total Days of Shoot num(4) 

~ 
Display Only 
Cross Reference 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Sum of fields above 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Defaults : All numeric fields must be GREATER THAN or EQUAL to 0. 
Reference Codes with a swus .. D'' have been deactivared and cannot be 

. accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been almldy used. 
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VALIDATIONS ; 

FIELD NAME 
Co_code 
Jampro_code 

PROCESSING i 

VALIQATION 
Must exist in CO CODE table 
Must exist in PROJ_CODE table 

MESSAGE# 
547 
542 

lbc ~renters a project or Jampro code which must already exist. Confirm dw the user is 
a valid user via the USERS table and has the right to access this data If he docsn "t the 
message # 30 from ERR_MSGS lable is displayed and processing rcrumcd to the menu. If 
tbc user may access this option then the company name and any dala previously entered for 
this project in the FILM_EXP table are displayed. The dara from the FIL\f _EXP table may 
be edited. or added if nOl prcvi~ly here. Once entry is completed here processing is 
taken to the menu line where any of the options available may be chosen. 

From the menu : 

Control-f- provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field cypc and 
size and a short description of each field. 

Control·•· allows the wrtiting of data to the database. A record is added only if no 
record was found in the Fll.M_EXP table. A record is therefore added to 
this table. If a record was found chcn this record is updated in the 
Fll..M_EXP table. On completion of the operation message 35 for adding or 
number 750 for updating arc displayed indicating this and control returned 
to the start of the process. 

Control-e- allows JJe user to delete an existing rcco.-::1 from the Fll.M_EXP table. Once 
the record has been found and displayed the user should confirm dw this is 
the record to be deleted. On completion of the operation message # 260 
indicating this and prompting the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JSt:JOO JAMNCA PROMoTIONS CORPORATION 
CLIENT MANAGEMENT 

OOiMMiYYYY 

JAMPROCOOE 

DIVISION 

lxx-xx-xx)()d -

[Si -
COMPANYNAME: I-CURRENTSTATUS: (WIXXXXXXX#)(! 

CONTACTPERSON: I- JOBTinE 

ACTION JAMPRO COMME"'ITSI Fa.lOW Lf> 
DATE TAKEN a+flB1 Fa.LOW-lF~ BY INVESTOR STATUS 

I OOIMMJYvvjf rm IXXXXXXXX@ liCXXXXXXXXijOQO IXXXXXXXXXlOOOOO IXXXXXXXXX>CI ~ 
lmi IXXXXXXXX)()jl IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX IXXXXXXXXX>CI 

... lo_o_IM_MIY_v_v_'il [Si IXXXXXXXXXXX@I IXXXXXXXXXXXXXlO IXXXXXXXX)()jl~IXXXX#X)(J 
~ IXXXXXXXXXXX@I I XXXXXXXXX>C1 

I 00/MM/YYYjf ~ I XXXXXXXXX>d ... ,XXXXXXXXXXXXXXl-----..... ,XXXXXXXXXXXX>OO I XXXXXXXXX>CI [iiil XXXXXXXXI 
fm.~ IXXXXXXXXXXXX>OOIXXXXXXXXX>CI 

HELP - (Control-f), SAVE - (Control-w), DELETE - (Control-e), QUIT - (Controt-t) 

I S 



; CJ.lJMT MAMA GJNIJMT 

PURPQSE: 

This procedure records che activities perfonncd by any Jampro Officer for a particular 
project. 

INPUT ; 

FIELD TABLE FIELD FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 
NAME USED TITLE 

Jampro_code PROJ_CODE Jampro Code char(IO) Mandatory 
Pro" desc PROJ_CCDE Project Description char(30) Display Only ~-
Div_codc OFF_ENQ Division cbar(3) Optional 
Div_desc DIV_COO Division cbar(30) Display Only 
Fname+ CO_CODE Company Name cbar(30) Display Only 
Lnamc+ CO_CODE .. .. cbar(30) Display Only 
Middle CO_CODE .. .. cbar(l) Display Only 
Proj_stal PROJ_CODE Current StanJs char(3) Display Only 
Stat_desc PROJ_ST AT Current StanJs cbar(30) Display Only 
Conract CO_MASTER Contact Person cbar(40) Display Only 
Contact_title CO_MASTER Job Title char(30) Display Only 
Dare OFF_DET Dare (of activity) dare(lO) Mandatory 
Action OFF_DET Action Taken char(3) Mandarory 
Activ_desc ACT_CODE Action Taken cbar(30) Display Only 
Officer OFF_DET Jampro Officer cbar(30) Mandalory 
Off_foUow OFF_DET Comments/Follow-... cbar(60) Optional cl Scrollable 
lnv_follow OFF_DET Follow up By lnves .. cbar(60) Optional cl ScroUable 
Act_Stal OFF_DET StanJs {of activity) cbar(3) Optional cl ScroUable 
Stat_desc ACT_STAT Stanis cbar(30) Display Only 

Defaults ; I. All entries should default to uppercue. 
2. Reference Codes with a status .. D" have been deactivared and cannot be 

accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodare those inslanccs where they have been already used. but 
canDOI be newly added to any record. 

VALIDATION; 

FIELD NAME 
Jampro_code 
Action 
Act_stal 
Div_code 

VALIDATION <Emr> MfJiSAGEI 
If entered must exist in PROJ_CODE file. S4i 
Must exist in ACT _CODE table. S90 
MUSI exist in ACT _ST AT table. S66 
MUSI exist in DIV _COD table S4S 

I 6 



PROCESSI~G i 

The user enters a Jampro code. Confirm that the user is a valid user ,·ia the L'SERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't message number 30 (access violation) 
from ERR_~SGS t~ · i! is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option tht. .elevant information for this project is searched for and displayed if 
found and the user may edit it. If the record isn't found then error message number 542 is 
displayed. The screen allows the user to make multiple entries for activities planned or 
performed. 

From the menu: 

Control-f- provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a shon description of this field. 

Control-w- allows the writing l'f data to the database.If one was not already there a 
record is added to the OFF _ENQ table; and a record is added to the 
OFF _DET table for each activity entered. The record added to the 
OFF _ENQ table is saved with a ACTIV _TYPE "CLM" indicating that it 
relates to client management information. The same tables arc updated if the 
record already exists. On completion of the operation message number 35 
for adding a record or numhcr 750 for updating arc displayed.Processing 
returns to the stan of the process. 

Control·e- allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The record is deleted from the OFF _DET table. If the r~cord being 
displayed is the only activity in the OFF _DET table and it has not yet been 
performed i.e ... ACT _ST Ar· is not ''PER" then the OFF _ENQ record is 
deleted as well. If it has been performed then the user is so prompted and 
must indicate (YIN) if the record should be deleted. On completion of the 
operation error message # 260 indicating this and prompting the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and conuol returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t- allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS1400 

JAMAICA PAOMOTIONS CORPORATlON D01MMiYYYY 

ffiNERARY DETAILS 

JAMPROCOOE : I xx-xx-xxXXI COMPANY NAME IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
PROJECT NAME : I XXXXXXXXXXX>OOO VISITOR I •• -. ---·---------·-···••&••lOd 

JAMPRO OFFICER : I XXXXXXXXXXX>OOO DIVISION ~I~ 

a.m::;Q,£ OF FCllON-lJP~FOR JAM PRO 
DATE TIME ACTIVITY ACTIVITY JAM PRO VISITOR CffCER STATUS 

001MM1vvv\ll I HH:MM:s§I I >OOOOOOOOOd I >OOOOOOOOOd I >OOCOOOOOOd I WXXXXXX>CI I XX>OOOO<I ~1 • • • • • 

HELP - (control-w), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-a), QUIT - (control-I) 
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; A CTlJlTI I JTlMJ:IA:ftY DJTtULw 

PURPOSE: 

This procedure records the activities and lhc itinerary information for a planned visit bv an 
investor or potential investor involving Jampro.pcrsonncl. lt is assumed that this visit.is a 
follow up to some previous enquiries and therefore all such activities would have an 
existing project or Jampro code. 

INPUT: 

FIELD 
NAME 

Jampro_code 
Proj_dcsc 
Fname + 
Lnamc+ 
:Vliddle 
Visitor 
otfJCcr 
Div_code 
Div desc 
Activ_0are 
Tune 
Activity 
Activ_out 
Off_ follow 
lnv_follow 
O~ccr 
Status 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATIRIBUTE 

PROJ_CODE Project Code 
PROJ_CODE Project Description 
CO_CODE Company name 
CO_CODE 
CO_CODE 
OFF_ENQ 
OFF_ENQ 
OFF_ENQ 
DIV_COD 
OFF_DET 
OFF_DET 
OFF_DET 
OFF_DET 
OFF_DET 
OFF_DET 
OFF_DET 
OFF_DET 

Visitor 
Jampro Officer 
Division 
Division 
Date 
Tune 
Activity 
Outcome of Activity 
Follow-up .. .Jampro 
Follow up ... Visitor 
Jampro Officer 
Status 

char(IO) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char( 1) 
char(20) 
char(30) 
char(3) 
char(30) 
date(lO) 
char(S) 
char( SO) 
char( SO) 
char(60) 
char(60) 
char(30) 
char(3) 

Optional 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display only 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Manarory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Optional & Scrollable 
Optional & Scrollable 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Defaults : All entries should default to uppertaSC. 
Officer should default to the officer responsible for the project. however. 
the user is allowed to change this. 
Refeiencc Codes with a status .. D .. have been deactivared and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances whete they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION CErrorl MESSAGE# 
Jampro_code 
Div_code 
Act_stat 

If entered must exist in PROJ_CODE tile. 542 
Must exist in DIV _COD table 545 
Must exist in ACT _ST AT table. 566 
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PROCESSING : 

The user enters a project code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the l'SERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he doesn·t message number 30 (access violation) 
from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu.If the project 
code isn·t found then error message number 542 is displayed and processing returned to 
the stan. If the user may access this option and the project code is found the name of tht 
company and the relevant data is displayed and the remaining data entered with the 
indicated validations performed. 

From the menu : 

Control-f- provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and size and a shon description of each field. 

Control-w- allows the writing of data to the database. If none was there then a record is 
added to the OFF _ENQ table and a record to the OFF _DET table for each 
activity entered. Each record added to the OFF _DET table is given an 
"ACTIVITY_ TYPE - ITO" indicating that it relates to itinerary information. 
A sim_~l" process is performed for each record found and editted. On 
completion of the operation message number 35 for adding or number 750 
for updating is displayed and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-e- allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The OFF_.DET table is updated. If the record being displayed is the only 
activity in the OFF _DET table and it has not yet been performed i.e. 
"ACT _ST Ar· is not "PER" then the OFF _ENQ record is deleted as well. If 
it has been perfonned then the user is so prompted and must indicate (Y/N) 
if the record should be deleted. On completion of the operation error 
message # 260 indicating this and prompting the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-t- allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS1500 

THE JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

UPDATE PROJECT STATUS 

001MM1YYVY 

JAMPROCODE : lxx-xx-xxx)(I IXXXXX#XXXXXXXXX 
COMPANY NAME : IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
CURRENT STATUS : ~ jXXXXX#XXXXXXXXI 
NEW STATUS : ~ IXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) 

NEW STATUS DATE : 00/MMIYYYY 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER : I XiJCXXXXXXXXXXX 

HELP - (control·f), SAVE - {control-w), QUIT - (control-t) 
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PliRPOSE : 

This option allows the user to change the status of those projects.that require a status 
change which isn ·t achieved as a result of some automated processing. 

INPUT : 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Jampro_code PROJ_CODE Project Code 
Proj_desc PROJ_CODE Project Name 
lnamc+Fname CO_CODE Company Name 
Proj_stat PROJ_CODE Current Status 
Curr_stat PROJ_PROF New Status 
Stat_date PROJ_PROF New Status Date 
Officer PROJ_PROF Responsible Officer 

char(lO) 
ctw(30) 
char(60) 
char(3) 
char(3) 
date(lO) 
char(30) 

Defaults : All dates should default to the current date. 

Mandatory 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
System 

Jampro Officer defaults to the user logged on to the system. 
Reference Codes with a status .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION ; 

FIELD NAME 
Jampro_code 
Proj_stat 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION 
Must exist in PROJ_CODE table 
Must exist in PROJ _ST AT table 

<Eaorl MESSAGE# 
542 
585 

The user enters a project code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't the appropriate message from 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may access 
this option and the code entered exists in the PROJ_CODE table with a status .. PROJECT' 
then the PROJ_PROF.curr_stat is displayed as the current status. If the status is not 
"PROJECT" then the PROJ_CODE.proj_srat is displayed as the present stltus. Present 
status is a dispaly only field. The new status and date effctive may then be entered 
following which he is taken to the screen menu. 
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From the menu : 

Control-f- provides narrative description for ali fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a short description of this field. 

Control-w - allt'WS the user to update the database with the eclitted data. The present r•1tus 
is moved to the previous status and the new status entered is saved as the 
current status. If the record was found in the PROJ _CODE table then this 
table is updated. If it was found in the PROJ_PROF table then this table is 
updated. On completion of the operation message number 750 from the 
ERR_MSGS table, indicating this and prompting the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS1600 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

PROJECT ASSESSMENT· M.0.1. 

ODiMM1YYYY 

JAMPROCODE: lxx-xx-xxxXI COMPANYNAME: IXXXXXXX>OCXXXXX 

ASSESSMENT PERIOD : DOIMM/YYYY • DDIMMJYYYY 

PRODUCTION DATA 

CAPACITY : (lljjss.sss.991 RAW MATERIALS CONSUMED: lsss.sss.sss. 9ij 
OUTPUT lsss.sss.sss.9j 

rsss.sss.sss.9ij 
PACKAGING COSTS lsss.sss.sss 991 

PRIME COST: SALES VALUE OF OUTPUT lsss.sss.sss.9ij 

DIRECT MANUfACTURING LA& 'JR COST lsss,sss.sss.991 
FACTORY OR MANUFACTURING OVERHEAD ~LY lsss.sss.sss.991 
CIFVALUEOFEQUIPMENTFORCURRENTYEAR(USS): lsss.sss.sss.9j 
DATE OF COMMISSIONING OF EQUIPMENT 00/MM/YYYY 

OUTPUT BETWEEN COMMISSIONING OF EQUIPMENT AND REVIEW PERIOD: LuS .SSS.SSS. 991 
RAW MATERIALS PURCHASED: PRODUCTION EMPLOYMENT DATA: 

LOCAL VALUE lsss.ssi',sss.991 
IMPORTED VALUE: lsss.sss.sss.991 

lsss.sss.sss.991 

PERMANENT WORKERS : I NNN.NNN.NNN.NN 

AVERAGE PERMANENT WORKERS : f NNN.NNN NNN.Nij 

AVERAGE TEMPORARY WORKERS: (NNN.NNN.NNN.NN 
TOTAL: 

SALES PERFORMANCE : UNITS 

EXPORT SALES TO CARICOM (NNN.NNN.NNN.Nij 

HARD CURRENCY MARKET: I NNN,NNN,NNN:Nij 

TOTAL EXPORT: I NNN.NNN.NNN.NN 

LOCAL SALES . I NNN.NNN.NNN.Nij 

TOTAL SALES : I NNN.NNN.NNN.Nij 

SALES VALUE (SJ) 

lsss.sss.sss.991 
lsss.sss.sss.991 
lsss.sss.sss.991 
lsss.sss.sss.991 

lsss.sss.sss.991 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DEL~TE • {control-e), QUIT - (control-t) 
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PJ;RPOSE : 

This facility i\llows the user to record data gathered from periodic assessment of projects 
under the M.O. I. progranune. 

INPUT : 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Jampro_code P~OJ_CODE Jampro Code char( IO) 
Proj_desc PROJ_CODE Project Description char(30) 
Co_code CO_CODE Company Code char(5) 
Fnarne + CO_CODE Company Name char(30) 
Lname + CO_CODE •• char(30) 
Middle + CO _CODE •• •• char( I) 
Stan_date PROJ_ASSM Assessment stan date dare(IO) 
End_date PROJ_ASSM Assessment end date dale(lO) 
Prod_cap PROJ_ASSM Capacity num( 10) 
Mat_cons PROJ_ASSM Raw Materials cons .. num(l4.2) 
Qty_output PROJ_ASSM Output num(lO) 
Pack_cost PROJ_ASSM Packing cost num( 14.2) 
Prime_cost PROJ_ASSM Prime Cost num(l4.2) 
Sales_val PROJ_ASSM Sales Value of Outp .. num(l4.2) 
Labour cost PROJ_ASSM Direct Manufacturing .. num( 14.2) 
Man_ovhd PROJ_ASSM Factory or Manufac ... num( 14.2) 
Cif_value PROJ_ASSM CIF value of Equip .. num(l4.2) 
Comm_date PROJ_ASSM Date of Commissi .... date( 10) 
Out_bet PROJ_ASSM Output between com.. num( 10) 
Local_purch PROJ_ASSM l..ocal value num(l4.2) 
Perm_work PROJ_ASSM Pennanent Workers num(lO) 
lmp_purch PROJ_ASSM Imported Workers num( 14.2) 
Perm_avg PROJ_ASSM Average Perm Wor.. num(IO) 
Temp_avg PROJ_ASSM Average Temp Wor .. num(lO) 
Local_purch + Total num( 14.2) 
lmp_purch num(l4.2) 
Car_units PROJ_ASSM Export Sales to Car .. num(lO) 
Car_sales PROJ_ASSM Exl>'Jrt Sales to Car .. num( 14.2) 
Curr_units PROJ_ASSM Hard Currency Mar.. num( 10) 
Curr_sales PROJ_ASSM Hard Currency Mar .. num(l4.2) 
Local_units PROJ_ASSM Local sales num(lO) 
Local_sales PROJ_ASSM Local sales num( 14.2) 

Mandatory 
Display Only 
Reference Criteria 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Mandalory 
Optional 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Calculated 
Calculated 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Car_units + Curr_units is displayed at TOT AL EXPORT (units) 
Car_sales + Curr_Sales is displayed at TOT AL EXPORT (sales value) 
Car_units + Curr_units + Local_units is displayed at TOT AL SALES (units) 
Car_sales + Curr_Sales + Local_sales is displayed at TOT AL SALES (sales value) 
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Def au Its : All dates should default to the current dale. 
All numeric fields must be GREATER THAN or EQUAL to 0. 
Reference Codes with a status .. D .. have been dcactivatt.d and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 

VALIDA TIOSS 

FIELD SAME 
Co_code 
Jampro_code 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION 
Must exist in CO CODE table 
Must exist in PROJ_CODE table 

MESSAGE# 
5.J7 
542 

lbe user enters a project or Jampro code which must already exist. Confirm that the user is 
a valid user via the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't the 
message # 30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If 
the user may access this option then the company name is displayed. lbe period of interest 
is then entered. If a record for this project for this period has already been entered then this 
record is displayed and the user is allowed to edit it. If not data may be entered and the 
respective validations perfonned. Once entry is completed here processing is taken to the 
menu line where any of the options available may be chosen. 

From the menu : 

Control·f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a shon description of this field. 

Control·W· allows the writing of data to the database. A record is added if no record is 
found for the criteria entered. this record is added to PROJ_ASSM table. 
This table is also updated if the record was found and editted. On 
completion of the operation message 35 for adding or number 750 for 
updating are displayed and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-e- allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
On completion of the operation message # 260 indicating this and 
prompting the user for a key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any 
key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control·t- allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JSt700 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES 

TYPE OF ACTIV1TY : 

DATE 

TIME 

TOPIC 

PRESENTER 

HOST 

VENUE 

DOiMM/YYYY 

IXXXXXXXXXXI 

I ,_ ,_ 
1>0000000004 

NO. OF INVITEES I~ 

COST OF ACTIV1TY : ls.sss.us.9i 

QQ,MMJYYVV 

GEARED FOR :- MARKET : ~ I-• 
SECTOR : IXX)()()d ,_. 

PROOUCT: I >0000000004 I XXXXXXXXXXXXXij • 

HELP - (control-w), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e). QUIT - (control-t) 
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i :PJ. OM QTI QH1\J. A CTI"f1T11§ 

Pt:RPOSE; 

This facility allows the user to record the promotional activities. 

INPUT ; 

FIELD 
NAME 

Activity 
Activ_dcsc 
Prom_Daie 
Tune 
Topic 
Presenter 
Host 
Venue 
Part_reg 
Fees 
Market 
Sector 
Product 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

PROMOTION Type of Activity char(3) 
ACT_CODE •• char(30) 
PROMOTION Date dare( 10) 
PROMOTION Tune char(S) 
PROMOTION Topic char(30) 
PROMOTION Presenter char(30) 
PROMOTION Host char(30) 
PROMOTION Venue char(30) 
PROMOTION No. of Invitees num(S) 
PROMOTION Cost of Activity num( 12.2} 
PROMOTION Geared for:- Market char(3) 
PROMOTION Sector char(S) 
PROMOTION Product char( 10) 

Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Defaults : All entries must be converted to uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a swus .. D .. have been deactivated and cannoc be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accomrnodale those inscances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATIONS ; 

FIELD NAME VALIQATION MESSAGE# 
Activity 
Market 
Sector 
Product 

PROCESSING 

Must exist in ACT _CODE table 
If entemi Must exist in MRK_CODE table 
If entered Must exist in SECTOR table 
If entemi Must exist in PROD_CODE table 

590 
567 
552 
554 

The user enters a project or Jampro code which must exist. Confirm that the user is a valid 
user via the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't the message# 
30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user 
may access this option then the type of activity, the date and the host are entered. If this 
already exists the record is displayed and the non-key data may be editted. If not the data 
may be added. Once enuy is completed here processing is taken to the menu line where 
any of the options available may be chosen. 
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From the menu : 

Cootrol-f- provides narrati\"C description for all fields telling the user the field cypc and 
size and a short description of the field. 

Control-w- allows the writing of data to the database. This processing should only 
proceed if no record was found in the PROMOTIONS table. A record is 
therefore added to this table. If the record was found then the process of 
updating the PROMOTIONS table would be performed. On completion of 
the operation message # 35 or# 750 for adding or uodating respccti\·ely is 
displayed and conuol returned to the start of the process. 

Control-e- allows the user to delete an existing record from the PROMOTIONS table. 
Once the record has been found and displayed the user should confirm thar 
this is the record to be deleted. On completion of the operation message # 
260 indicating this and prompting the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and conuol returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control-t- allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JR1 t00 

00/MMJYYYY 

xxxxxxxxxx 

JAMAX:;A. PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
OFFICER ACTMTY REPORT 

00/MM/YYYY 10 00/MMlYYYY 

OFFICER ACTMTY REPORT 

JAMPR0 COOE ACTIVITY DATE 

00.MM.YYYY 

PAGE:NNN 

STATIJS 

XXXXX XXXXXXXX XlC-XX-YXXX >00000000CX 00/MMIYYYY xxxxx 

HELP - (control-w), ON SCREEN - (control-v). PRINT - (control-p). QUIT • (control-I) 
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JJ,ll&D ; Qlll CXi A CT1Y1TY iJlO:RT 

ptRPQSE; 

This option generates a repon either OG onscrccn or hard copy by officer of activities 
performed o\·er a particular period. 

INPUT; 
The officer· s name and a dare range will be enracd The dare range should default from the 
stan of the year to the cumnt dare. If officer name entry is left blank. it is assumed that 
information is required for all officers over the given period and the report will be output in 
alphabetical order. 

DEF AUL TS : All dales should default to lbc current date but may be cdittcd by the user. 
All enrries arc uppcrcasc. 
Reference Codes with a starus ··o" ha"-c been deactivared and cannot l:'.c 
accessed from the refcrcncc popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those inswJces where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING : 

The user makes the officer name entry. Confmn that the user logged on to the system is a 
valid user in the USERS table and has the nght to access this data If he doesn •t message ~ 
30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed anc! processing returned to the menu. If the user 
may access this option then the date range of interest is entered All m:ords in the 
OFF _DET table for that officer with a OFF _DET.activ_dare within the dare range entered 
arc processed. tOlalled and reported for that activity by sector. Once this has been done the 
respective oplion from the menu line may be chosen. 

If no entry is made for a field. then it is assumed that a report is needed for all occurrences 
of that field. 

From the menu: 

Controa·f • Provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and s;u and a shon description of this field. 

Control·• - Directs the report output to the screen. Message # 742 is displayed on 
screen on 
completion of the repon. 

Control-o • Directs the repon to the printer. Message # 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report . 

Control·t - Allows the user to quit this oplion and return to the main menu. 
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OUTPUT: 

The fields to be output arc : I. OFF DET.officcr 
2. CO CODE.fnamc+lnamc+middlc 
3. OFF_DET.action 
4. ACT_CODE.activ_dcsc 
5. If OFF _DET.activ_codc = .. ITD .. then the activity 

description indicated is ··ITINERARY ACTIVTIY'. 
6. T oral number of occurrences of OFF _DET.action for 

each code or OFF _DET.activity _rypc where activity_ type 
=""ITO" 

7. OFF _DET.activ_darc 
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w 
w 

JAl200 

DOIMM/YYYY 

~ 

STATUS 
PRO.£CT TYPE 
PERO> 

~ COIPNft NAME 

lCXXXX lOOOOCXXXXX 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
INVESTMENT ACTIVITY BY SECTOR REPORT 

lCXXX)( lC¥JIXlt.J(Jt'.W_VJIJlVJ(.VJ(lCXXX)( 

XXXXlC )(ltlC llltVJQCXIO(.VJ(>C..UJ()()(J( 

)()()( 

DD/MMIYYYY 10 DD/MMJYYYY 

INVESTMENT ACTIVl'fY BY SECTOR REPORT 

CXl.Mlh' PRO.ECT CAPITAL INVESTMENT PRO.ECTED EMP\.OVMENT 
CF ORIGIN DE9CN'T10N LOCATION ACTUAL PRO.ECTED SALES ACTUAL TEMPORARY PRO.ECTEO 

)00(.'()( lOCXXXX lCX!tJfXX'lO( SSS.HS SIS.SSS SSS.SSS N'ffffl ,.,.,.... ~ 

HELP • conuol·I), ON SCREEN • (con1roH1), PRINT • (control·o), QUIT • (con1roH) 

DDIMM/YY't'Y 

PAGE·NNN 

REMARKS 

)()()( )()()(JOOOO(J( 



J]l13H ; lMYJAATM:SMT t\ CTIYIIY :81 SJCI O:R 

Pl:RPOSE ; 

This option generates a detailed status repon of all projects and is available both onscrccn 
or printed. The rc~n may be printed for a specified sector. for projects of a given type 
and status over a given penod. 

A sub-total is printed for each sector. status or project type change and a grand total at the 
end of the repon 

INPUT ; 

A five character sector code. a three character srarus code. a five character project type and a 
date range will be entered. The date range ~hould default from the stan of the year to the 
cuncnt date. 

Defaults ; All dares should default to the CUITCnt da:e. 
All enuies arc uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a starus .. D" have been deactivalcd and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
acconunodatc those instances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION ; 

ENTRY FIELD VALIDATION 
Must exist in SECTOR table 
Must exist in PROJ_SI AT table 
Must exist in PROJ _TYPE table 
Cannot be greater than todate 

MESSAGE# 
Sector 
Status Code 
Project Type 
Fr_date 
To_date Cannot be greater than the CUITCnt date 

552 
585 
581 
395 
210 

PROCESSING ; 

The user enters a sector code which is validated on entry. Confirm that the user logged on 
to the system is a valid user in the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he 
doesn • t message # 30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the 
menu. If the user may access this option and the entry has been correctly validated 
processing resumes at the next field and the validation is repeated; the process continues 
for all entries. Once all the enlries have been sucessfully validated the respective option 
from the menu line may be chosen. 

If no entry is mad. for a field, then it is assumed that a rcpon is needed for all occurrences 
of that field. 
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From the menu : 

Control-f- provides narrative description for all fields telling the user lhc field type and 
size and a short description of this field. 

Control-v- directs the report output to the screen. Message# 742 is displayed on 
screen on completion of the report. 

Control-o- directs the report to the printer. Message# 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report . 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 

OUTPUT: 

The fields to be output are: PROJ_PROF.scctor 
CO_CODE.lname+fnamc 
CO_MASTER.orign 
PROJ_CODE.proj_dcsc 
PROJ_PROF.iocation cross referenced in LOC_CODE table 
PROJ_PROF.loc_capinv + (for_capinv • exch_rate) 
PROJ_PROF.pro_capinv 
PROJ _PROF.pro_salcs 
PROJ_PROF.pcnn_empl + PROJ_PROF.pcnn_empf 
PROJ_PROF.temp_empl + PROJ_PROF.temp_empf 
PROJ _PROF.pcnn_empp +PROJ_PROF.temp_empp 
PROJ_PROF.reconun 
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JR1300 

00/MM/YYYY 

JAMAfCA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
UST OF JAMPRO ASSISTED COMPANIES 

SECTOR : 

DATE RANGE :- FROM 

TO 

xxxxxxxxxx 
00/MM/YYYY 

00/MM/YYYY 

UST OF JAMPRO ASSISTED COMPANIES 

SECl'CA START DATE COWIPANY NAME STATUS 

00/MM/YYYV 

PAGE: ~ 

XXXXXXXXXX N'ff4 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX>C •_•IO_·O_·_:X·>C ··IO·O·:X•>CIO·O_•:X·>CIO·O·:X·>C· IOOOC_-)()()-O_•_:X~ 

HELP • (control-f), ON SCREEN • (control·v), PRINT • (control-o), QUIT • (control-t) 
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J:R,li>DD 

Pt:RPOSE ; 

This option generates a repon available both onscreen or printed. of all Jampro assisted 
companies over a given period wilhin a panicular sector. 

INPUT ; 

A five character Sector code and a dale range will be entered. The date range should default 
from the stan of the year to the current date. 

Defaults : All dales should default to the current dale. 
All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. but 
cannot be added to a new record. 

VALIDATION; 

ENTRY FIELD 
Sector 
Fr_dale 
To_dale 

PROCESSING ; 

VALIDAIION 
Must exist in SECTOR table 
Cannot ~ greater than to_dale 
Cannot be greater than the current dale 

MESSAGE# 
552 
210 
395 

The user enters a sector code which is validated on entry. Confinn that the user logged on 
to the system is a valid user in the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he 
docsn • t , message # 30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the 
menu. If the user may access this option and the entry has been correctly validated 
processing resumes at the date range entry. The entries are validated and then the respective 
option from the menu line may be chosen. If no entry is made from the sector field, then it 
is assumed that a repon is needed for all sectors. Similarly if no '1rom " date is entered, it 
is assumed that a rcpon for all dates is required. 

A sub-total is printed for each sector change and a grand total at the end of the report. 
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From the menu : 

Control-f- provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a shon description of each field. 

Control-v - directs the repon output to the screen. Message # 7.t2 is displayed on screen 
on completion of the report. 

Control-o- directs the report to the printer. Message # 744 is displayed on screen on 
i:ompletion of the repon . 

Control-t- allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 

OUTPUT: 

The fields to be output .·re : PROJ_PROF.sector 
PROJ_PROF.start_date 
PROJ_PROF.curr_stat which will be cross referenced in the 

PROJ_STA T table 
PROJ_PROF.recomm 
CO_CODE.lname+fname 
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; ~UMMA:ft.1 Dl JlfYJSTMJUT :Pl DJJ CTZ 

PURPOSE; 

This option generates an on the stage of investment type projects by sector at a specified 
time. 

INPUT : 

1be date and or the sector of interest are entered. 

Defaults : All dates should default to the current dare. 
All entties are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status .. 0 .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
acconunodare those instances where they have been already used. 

V ALIDAIION ; 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION <Error> MESSAGE # 
Sector Must exist in SECTOR table. 552 

PROCESSING ; 

The user makes the sector code entry. Confirm that the user logged on to the system is a 
valid user in the USERS table and has the right to access this data If he doesn't message # 
30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user 
may access this option then the sector and the date range of interest is entered. No entry for 
the sector field implies that the repon is required for all sectors. Once this has been done the 
respective option from the menu line may be chosen. The user must have the rights to 
perform the specified operation. 

The project status codes from PROJ_STAT table are as follows:
PRP - In preparation 

From the menu : 

APP - Approved 
IMP - In hnplementation 
PIP - In Pipeline 
OPP - In operation 

Control·f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and sii.e and a shon description of this field. 

Control·v- directs the report output to the screen. Message# 742 is displayed on 
screen on completion of the repon. 

Control·o~ directs the report to the printer. Message# 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report . 

Control·t- allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JR1500 JAMAICA PROMoTIONS CORPORATION 00/MM/YYYY 
TOUR ITINERARY 

JAMPROCOOE XX-XX-XX.XX 

CLIENT i VISITOR : -~ -----···---- -············· ........... -- --

COMPANY NAME ·················-··· - - --- ---

ASAT 00/MM/YYYY 

00/MM/YYYY TOUR ITINERARY PAGE:NNN 

DATE 
TIME ACTIVITY JAM PRO RESULT 

CFFCER 

00/MM/YYYY HH:MM:SS xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

HELP • {Control-f), ON SCREEN - {Control-v), PRINT - {Control-o). QUIT • (Control-I) 
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i TQU:R I lTlHJ:ftlllY 

Pt.TRPOSE : 

This C?p_tion generates ~ itinc~ either on onscrccn or hard copy for a particular project 
and v1snor over a parucular penod. 

INPUT : 

The Jampro or project code. the name of the client and the date range of interest will be 
entered. The date range should default from the start of the year to the current date. The 
Jampro code and the name of the visitor are mandatory entries. 

Defaults : All dales should default to the current date but may be cditted by the user. 
All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
acconunodatc those instarccs where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION ; 

PROCESSING ; 

The user makes the Jampro code entry. Confirm that the user logged on to the system is a 
valid user in the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he docsn"t message# 
30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user 
may access this option then the company name is displayed from the CO_CODE table, and 
the date range of interest is entered. Once this has been done the respective option from 
the menu line may be chosen. He must have the rights to perform the specified operation. 

All records processed must have OFF _DET table with activity _type = "ITO ... 

From the menu : 

Control-I· provides narrative description for all fields relling the user the field type 
and siz.c and a shon description of this field. 

Control-v directs the report output to the screen. Message# 742 is displayed on 
screen on completion of the report. 

Control-o· directs the report to the prinrer. Message # 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report . 

Control·t- allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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The fields to be output arc : OFF DET.activ date 
OFF-DET.time -
OFF =DET.activity 
OFF _DET.officer 
OFF _DET.activ _out 
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BUSINESS PROFILES 
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~ 
VII 

L BUSINESS PROFILE 

1o MARKET/PRODUCT PROFILE CLIENT DATA 

PRODUCT CARRIAGE INFORMATION I SERVICE DATA 

COMPANY PROFILE 
I GENERAL 

~- ADMIN. DATA 

..___ PRODUCTION CAPACITY 

PROJECT PROFILE 

REPORTS 

~ PRODUCT LISTING 

L SECTOR STATISTICS 

PRODUCT CARRIAGE 



JS2l00 

MARKET 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
MARKET ;pRQOUCT PROALE 

PRODUCTiHS-CODE} IXXXXXXXXX}d -

SECTOR 

SUB-SECTOR 

ABSTRACT: 

IXXXXXXXX>OOOOOO 
IXXXXXXXX>OOOOOO 

HELP - (control-f). SAVE - (control-w. DELETE - (control-a), QUIT - (control-t) 
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PURPOSE: 

This faciliry acconunodates the entry of market and product infonnation gathered by 
Jampro. 

INPUT : 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

nELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Market_code PROFll.E Market Code char(J) 
Mark_desc MRI{_ CODE Market Name char( JO) 
Product_ code PROFll.E Product Code char( 10) 
Prod_desc PROD_CODE Product Description char(JO) 
Sector PROFILE Sector char(5) 
Sect_desc SECTOR Sector char( JO) 
Sub-Sect SECTOR Sub-Sector char(3) 
Sub-Desc SECTOR Sub-Sector char(J) 
Local_uppr PROFILE Local Upper Price num( 14.2) 
Foreign_uppr PROFILE Foreign Upper Price num( 14.2) 
Local _lwr PROFILE Local Lower Price num( 14.2) 
Foreign_lwr PROFILE Foreign Lower Price num( 14.2) 
Demand_gr PROFILE Annual Demand Gro .. num(J) 
Growth_pot PROFILE Growth Potential num(J) 
Ann_ val PROFILE Annual Production :-S num(l4.2) 
Ann_units PROFILE Units num( 10) 
Preference PROFILE Preferences char(20) 
Entry _reg PROFILE Entry Regulations char( 40) 
Entry _req PROFILE Entry Requirements char( 40) 
Characteristic PROFILE Characteristics char( 40) 
For_comp PROFILE Foreign Competition char(40) 
Loc_comp PROFILE local Competition char(40) 
Entry _proc PROFILE Procedural Steps char( 40) 
Date_record PROFILE Date Recorded date(IO) 
Incentives PROFILE Incentives to explore .. char(40) 
Mrk_Status PROFILE Market Status char(IO) 

SCREEN 2 of 2;-

Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Optional 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Optional 

Abstract PROF _ABS Abstract blob(memo) Optional 
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Defaults : All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status .. D .. have been dcactivarcd and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables co 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION : 

FIELD SA~IE 
Market 
Date_record 
Mrk_Starus 
Product 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION 
Must exist in MRK CODE table 
Cannot be greater than the current 

«Error> 

Market Status is either MAJOR or MINOR 

MESSAGE# 
567 
210 
603 

If docsn 't exist in product table 1t should be added 

A market code is entered. Confirm that the user 1s a valid user via the USERS table and has 
the right to access this data in the USERS table. If this is not so message # 30 is displayed 
from ERR_MSGS table and processing returns to the start of the process. If the market 
code has been confirmed then the name is displayed if not message # 567 from 
ERR_MSGS is displayed. The product code is then entered and the same process applied. 
If found the name is displayed, if not it is assumed to be a new code and the user will be 
so prompted - message # 727 is displayed. 

If the market and product record already exists in the PROFILE table the record is 
displayed. All fields may be editted. upon completion of entry to the last field the user is 
taken to the menu line. 

From the menu : 

Control-f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a shon description of this field. 

Control-w- allows the adding of a new record to the database. Processing should only 
proceed here if the record docsn • t already exist. A record is added to the 
PROFILE table and one to the PROF _ABS table if entry has been made to 
the abstract field. On completion of the operation message # 35 FROM 
THE ERR_MSGS TABLE indicating this and prompting the user for a key 
press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and 
control returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-e- allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
This recordshould be marked for deletion in both the PROFILE and 
PROF _ABS tables. On completion of the operation message # 260 
indicating this and prompting the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control·t- allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS2200 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION DD.MM.YYYY 

AGENT CODE 

ADDRESS 

IXXX>Od 

PRODUCT CARRIAGE INFORMATION - Service Data 

NAME . IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXXXXXX#XXXXXXX 

lxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

I~ 
SERVICE NO. : I XXXXXXXXX>d SERVICE CODE : I XXXX>d 

TRANSP. MODE : IXXXXX>OOOOd 
DESTINATION : ~ 

PRODUCT IXXXXXXXXX>d 
ORIGIN ~ 

TRANSP. LINE TOTAL CAP. 

• 1191 
PORTS OF CALL 

• 
SERVICE COST 

lssssssssss.91' 
UNIT OF MEASURE : 

HELP-(control-f), SAVE-(control-w). DELETE-(control·e). OUIT-(control-t) 
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JS2200A JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
PRODUCT CARRIAGE INFORMATION - CLIENT DATA 

AGENT CODE : I XXXXXI 

AGENTS FOR :-

NAME AOORESS 

lxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

HELr-(control-f). SAVE-(control-w). DELETE-(control-e), OUIT-(control-t) 
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;p:R DD 11 CT CA]i:RlA GJ lH!P1H'4A"!l OH 

PURPOSE: 

To record infonnation about the companies that are responsible for the transportation of products. 

INPUT: 

FIELD TABLE FIELD FOR.\IAT AITRIBL'TE 
NAME USED TITLE 

Agent_code AGT_REP Agent char(5) Mandatory 
Fname + co_CODE Name chaI(30) Display only 
Lname+ CO_CODE ... .. char(30) Display only 
Middle CO_CODE .. .. chaI( l) Display only 
Co_addrl + CO_CODE Address char(30) Display only 
Co_addr2 + CO_CODE char(30) Display only 
Co_addr3 CO_CODE ... .. char(30) Display only 
Agent_rcp AGT_REP Name char(30) Optioa1al 
Rep_addrl + AGT_REP· Address char(30) Optional 
Rep_addr2 + AGT_REP && H chaI(30) Optional 
R:p_addr3 AGT_REP " u chaI(30) Optional 
Serv_no AGENT_SRV Service No. chaI(lO) ~fandatory 
Serv_codc TRANS_SERV Service Code char(5) Mandatory 
Serv_desc TRANS_JOB Service Code chaI(30) Display only 
Product TRANS_SERV Product char( IO) Mandatory 
Prod_dcsc PROD_CODE Product char(30) Display only 
Trans_mode TRANS_SERV Mode of Transportation chaI(5) Mandatory 
Modc_desc TRANS_MODE Mode of Transportation char(30) Displav only 
Origin TRANS_SERV Origin char(3) Mandatory 
Country COUNTRY Origin char(30) Display only 
Destin TRANS_SERV Destination char(3) Mandatory 
Country COUNfRY Destination char(30) Display only 
Frequency AGENT_SRV Frequency char(5) Mandatory 
Freq_desc FREQUENCY Frequency char(30) Display Only 
Tot_ cap AGENT_SRV Total Capacity char( IQ) Mandatory 
Transp_line AGENT_DET Transpon Line char(2tJ) Mandatory 
Pon_of_call AGENT_DET Pons of Call chaI(30) Mandatory 
Serv_cost AGENT_SRV Cost num(l4.2) Mandatory 
Serv_tax AGENT_SRV Tax Cost num(l4.2) Optional 

llEEAl.ILIS i 

Reference codes with a status of .. D" have been deactivated and ci-.nnot be accessed from the 
reference pop-ups. They will remain in the tables to accomodatc those instances where they ~.ave 
been already used. 
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VALIDATION 

FIELD NAME 

Agent_ code 
Serv_code 
Product 
Transp_Mode 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION MESSAGE# 

If noc in the CO_CODE table. it should be added 
Must exist in the TRANS JOB table 
Must exist in the PROD CODE table 
Must exist in the TRANS_MODE table 

35 
559 
554 
555 

User selects option. confinn that the user has access rights via the users table. If he docs not. the 
appropriate message (#30) from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the 
menu. If the user may access this option then the agent/company code is entered. the A GT _REP 
table is searched and if the code is found the corresponding record details from the relevant tables 
arc accessed and displayed. 

If the code is not fou11d, then it is assumed to be a new entry and the first screen of the company 
profile is called and data for this company may be entered and saved. The capability to record 
multiple name and address information for agent representatives, transport lines and ports of call, 
must exist . The service number will be manually defined and assigned. When the data entry is 
completed. processing is taken to the screen menu. 

From the menu: 

Control·f - provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and size 
and a short description of each field. 

Control·w • allows the adding of a new record to the database. A record is added to the 
CO_CODE table if the company does not exist already. For each agent 
representative, a record is added to the AGT _REP table, for each transport line and 
pon of call, a record is added to the AGENT _DET table. A record is added to the 
AGENT _SRV and TRANS_SERV tables. On completion of the operation, a 
massage (#750) from the ERR_MSGS file indicating success and prompting the 
user for a key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key, the screen is 
cleaml and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-e • allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found and 
displayed, the user should confirm that that is the record to be deleted. For a record 
to be deleted. it's status in the CO_MASTER field should have been set to 
CANCELLED. If not, the appropriate message (#79S) from the ERR_MSGS file 
is displayed. If the status is correct, then the appropriate message (#7SO) from the 
ERR_MSGS file indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the start of the process 

Cohtrol-t • allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS2300 

COMPANY COOE 

.JAMAICA PRClMoTIONS CORPORATION 
COMPANY PROFilE • PARTICUlARS 

LAST I BUSINESS NAME : IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
FIRST NAME: IJOOOOOOOOOd 

COMPANY STATUS 

MIDDLE INITIAL 

LOCATION COOE 

TELEPHONE NO. 

FAX NO. 

BUSINESS AOORESS 

I 1xn1 xxx-lOOOC! 
I 1xxx1 xxx-xXlOd 

{country code) 

MAILING AOOAESS 

I~ 
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXX# 

CONTACT PERSON : I xxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXXX! 
JOB TITLE I 

HELP • {control·f). SAVE • (control·w). DELETE • (control-e), OUIT·(control-t) 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-{conmii-p), NEXT SCREEN-{control-n) 
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JS2300A 

COMPANY CODE 

LEGAL STATUS 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 

OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE : 

TYPE OF BUSINESS 

PRIMARY SECTOR 

MANAGING DIRECTOR 

DA TE ESTABLISHED 

AFFILIATED COMPANIES : 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
COMPANY PROFILE - PARTICULARS 

IXXXXXI I-

lxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXI 

~ 
IXXXXXI 

IXXXXXXXXX>OOOCX 
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXXXXXXXX>OOOCX 

OD MM.YYYY 

SCREEN20FJ 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX IXXXXXXXXXX>OOOO 
I DD/MM/YYYYI DATE STARTED : I OO;MM/YYYYI 

I 

HELP-( control-f), SA VE-( control-w), DELETE-( control-e), OU IT-( control-t) 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-(control-p), NEXT SCREEN-(control-n) 
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JS2300B JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION DOiMM1YYYY 
COMPANY PROFILE - PARTICULARS SCREENJOF3 

COMPANY CODE l>OOOOd I~ 

COJNTRYCA=OMERS PERCENTAGE a= OMERSHP 

~ I~ Wi 
~I~ Wj 

~ lxxxxXXX>OOOoooooooo ~ 

~ I~ ~ 

BANK CODE l>OOOOCI IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
ADDRESS IX>OOOOOOOOOOOOO 

IXXXXXX>OOOOOOOO 
SOURCE OF ANANCE : IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

HELP-(control-f), SAVE-( control-w). DELETE-( control-a), OUIT-(controH) 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-(controi-p), NEXT SCREEN-(control-n) 

SS 



J523COB JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

COMPANY PROFILE - PARTICULARS 

COMPANY CODE IXXXXXllXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

~'-~ 
~'-~ 
~'-~ 
~'- [iii 

BANK CODE 

ADDRESS 

IXXXXXI IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

SOURCEOFANANCE: IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

HELP-(control-f), SAVE-(control-w), DELETE-(control-e), OUIT-(control-t) 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-(control-p), NEXT SCREEN-(control-n) 
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; CPMP6\jiY :PlP!ll.J PA:RTl Clll.tl:R~ 

PURPOSE; 

lllis facility allows the user to enter information about companies with which Jampro have 
some relationship. It provides a profile of such companies. This option consists of three 
screens which may be called from each other. 

ISPUT ; 

FIELD 
SAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATIRIBUTE 

SCREEN 1 of 3 

Co_code 
Lname 
Fname 
Middle 
Co_status 
Parish 
Co_addrl - 3 
Ma_addrl -3 
Telephone 
Fax_no 
Contact 
Contact_titlc 

CO_MASTER Company code char(5) 
CO_CODE Last I Business name char(30) 
CO_CODE Fust Name char(30) 
CO CODE Middle Initial char( l) 
CO=MASTER Company Starus char(3) 
CO_CODE Location char(3) 
CO_CODE Business Address char(90) 
CO_CODE Mailing Address char(90) 
CO_CODE Tel. No. char(30) 
CO CODE Fax. No. char(30) 
co:MASTER Contact Person char(40) 
CO_MASTER Job Title (of Contact) char(30) 

SCREEN 2 of 3 
Co_code CO_MASTER Company code char(5) 
Lname CO CODE Last I Business name char(30) 
Fname co:coDE First N;me char(JO> 
Legal_stat CO_MASTER Legal Status char(30) 
Origin CO _MASTER Country Code char(2) 
Own_struc CO_MASTER Ownership Structure char(2) 
Struc dcsc OWN STRUC •• " char(30) 
Bus_Typ co_MAsl'ER Type of Business char(3) 
Bus_dcsc BUS_TYPE T~ ofBusincs char(30) 
Main_sect CO_MASTER Primary Sector char(5) 
Sect_dcsc SECTOR Primary Sector char(30) 
Surname CO_OFFICER Managing Director ... char(30) 
First_namc CO_OFFICER " char(30) 
Mid init CO OFFICER " char( 1) 
Date- cstab CO -MASTER Date Established dare( 10) 
start:dale CO =MASTER Stanup dale dare( 10) 
Aff_comp CO_CODE Affiliated Companies char(6C>) 

S1 

Mandatory 
Mandaiary 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Display Only 
~fandatccy 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Display Or,Jy 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Di.splay Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 



SCREEN 3 of 3 

Co_code 
I.name 
Fname 
Counuy 
Counuy 
Pcrccntue 
Bank_c<Xic 
Bk_name 
Addrl-2 
Fin_ source 

CO_MASTER Company code char(5) 
CO_ CODE Last I Business name char( 30) 
CO_CODE First Name char(30) 
CO_OWNER Countrv of Owners char()) 
COL11'11RY Counu)r Code char(30) 
CO_O~CR % - (Percenl Owner.) num(3) 
CO _MASTER Bank Code char( 3} 
BAl1'lK Bank Name char(30) 
B~"iK Bank address char(50) 
CO_MASTER Source of Finance char(30) 

Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 

Defaults : All entries are in uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a swus -o" have been deactivared and cannoc be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodarc lhosc instances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATIONS ; 

FIELD NAME 
Co_code 
Counuy 
Bank_ code 
MainSect 
Prod_code 
Dest_Market 
Bus_ Type 
Own_struc 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION MESSAGE# 
If noc already in CO_ CODE table should be added 
Must exist in COUNTRY table 556 
Must exist in BANK table 558 
Must exist in SECTOR table 552 
Must exist in PR.OD_codc table 554 
Must exist in MRK CODE table 567 
Must exist in BUS...)ypE table 563 
Must exist in OWN_STRUC 564 

The u:.er enters a company code. Confinn that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he docsn•t the message# 30 from ERR_MSGS table 
is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may access this option then 
the data found is displayed on the respective screens. This data may be cdined. If the code 
is not fouru! the user is promplCd to confinn the enuy of a new company and the data may 
then be entered. 

For all the code fields listed in the validations section if an invalid entry is made i.e. a code 
that docs not exist is entered. a popup of the existing codes is displayed and the user may 
choose an enuy from this popup. 

On screen three of this option the user must be able to make multiple entries for the counuy 
of owners for the company and the percentage of ownership; the total of which must not 
exceed 100. 

The menu line is always displayed and any option may be chosen at any point. 
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From the menu : 

Control·f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a shon description of this field. 

Control-w • allows the writing of data to the database. The company code is generated 
by the user. if this code already existed then the database is updated if not a 
new record is added to the CO_MASTER. CO_CODE. CO_OFFICER 1.if 
data was entered for the managing director) and the BANK if the bank_ code 
is a new code. On completion of the operation message(# 35- added or 
#750 - updated) are displayed. 

Each screen may be saved on its own. However. saving on any screen 
should save all previous screens as well. 

Control-e - allows the user to erase an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
This record should only be marked for deletion if its status is .. INVALID" 
or ··CANCELLED ... The company status (co_status) is changed to "'DEL". 
On completion of the operation message # 260 indicating this is displayed. 

Control-t - allows the user to tcrmirwe this operation and return to the main menu. 

Control·p - allows the user to access the previous screen. 

Control-a - allows the user to accc.~s the next screen. 
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JS2320 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
COMPANY PROFILE - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA 

COMPANYCOOE: IXXXX>d IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

FINANCE:-

00/MMiYYYY 

SCREEN 1 OF3 

CAPITAL INVESTMENT l9999999999.991 JS 19999999999.991 USS 

EXCHANGE RATE - USS 199999.991 

LOAN AMOUNT 19999999999.991 

PROJECTED TOTAL 19999999999.991 

TOTAL (JS) 

EQUITY 

I 9999999999. 9ij 

I 9999999999. 991 

PROJECTION YEAR : I 00/MMNYYYI 

HELP-(control-f), SAVE-(control-w), DELETE-(control-e), OUIT-(control-t) 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-(control-p), NEXT SCREEN-(control-n) 
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JS2320A JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

COMPANY PROFILE - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA 

SCREEN20F3 

COMPANYCOOE: IXXXX)d IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

STAFFING :-

PERMANENT TEMPORARY 
MALE FEMALE TOTAL MALE FEMALE TOTAL 

CATEGORY : I XXXX>d IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ENTRY DATE: I DD/MM/YYv'd 

PRESENT NUMBERS :-

IXXXXXXXXXXI IXXXXXXXXXXI IXXXXXXXXXXI IXXXXXXXXX>d IXXXXXXXXXXI 

PROJECTIONS :-

......... IXXXXXXXXXXI l>OOOOOOOOOCI lxxxxxxxxxxJ IXXXXXXXXXXI 

HELP-( control-f), SA VE-( control-w). DELETE-( control-a), QUIT-( control-I) 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-(control-p), NEXT SCREEN-(control-n) 
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JS2320B 
JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

COMPANY PROFILE - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA 

COMPANY CODE: IXXXXXI IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
SALES:-

YEAR : lDDiMMiYYY'i1 

USS ANNUAL EXPORTS - JS USS 

DD1MMIYYYY 

SCREEN20F3 

ANNUAL SALES - JS 

lssssssssss.991 lssssssssss.9j lssssssssss.991 lssssssssss.991 

YEAR : lDD/MM/YYYVJ 

lssssssssss.9fA lssssssssss.9ij lssssssssss.991 lssssssssss.991 

HELP-(control-f). SAVE-{control-w). DELETE-{control-e). OUIT-{control-t) 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-(control·p). NEXT SCAEEN-(control-n) 
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i C PM:PAHI :PJ1 Dll],J .. A\:PMlffl~TJlATlJJ DATA 

Pl:RPOSE : 

This facility allows the user to enter finance.staffing and sales infonnation about companies 
with which Jampro have some relationship. 

ISPUT ; 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FOIL\IA T ATTRIBUTE 

SCREEN l of 2 : 

Co_code 
Lname 
Fname 
Cap_invj 
Cap_invus 
Tot_inv 

Exch_rate 
Loan 
Equity 
Proj_cap 
Proj_year 

CO_MASTER Company code char(5) 
CO_ CODE Last I Business name char( 30) 
CO_CODE First Name char(30) 
CO_MASTER Capital Investment-JS num( 14.2) 
CO_MASTER Capital Investment-us num( 14.2) 

Total (1$) num( 14.2) 

CO_MASTER Exchange Rate .... num( 4) 
CO_MASTER Loan num(l4.2) 
CO_MASTER Equity num(l4.2) 
CO_MASTER Projected Total Cap .. num(l4.2) 
CO_MASTER Projection Year num( 4) 

SCREEN 2 of 3 ; 

Co_codc CO_MASTER Company code char(S) 
Lname CO_CODE Last I Business name char(30) 
Fname CO_CODE First Name char(30) 
Emp_cat CO_STAFF Category char(S) 
Pr_penn_male CO_ST Aff Present permanent m .. num(7) 
Pr_pcnn_fem CO_ST AFF Present penn females num(7) 
Pr_tot_penn CO_STAFF Present total penn num(7) 
Pr_temp_male CO_STAFF Present temporary m .. num(7) 
Pr_temp_fem CO_ST AFF Present temp females num(7) 
Pr_tot_temp CO_ST AFf Present total temp... num(7) 
Pj_penn_male CO_ST AFF Projected pennanent m .. num(7) 
Pj_penn_fem CO_ST AFF Project pcnn females num(7) 
Pj_tot_pcnn CO _STAFF Project total pcnn num(7) 
Pj_temp_male CO_ST AFF Projected num(7) 

temporary males 
Pj_temp_fem CO _ST Aff Project temp females num(7) 
Pj_tot_temp CO _STAFF Project total temp... num(7) 
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Mandatory 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Cap_invj+(Cap_invus 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

x Exch_rate) 

Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Optional 
Optional 



SCREEN 3 of 3 : 

Co_code 
Lnarnc 
Fname 
Sales_year 
Ann_salesja 
Ann_salesus 
Exportsja 
Exponsus 

CO_MASTER Company code 
CO_ CODE Last I Business name 
CO_ CODE First Name 
CO_SALES Year 
CO_SALES Annual Sales JS 
CO_SALES Annual Sales USS 
CO_SALES Exports JS 
CO _SALES Exports USS 

char(5) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
num(4) 
num(l4.2) 
num(l4.2) 
num(l4.2) 
num(l4.2) 

Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

DEF A UL TS : All entries are in uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 
All displays are in Reverse Video. 

VALIDATIONS : 

FIELD NAME 
Co_code 
Emp_cat 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION 
Must exist in CO_ CODE table 
Must exist in EMP _CAT table 

MESSAGE# 
125 
547 

This option as with all financial data must be password protected. On entering this option 
before the entry screen is displayed. a screen comes up and the user is prompted to enter 
the assigned password. After three failed attempts processing should return to the menu. If 
successful the first entry screen is displayed. 

The user enters a company code. Confinn that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't the message # 30 from ERR_MSGS table 
is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may access this option then 
the data found is displayed on the respective screens. This data may be editted. If the code 
is not found the popup of existing codes is displayed from which the user may choose. 

Data for screen I (finance) is selected from the CO_MASTER table. 

Screen 2's data is from the CO_ST AfF table where multiple entries arc allowed based on 
the category of employment. 

Screen J's data is from the CO_SALES table where multiple entries arc allowed based on 
the year. 

The menu line is constantly displayed on screen and any function from this menu may be 
chosen at any point in the processing. 
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From the menu: 

Control·f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and size and a shon description of this field. 

Control-w - allows the writing of data to the database. The CO_MASTER tc.ble is 
updated with the data from screen one. While for each record added or 
editted on screens two and three the CO_STAFF and CO_SALES tables arc 
updated respectively. 

On completion of the operation message # 35 when adding. or #750 when 
updating are displayed and processing returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-e - allows the user to erase an existing record. This process must be done by 
screen. On screen one this data is removed from the CO_MASTER table. 
On screens 2 and three the user must position the cursor at the record to be 
deleted. After being prompted to confirm deletion. if the response is positive 
then the record at which the cursor is positioned is deleted from the 
respective tables in the database. On completion of the operation message 
# 260 indicating this is displayed. 

Control-t - allows the user to terminate this option and return to the main menu. 

Control-p - allows the user to access the previous screen. 

Control-n - allows the user to access the next screen. 
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JS2:,30 

COMPANY 

COMPANY NAME 

MARKET INFORMATION : 

JAMAJCA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
COMPANY PROFILE - MARKET I PAYROLL DATA 

I xx-xx-xxx)(I 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

00/MMIYYYY 
SCREEN 1 OF2 

PRODUCT/ 
SERVK:E 

DESTINATION % of PROOlJCTK)N M A I N 
MARKET for EXPORT 

tmMMI m MMD llB ·········································:.················· 
DISTRIBUTOR: ·································'1"························ 
CUSTOMER : 

···································~························ 

HELP-(Control-f), SAVE-(Control-w), DELETE·(Control-e), QUIT • (Control-I) 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-(control-p), NEXT SCREEN-(control-n) 

• • POPUP AVAILA8LE TO ALLON THE ENTRY OF SALES FOR A PARTICULAR YEAR 
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JS2330A 

COMPANY 

PAYROLL INFORMATION: 

I 00/MM/YYY'it 

I 00/MM/YYYYI 

I 00/MMNYril 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
COMPANY PROFILE- PAYROLL DATA 

IXXX)OCllXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

TOTAL 

00/MM/YYYY 
SCREEN20F2 

HELP-(CONTROL-F}, SAVE-(CONTROL-W), OELETE-(CONTROL-E). OU!TCONTROL-n 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-(CONTROL..P), NEXT SCREEN-(CONTROL-N) 

• - POPlJP AVAILABLE TO AllCNI lliE ENTRY OF SALES FOR A PARTICULAR YEAR 
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; CPMP&Ml J>]lQll1.J 0 MAl:tJT/PAlli01.1. 
DATA 

PURPOSE: 

This facility allows the user to enter infonnation about companies with which Jampro have 
some relationship. It provides a profile of such companies. This option consists of five 
screens which are automatically displayed upon completion of entry of the previous or on 
the pressing of the PGUP or PGDN keys. 

INPUT ; 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

SCREEN 1 of 2 : 

Co3ode 
Lname 
Fname 
Prod_code 
Prod_desc 
Dest_markct 
Country 
Percent_ exp 
Main_disb 
Main_ comp 
Main_cust 

CO_MASTER Company code 
CO_CODE Last I Business name 
CO_CODE First Name 
CO_MRKT Product Code 
PROD_DESC Product Name 
CO_MRKT Destination Market 

char(5) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char( IO) 
char(3) 
char(30) 
char(30) COUNTRY 

CO_MRKT 
CO_MRKT 
CO_MRKT 
CO_MRKT 

% of Production for ... num(3) 
Main Distributors char( 30) 
Main Competitors cha.t(30) 
Main Customers char(30) 

Mandatory 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

SCREEN 2 or 2 : 

Co_code 
I...name 
Fname 
Pay_datc 
Pay_amt 

CO_MASTER Company code 
CO CODE Last i Business name 
co:coDE First Name 
CO_PA YROL Payroll Date 
CO_PA YROL Payroll Amount 

char(5) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
date( IO) 
num(l4.2) 

Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 

DEFAULTS : All entries are in uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status "D" have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 
All display onlys are in reverse video. 
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VALIDATIONS 

FIELD NAME 
Co_code 
Prod_code 
Dest_Market 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION 
Must exist in CO CCDE table 
Must exist in PROD code table 
Must exist in MRK_CODE table 

MESSAGE# 
125 
554 
567 

The user enters a company code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS rable 
and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't the message# 30 from ERR_MSGS table 
is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may access this option then 
the data found is displayed on the respective screens. This data may be editted. If the code 
is not found a popup of the existing codes are displayed and the user may choose. 

Multiple entries may be made for products to different markets on screen l. 
On screen 2 multiple entries may be for the different years for which payroll data is 
available. 

The screen menu is constantly displayed and any function may be chosen at any t~me. 

From the menu : 

Control-f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a shon description of this field. 

Control-w • allows the writing of data to the database. A record is added to the 
CO _MRKT table for each new product & destination market entered. This 
table is also updated with the relevant data records edited. On completion 
of the operation message # 35- added or # 750 - updated, are displayed 
from the EU_MSGS table indicating this. 

Control-e - allows the user to erase an existing record. The user must position the cursor 
at the record to be deleted and is prornpted to confirm this once this key is 
pressed. On confirmation the record highlighted is removed from the 
CO _MRKT table. On completion of the operation message # 260 indicating 
this and is displayed. 

Control·t - allows the user to terminate this option and return to the main menu. 

Control·p - allows the user to access the previous screen. 

Control·n - allows the user to access the next screen. 
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JS2340 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
COMPANY PROFILE • PRODUCTION CAPACITY 

COMPANYCOOE: IXXXXXI IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

00/MM/YYYY 
SCREEN 10FJ 

PRODUCTCOOE IXXXXXXXXXi] IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
ANNUAL PRODUCTION VALUE: 

PRODUCTION CAPACITY 

RAW MATERIALS 

lssssssssss.9j UNITS : !99999999951 

l999999999g 

I 
% LOCAL INPUT I XXXXXXXXXXJ DATE ARST PRODUCED: I XXXXXXXX>Od 
AGE OF MAIN EQUIPMENT !999999999j 

POSSIBLE INCREASE WITH PRESENT EQUIPMENT : l 999999999j 

DESIGNASSISTANCEPROVIDEDBY : ,-----------------

HELP·( control-f), SA VE·( control-w), DELETE·( control-a), OU IT·( control-I) 

PREVIOS SCREEN-(control-p), NEXT SCREEN·(control·n) 
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JS2340A JAMACA PROMOTIONS CQPOORATION 

COMPANY PAOFll..E. PROOUCT10N CAPACITY 

OO;MM;yyyy 

SCREEN20FJ 

COMPANY CODE IXXXXXI IXXXXXXX#XXXXXXX 

SPACE UTILIZATION :

FACTORY I OFFICE : 

LAND : 

Q.ffENT 

I XXXXXXXX>Od SQ_ METRES 

I XXXXXiOOOOd SQ_ METRES 

PRO.ECTED 

IXXXXXXXXXXJ tECTAFES 

I XXXXXiOOOOd tECTAfES 

HELP-(control-f). SAVE-(control-w}, DELETE-(control-e), QUIT-(control-1) 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-(control-p}, NEXT SCREEN-(control-n) 
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JS23408 OOiMM;yyyy 

SCREENJQfJ 

COMPANY COOE : IXX.'OOCI I-

PROOUCTION FACILirf PARTICULARS :-

~ 

FACILITY 

l>JOOOOOOOO(I 

IXXXXXXX)OOd 

LOCATION/ 
FAX. t PARISH S12E ,_ 

I XXXXXXXXX>CI I XXXXXXX>OOCI ~ (999999999j ,_ 
I >OOOO<XXXlOCI I XXXXXXX>OOCI (&g f 999999999ij ,_ 
rXXXXXXXXX)d I XXXXXXXXX>C1 ~ f 99999999gg 

HELP-{control-f), SAVE-(control-w), OELETE-{control-e), OUIT-(control-1) 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-{control-p}, NEXT SCREEN-{control-n) 
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i COMlAffl P]! Qlll.J .. P:R QDJJ CTJ QM 

PURPQSE: 

This facility allows the user to enter information about companies with which Jampro have 
some relationship. It provides a profile of the production capacity .current & potential space 
utilization and the production facilities of such companies_ 

ISPUI : 

FIELD 
SAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMA I A TTRI.~UIE 

SCBEEN 1 of 3 : 

Co_code CO_MASTER Company code char(S) 
Lname CO_CODE Last I Business name char(30) 
Fnamc CO_CODE Fust Name char(30) 
Prod_codc PROD_CAP Product Code char( 10) 
Prod_desc PROD_CODE ProductCode char(30) 
Ann_procl_val PROD_CAP Ann. Production:- val num(l4.2) 
Ann_prod_un PROD_CAP Ann. units Produced num(l4) 
Prod_cap PROD_CAP Production Capacity num( 10) 
Raw_nw PROD_CAP Raw Materials char(lOO) 
Local_input PROD_ CAP % Local Input char( 100) 
First_prod PROD_CAP Dare Finl Produced date( 10) 
Equip_agc PROD_CAP Age of Main Eqip... num(3) 
Poss_inc PROD_Cl.P Possible% lncrcasc ... num(3) 
Dev_assist PROD_CAP Design I Develop.... char(30) 

SCREEN 2 of 3 ; 

Co_code 
Lname 
Fnarnc 
cur_off 
proj_off 
cur_land 
proj_land 

CO_MASTER Company code 
CO_CODE Last I Business name 
CO_CODE FlrSt Name 
PROD_CAP Factory/Office .... 
PROD_CAP ........ Projected 
PROD_CAP Land 
PROD_CAP ......... Projected 
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char(S) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
num(lO) 
num(IO) 
num(lO) 
num(lO) 

Mandatory 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 



FIELD 
SAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FOR.MAT ATTRIBUTE 

SCREEN 3 of 3 : 

Co_codc 
lname 
Fname 
Facility 
Desc_fac 
Fac_addr 
Phone_no 
Fax_no 
Parish 
Fac_sizc 

CO_MASTER Company code 
CO_CODE Last/ Business name 
CO_CODE First Name 
PROD_FAC Production Facilities 
FACILITY Production Facilities 
PROD_FAC Address 
PROD_FAC Telephone# 
PROD_FAC Fax. No. 
PROD_FAC Parish I Location 
PROD_FAC Size Sq. M. 

DEFAULTS : All entries are in uppercase. 

char(5) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(3) 
char(30) 
char(40) 
char( IO) 
char( IO) 
char(3) 
num(5} 

Display On!y 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Reference Codes with a status .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 
Display Onlys are sown in eversc video. 

VALIDATIONS ; 

FIELD NAME 
Co_codc 
Facility 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION 
Must exist in CO_CODE table 
Must .:xist in FACil..ITV table 

MESSAGU 
125 
582 

The user corers a company code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. lfhc doesn't the message# 30 from ERR_MSGS table 
is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may access this option then 
the data found is displayed on the respective screens. This data may be cdittcd. 

For screen three multiple entries must be allowed for the di ffcrent production facilities that 
a company may have. 
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From the menu : 

Control-f ·provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a short description of this field. 

Control-w - allows the writing of data to the database. A record is added to the 
PROD_CAP table if this record was not found or updated in the event it 
was. Similarly a record is either added or updated in the PROD _F AC table 
for each record displayed on screen three. On completion of the operation 
message # 35 for adding or #750 for updating are indicating this and 
prompting the user for a key press to continue is displayed. 

Control-e - allows the user to erase data displayed on the screen. Once the record has 
been found and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to 
be deleted. This data is removed from the PROD_CAP table on 
confirmation. On screen 3 the cursor must be positioned at the record to be 
deleted. on confi1mation the record is deleted from the PROD_FAC table. 
On completion of the operation message # 260 indicating is displayed. 

Control-t - allows the user to terminate this option and return to the main menu. 

Control-p - allows the user to access the previous screen. 

Cuntrol·n - allows the user to access the next screen. 
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JS2400 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
PROJECT PROFft..E 

JAMPROCOOE lxx-xx-xxxXI IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
DD MM1YYYY 

SCREEN 1 OF2 

SECTOR I XXXXXJ I XXXXXXXXXXXXX>O COMPANY NAME I XXXX><I I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx~ 
SUS.SECTOR ~ lxxxxxxxxxxxx)()()d JAMPRO's ROLE lxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)() 
rnv1s10N ~ I XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX CONTACT PERSON: I X>OOOOOOQOOOOCXx)(J 

PROJECT NATURE : ~ I XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX LOCATION ~I xxxxxxx.~XJ 
RELEVANT POLICIES: I XXXXXI I XXXXXXXXXXXXXX> • OYJNERSHIP STRUCTURE: @!I I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxXI 
FUNDING PROGRAMME : I XXXX}(J I xxxxxxxxxXXXXX>d '%.FOREIGN : [@ 

AMOUNT: lssS.$$$.$$$.9~ % LOCAL : [@ 
SPECIAL CLASS : ~ I xxxxxxxxxXXXXXXJ (fil ..... , xx_x_x_xx_x_x_x-xxx---.)(J · 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION : 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
lxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXf 
lxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
STAFFING AND FINANCIAL BASE 

EMPLOYMENT PAYROU. 

PERM. TEMP 

RAW 
MATERIALS 

CAPITAL OPERA TING 
INVESTMENT COSTS 

SALES EQUITY LOAN 

ls.sss.9!j 
IS.SS$9!i 
ls.sssg!j 
IS.$SS.9ij 

HELP • (control-f). SAVE • (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT • (control-I) 

• • ALLOWS FOR MULTIPLE ENTRIES 
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JS2400 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
PROJECT PROFllE 

OOiMM/YYYY 
SCREEN20F2 

JAMPROCODE lxx-xx-xxxi COMPANY NAME : I XXXXXI I XXXXXXXXXXXXXxx 
PROJECT NAME IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX SECTOR 1xxxxxi1~ 

PRDJCT TARGET %FOR LOCAL RJBJN LANDED 
ORSEAVICES MARKi:T na1ANTITY r-Jlt'lJil PRICE PRICE DUTY 

JOciocX xxxiXxxXxlt ~ ~ llEm 1lil .s HI HJ ail :1:111:11s.:a $:-$s·s:sis 

SPACE UTILIZATION - o.HENT PRQECTE[) 

FACTORY I OFFICE I N,NNN,NNN.tij SO.METRES I N,NNN,NNN.Nij so. METRES 

LAND : IN,NNN,NNN.Nfj ~ARES I N,NNN,NNN.Nij tECTAAES 

NET PROFIT : 11.IH,IH.Hl-ii SCHEDULED START-UP DATE : I DD/MM/YYYVI 

RECOMMENDATIONS l>oooooooooooooo 
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

HELP - (Control-f), SAVE • (Control-w), DELETE • (Control-e), QUIT • (Control-t) 
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:Pl1 DJJt"! P]l PJ'll,J 

PCRPOSE: 

This facility allows the user to enter information about projects wit!t which Jampro has 
some relationship. As the name implies it provides a profile of such projects. 

INPUT : 

FIELD TABLE FIELD FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 
~AME USED TITLE 

Jampro_cocie PRC!_CODE Jampro Code char( 10) Mandatory 
Proj_desc PROJ_CODE Jampro Code char(30) Display Only 
Sector PROJ_PROF Sector char(5} Mandatorv 
Sect_desc SECTOR Sector char(30) Display 6nly 
Co_code CO_CODE Company Code char(5) Mandatory 
Fname + CO_CODE Comapny Name char(30) Display Only 
Lname+ CO_CODE Company Name char(30) Display Only 
Middle CO_CODE Company Name char(l) Display Only 
Sub_Sect PROJ _PROF Sub-Sector char(3) Optional 
Sub_desc SECTOR Sub-Sector char(30) Display Only 
Jampro_role PROJ_PROF Jampro's Role char( 10) Mandatory 
Div_code PROJ_PROF Division char(3) Mandatory 
Div_desc DIV_COD Division char(30) Display Only 
Contact PROJ_PROF Contact Person char(40) Optional 
Proj_naturc PROJ_PROF Nature of Project char(5) Mandatory 
Nat_desc PROJ_NAT Nature of Project char(30) Display Only 
Location PROJ _PROF Location char(5) Mandatory 
Pol_no POL_AGRM Relevant Policies char(S) Optional 
Own_.\truc PROJ_PROF Ownership Structure char(2) Mandatory 
Struc_desc OWN_STRUC .. .. char(30) Display Only 
Loc_desc LOC_CODE Location char(30) Display Only 
Locjv PROJ _PROF % local ownership num(3) Mandatory 
Forjv PROJ _PROF % foreign ownership num(3) Optional 
Fund_prg PROJ_FUND Funding Programme char(S) Optional 
Prg_name FUND _PRG Funding Programme char(30) Display Only 
'\mount PROJ_FUND Amount num(l4.2) Optional 
Pol_descr POL_AGRM Relevant Policies char(30) Display Only 
Class CLASS Special Class char(3) Optional 
Cl_dcsc CLASS Special class char(30) Display Only 
Count_code CO_OWNER Country of Owner(s) char(3) Optional 
Country COUNTRY Country of Owner(s) char(30) Display Only 
Description PROJ _PROF Project Description char( SO) Optional 
Training PROJ_PROF Training char( SO) Optional 
Penn_empl PROJ_PROF Pennanent Emp Local num( 10) Mandatory 
Temp_empl PROJ_PROF Temporary Emp.Local num(l0) Optional 
Loc_payroU PROJ_PROF Total local Payroll num(l4.2) Optional 
Loc_raw_mat PROJ_PROF Total local raw mat num(l4.2) Mandator1 
Loc_capinv PROJ _PROF Local Capital Invest. num( 14.2) Mandatory 
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FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Loc_opcost 
Loc_sales 
Loc_equity 
Loc_loan 
Penn_empf 
Temp_empf 
For_payroll 
For_raw _mat 
For_ca1-1inv 
For_opcost 
For_sales 
For_equity 
For_loan 
Penn_empp 
Temp_empp 
Pro_payroll 
Pro_raw _mat 
Pro_capinv 
Pro_opcost 
Pro_sales 
Pro_equity 
Pro_loan 

PROJ_PROF Local Operating cost num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Local Sales num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Local Equity num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Local Loan num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Emp.Penn Foreign num( 10) 
PROJ_PROF Emp. Temp.Foreign num(lO) 
PROJ_PROF Foreign Payroll num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Foreign raw mat. num( 14.7.) 
PROJ_PROF Foreign Capital Invest.num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Foreign Operating est num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Foreign Sales num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Foreign Equity num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Foreign Loan num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Projected Emp. Perm num(lO) 
PROJ_PROF Projected Emp. Tenn num(l0) 
PROJ_PROF Total proj Payroll num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Total proj raw mat. num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Proj. Capital Invest. num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Proj. Operating cost nurr..(14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Proj. Sales num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Proj. Equity num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Proj. Loan nurn(l4.2) 

SCREEN 2 OF 2 ; 
Product 
Pod_desc 
Tar_mark 
Mrk_desc 
Proj_Qty 
Exp_perc 
Loc_prc 
For_prc 
Duty 
Cur_offsp 
Pro_offsp 
Cur_lndsp 
Pro_lndsp 
Net_profit 
Stat_dalc 
Recorrunend 

PROJ_PROD Product Code char( 10) 
PROD_CODE Product Code char(30) 
PROJ_PROD Target Market char(3) 
MRK_CODE " " char(30) 
PROJ_PROD Quantity num( 10) 
PROJ_PROD % for Export num(3) 
PROJ PROD Local P:ice num( 14.2) 
PRO(PROD fc;1eign Price num(14.2) 
PROJ_PROD Landed Duty num(7.2) 
PROJ_PROF Factory/Office Space num(7.2) 
PROJ_PROF Projected Office Space num(7.2) 
PROJ_PROF Current Land Space num(7 .2) 
PROJ_PROF Projected Land Space num(7.2) 
P~OJ_PROF Net Profit num( 14.2) 
PROJ_PROF Scheduled Start Dare dare( 10) 
PROJ_PROF Recommendations char(60) 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatorv 
MandatorV 
Optior...t · 
Optioru.... 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Optional 

Defaults ; All dates should default to the current date. 
All numeric fields must be OREA TER THAN or EQUAL to 0. 
All entries are in uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status "D" have been deactivated and rannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the t:lbles to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 
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VALIDATIONS : 

FIELD SAME VALIDATION MESSAGE# 
Co_code If not already in CO_CODE table should be added. 
Count_codefOwners) Must exist in COUNTRY table 556 
Bank_ code If not in BANK table should be added 
Sector Must exist in SECTOR table 552 
Sub_sect Must exist in SECTOR table 553 
Prod_ code Must exist in PRODUCT table 554 
Class Must exist in CLASS table 575 
Proj_nat Must exist in PROJ_NAT table 544 
Location Must exist in LCX:_CODE table 569 
Pol no Must exist in POL AGRM table 577 
Maiket Must exist in MRK_CODE table & 567 

Must be entered if % local <> l 00 

PROCESSING ; 

The user enters a project or Jampro code. The code entered must already exist. Confirm 
that the user is a valid user via the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he 
doesn't message# 30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the 
menu. If the user may access this option then the data found is displayed on the screen 
TJijs data may be cdined. If the code is not found message # 542 from ERR_MSGS table is 
displayed. The field is left blank for new projects and the code is generated from the 
system. The data is entered and the respective validations performed; on completion of 
entry ro this screen SCREEN2 is automatically called. Once entry is completed here 
processing is taken to the menu line where any of the options available may be chosen. 

From the menu : 

Control-f • provides narrati :;e description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a shon description of this field. 

Control-w- allows the writing of data to the database. Processing can only proceed here 
if the JAMPRO CODE is empty. The Jampto code is system generated and 
is a concatenation of the SECTOR+ PROJECT NATURE+ A SYSTEM 
GENERA TED SEQUENTIAL NUMBER. The last assigned number is 
kept in the CONTROL table. A record is added to PROJ_CODE, 
PROJ_PROD, f ROJ_POL, CLASS_PROJ table for each special class 
entered, the FUND_PRG for each funding programme added, PROJ_OWN 
for each country of the owners, PROJ _POL for each policy entered, and to 
the CO_CODE table if the company doesn't already exist. On completion 
of the operation m~ssage # 35 indicating this and prompting the user for.a 
key press ~o continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen 1s 
cleared and con~rol returnee to the start of the process. 
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Control-e- allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user s~ould confirm that this is the record to be deleced. 
This record should onlv be marked for delcuon if the current status 1s 
··D-tVALID" or .. CA."iCELLED".Thc current and previous status fields in 
the PR OJ _PROF table are updated accordingly. On completion of the 
operauon message # 260 indicating this and prompting the user for a key 
press to continue is displayed. On pressing any keythe screen is cleared and 
rnntrol returned to the star. of the proc.!ss. 

Control-f- allows the user to quit this option and return::> the main menu. 
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JF\2100 

00/MMfYYYY 

PRDJCT 

CXXE NAME 

xxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
PRODUCT/SERVICE LISTING 

ODiMM:yyyy 

PRODUCT : XXXXYXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION PAGE: ~ 

PRODUCTiSERVICELISTING 

COMPANY CONTACT PROOUCT10N ANNUAL RAW MATERIALS 
NAME ~ CAPACITY ~ I.SD 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx NN,NNN,NNN NN,NNN,NNN xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

HELP - (conrol-f), ON SCREEN • (control-v), PRINT • (control-a). QUIT - (control·t) 
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J:R31DD :Pli DD"U CT J,J;;TJH G 

PURPOSE; 

This module generates a report on the details of a particular product 

ISPl:T: 

A ten character product code. 

DEFAULTS: 

Reference codes with a status of "D" have been deactivated and ca&mot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION: 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION MESSAGE# 

HS/Product code Must exist in PROD_CODE table 554 

PROCESSING 

The user selects option, confirm that the user has access rights to this module via the 
USERS table. If he does not, the appropriate message (#30) is displayed from the 
ERR_MSGS table and processing returned to the menu. If the user may access this option 
and the entry has been validated and found correct, then the respective option from the 
menu line may be chosen. 

f'rom the menu; 

Control-( • provides narrative description for all fields, telling the user the field type and 
size and a short description of each field. 

Control-v • directs the report to the screen. 

Control-o - directs the report to the printer. On completion a message (#744) indicating 
this is displayed on the screen. 

Control·t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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Qt;JPUT : 

The fields to be output are : PROD_ CAP .prod_code 
• PROD_CODE.prod_desc 
• CO_CODE.fname + 

CO_CODE.lname + 
CO_ CODE.middle 

• CO _MASTER.contact 
PROD_CAP.prod_cap 
PROD_ CAP.ann_prod_qty 
PROD_CAP.raw_materials 

• indicates that the tables have been cross referenced with the PROD_CAP table. 
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CD 
U\ 

JR2200 

00/MMIYYYY 

LOCA.1100 

X>OOOCX..nxx 

NO. OF FACTORY/ 
Cffa 

,......... 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

SECTOR STASTISTICS REPORT 

SECTOR 
SUB-SECTOR 
LOCATION 

)()()( xxxxxxxxxx 
xxx xxxxxxxxxx 

(leave blank for all) 

xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPOAA'rlON 
STATISTICS REPORT BY LOCATION 

SIZE (SQ. FT.) ACTIVE CJIM\ERSt-F 
UNDER BE'fYtE9I ~ LOCAL FOAEDll JOINT VENT. 
1000 1000 . 5000 5000 

,......... ,......... ,......... ,......... ,......... Nffi NM 

LtO:R 
1000 

NM 

HELP • (control-I), ON SCREEN • (conlrol-11), PAINT • (control·o), QUIT · (control·!) 

00/MM/YYYY 

PAGE: NM 

8.ROVEES 
EIE'MEEN CM:A 

1000 . 5000 5000 

NM ,.,.,,.,.. 



PJ:RPOSE 

To gener.ite a report either on printer or on screen of statistical infonnation by location for 
any given sector and sub_sector. 

I~PUT 

A five Character sector code. five character subsector code and a three character location 
code. 

DEFAULTS 

Reference codes with a status .. D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate those instances where they 
have been already used. 

VALIDATION 

FIELD NAME 

Sector 
Subsector 
Location 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION 

Must exist in SECTORCODE table 
Must exist in SECTOR table 
Must exist in LOC_CODE table 

MESSAGE# 

552 
553 
569 

User selects option, ccnfinn that the user has access rights via the users table. If he does 
not, the appropriate message (#30) from the ERR_MSGS file is displayed and processing 
returned to the menu. If the user may access this option, the sector, sub-sector and location 
codes are entered. Once the codes have been validated their corresponding descriptions are 
displayed. The respective option from the menu line may then be chosen. If any input field 
is left blank, then it is assumed that the report is to be generated for all distinct entries in 
that field. 

A subtotal and subsector name is printed for each subsector change. a t()tal and sector name 
for each sector change and a grand total at the end of the repon. 

This report is a statistical report, therefore totals arc required for the respective headings cg. 
total number of factories with office space between I 000 and SOOO square metres. 
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From the menu: 

Control-v Directs the output to the screen. 

Control-o Directs the output to the printer. A message (#744) indicating this is 
displayed on screen on completion of the repon. 

Control-t Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu 

OUTPUT 

The fields to be output are: PROJ_PROF.location 

Total based on selected criteria:-

PROJ_PROF.cur_offsp 
PROJ_PROF.curr_stat 
PROJ_PROF.own_struc 
PROJ_PROF.penn_empl 
PROJ_PROF.perm_empf 
PROJ_PROF.temp_empl 
PROJ_PROF.temp_empf 

• SECTOR. scct_desc 
• SECTOR. sub_desc 

• indicates that PROJ _PROF table is crossreferenced with SECTOR table. 
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JR2300 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 00/MM!YYYY 

PROOUCT CARRIAGE REPORT 

sEr VICE NUMBER : l>OOOOOOOOOd 

PROOUCT CODE IXXXXXXXXXXI I~ 

COUNTRY I DESTINATION :~ 1~ 

MOOE OF TRANSPORTAT:ON : l>OOOOd (xxxx.VXXXXXXXXX 

AGENT CODE IXXXXXI 1~ 

00/\1M/YYYY PAOOUCT CARRIAGE REPORT PAGE:NNN 

TRANSPORT TYPE OF TOTAL PORTS OF 
AGENT LIE SERVICE t:Xlt'inl ..er i:a:::n Atr'Y r.APAr.rrv rYVrr CAii 

I XXXXXXXXI I XXXXXXXXI I X500000d I XXXXXXXXI IXXXXXXXXI l99!i9!ii!ii!ii IHHHl-9~ r w ··"· •• • 

HELP·(control-f), ON SCREEN-(control-v), PRINTER-(coratrol·o), QUIT·( controH) 



P:R O:PJtCT CAJ,:ft.JA G:S :R,:SP·Qj.T 

Pl'RPOSE; 

This option generates a report on screen or printer of infonnation relating to the transportation of 
products. 

INPUT; 

The destination country code. the transportation mode. the company code (agent code) and product 
code. 

FIELD NAME 
Destinction 
Trans(·_Mcde 
Agent_code 
Product 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION 
Must exist in the COUNTRY table 
Must exist in the TRANS_MODE table 
Must exist in the AGENT_SRV table 
Must exist in the PROD_CODE table 

MESSAGE# 
556 
555 
551 
554 

The user selects option. confirm that the user has access rights via the USERS table. If he does 
n0t. the appropr.ate message (#30) is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user 
may access this option. the data is entered ano validation proceeds as described above. 

All entries listed in the AGT _DET table for transp_line and ports_of_rall are to be output . The 
output cost is the cost of the service inclusive of tax. 

From the menu: 

Control-f - provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and size 
and a short description of each field. 

Control-v - directs the report to the screen. 

Control-o - directs the report to the printer. A message (#744) indicating this is displayed on 
screen on completion o! the report. 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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OUTPUT; 

The fields to be output are: AGENT_SRV.agent_code 
CO CODE.fname+ 
CO-CODE.lname+ 
co= CODE.middle 
AGENT _DET.transp_line (listing) 

• TRANS_JOB.serv_desc 
• PROD_CODE.prod_desc 

AGENT _SRV .frequency 
AGENT _SRV .tot_ cap 
COST = AGENT_SRV.serv_cost + 

AGENT_SRV.serv_tax 
AGENT_DET.pon of call (listing) 

• indicates that the tables listed were cross-referenced with the TRANS_SERV table. 
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TRADE INFORMATION 

9 1 



'° N 

-L_ TRADE INFORMATION 
• 

POLICIES/AGREEMENTS 

EXPORT REGISTRATION 

EXPORT CERTIFICATION 

- QUOTAAlLOCATION 

COMPANY ALLOCATION 

EXPORTJIMPORT PRICES 

TEXTILE INFORMATION 

VISA INFORMATION 

CONSIGNEE ~TION 

CERTIFICATES/PAYMENTS INFORMATION 

UPDATE EXPORT QUOTA 

TRADE STATISTICS 

t ENTERDATA 

IMPORT DATA 

REPORTS 
I 

EXPORTER REGISTRY 

EXPORTER TO CONSIGNEE 

QUOTA STATUS 

VISA INFORMATION 

- COMPANY ALLOCATION 

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT 

CONSIGNEETO EXPORTER 

PRODUCTION FACILITY 

COMPANY PRODUCT MATERIAL 

CONSIGNEE REGISTRY 

POLICIES/AGREEMENTS 

TRADE STATISTICS REPORT 



JS31CO JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

POLICIES i AGREEMENT 

POLICY I AGREEMENT NO. 

DESCRIPTION 

PARTIES INVOLVED 

EFFECTIVE DA TE 

SECTOR 

MARKET 

PRODUCT I SERVICE 

TERMS 

[
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXiOOOOOOOOOOOO 
DD/MM/YYYY 

I XXXXXI I XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
[ml IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXXXXXXXX>dlXXXXX#XXXXXXXXX 

I-
HELP - (Control-f), SAVE - (Control-w), DELETE - (Control-e), QUIT - (Conirol-t) 
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PURPOSE: 

Different policies and trade agreements may be put in place by different countries or 
between countries that will affect the movement of products. These policies and the relevant 
information are captured here. 

INPUT : 

FIELD TABLE FIELD FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 
NAME USED TITLE 

Pol_no POL_AGRM Policy I Ag char(5) Mandatory 
Pol_descr POL_AGRM Description char(~O) Mandatory 
Party_a POL_AGRM Parties lnvo... char( 10) Optional 
Party_b POL_AGRM char(5) Optional 
Agr_datc POL_AGRM Effective date datc(IO) Mandatory 
Set:tor POL_AGRM Sector char(5) Optional 
Sect_desc SECTOR Sector char(30) Display Only 
Market POL_AGRM Market char(3) Optional 
Marlc_desc MRK_CODE Market char(30) Display Only 
Product POL_AGRM Product/Sc ... char(IO) Optional 
Prod_desc PROD_CC1DE Product/Sc ... char(30) Display Only 
Terms POL_AGRM Terms char(200) Optional & Scrollable 

DEFAULTS: All dates should default to the current date. 
Jampro Officer defaults to the user logged on to the system. 
All enuics arc uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status "D .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodale those instances where they have been already used. 

V ALIDAIION : 

FIELD NAME 
Sector 
Market 
Product 

VALIDATION 
Must exist in SECTOR table 
Must exist in MRK_CODE table 
Must exist in PRODUCT table 
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<Error> MFSSAGE # 
5S2 
567 
5S4 



PROCESSING : 

The user enters a policy or agreement number. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the 
l:SERS table and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't error message number 30 -
(access violation) from ERR_MSGS table 1s displayed and processing returned to the 
menu. If the user may access this option and a record is found the data is displayed and 
may be editted. The policy number may not be changed. If the record isn't found it is 
assumed to be a new one and the information may be added. Processing may then be taken 
to the screen menu line. 

From the menu: 

Control-f - provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and size and a shon description of the field. 

Control-w • allows the adding of a new record to the database. Processing should only 
proceed here if the POL_NO is not found. A record is added to the 
POL_AGRM table. On coapletion of the operation message number 35 
indicating this and prompting the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the stan of the process. 

Control-e - allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
Once this has been confirmed the record is removed from POL_AGRM: 
table. On completion of the operation message number 260 indicating this 
and prompting the user for a key press to continue is displayed. On 
pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the stan of the 
process. 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS 3200 
JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

EXPORTER REGISTRATION - JN1 

EXPORTER TRADE NUMBER: l>OOOOOOOOOCI 

MPANY INFORMATION--co 

c 
N 

A 

ODE l>OOOOOOOOOCI STATUS 

AME liOOOOOOOOOOOOOO BUSINESS / IND. 

1=== 
DD RESS FREEZONE 

TEXTILE 

p ARISH lm IXXXXX>OOOOOOOOO NO. OF EMPLOYEES: 

GENE RAL MANAGER: IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX EXPORT MANAGER: 

REG ISTRATION DATA ---

00/MIVl/YYY, 
SCREEN 1 OF2 

[El 
[] 

FREE.ZONE AREA 

[] [m!IXXXXXXXX#J 
[] 
1~1 ,_ 

R 

R 

B 

M 

EGISTRATION DATE: I DQIMM/YYYYl TYPE OF IDENTIFICATION : ~ l XXXXXXXX>Od 
ECEIPT NUMBER l>OOOOOOOOOCI IDENTIFICATION NUMBER : I XXXXXXXXX>d 
ENO NUMBER l>OOOOOOOOOCI J.B.S. NUMBER : IXXXXXXXXX>d 
.O.A. NUMBER IXXXXXX>OOOCI 

M ANUFACTURING FACILITIES INFORMATION -----

FACILITY AOORESS PARISH Pl-OEN:>. FAX NO. TB.EX 

~ IXXXXXXXXXXI I~ ~ l>OOOOOOOOOCI l!NNN}:t!t:!N-NNt:!Ei l(NNN):NNN-NNN~ I~ 

HELP - (Control-f), SAVE - (Control·w), DELETE - (Control·&), QUIT • (Control-I) 

NEXT SCREEN - (Control·n) 

• • MULTIPLE ENTRIES ARE ALLOWED FOA THESE FIELDS 
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JS3200 

COMPANY PRODUCTS -------

PRODUCT (HS COOE) 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
EXPORTER REGISTRATION - JN1 

IXXXXXXXXXXJ IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX IXXXXXXXXXXI 

COMPANY OFFICER DATA --

LAST NAME ARSTNAME MIDDLE INITIAL 

I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl @xxxxxxxxxxxxxl IXXXXXXXXXXI 

ASSOCIATED MANUFACTURER DATA -

OOIMM/YYYY 

SCREEN20F2 

SERIAL NUMBER 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

TITLE I FUNCTION 

12000000000<XXXX 

1::r;;;;;d NAME 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX IXXXXXXXXX>d 

HELP - (Control-f}, SAVE - (Control-w), DELETE - (Copntrol-e}, QUIT - (Control-I) 
PREVIOUS SCREEN • (Control-p) 

• - MULTIPLE ENTRIES ARE ALLOWED FOR THESE RELOS 
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J&:Pp:RT :RJ GliTMTJ QM 

PURPOSE; 

To register a company as an exporter. 

INPUT; 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

Export_no EXPORTER 
Co_code EXPORTER 
Fname CO_CODE 
1..name CO_CODE 
~ddle CO_CODE 
Co_Addrl CO_CODE 
Co_Addr2 CO_CODE 
Co_Addr3 CO CODE 
Parish CO=CODE 
Loc_desc LOC_DESC 
Surname CO_OFFICER 
First_Name CO OFFICER 
Mid_init CO=OFFICER 
Co status CO_MASTER 
Bus CO_MASTER 
Frcezonc_int CO_MASTER 
Frcczone_area EXPORTER 
Frcc_name FREFZONE_CODE 
Textile CO_MASTER 
Pres_Tot_Perm CO_STAFF 
Pres_Tot_Temp CO_STAFF 
Surname CO_OFFICER 
First Name CO_OFFICER 
Mid_init CO_OFFICER 
Re~Dare EXPORTER 
Recpt_No EXPORTER 
Beno_No EXPORTER 
MOA_No EXPORTER 
ld_code EXPORTER 
ld_no EXPORTER 
JBS_No EXPORTER 
Facility PROD_FAC 
Desc_Fac FACILITY 
Fac_Addr PROD_FAC 
Parish LOC_CODE 
Phone_No PROD_FAC 
Fax_No PROD_FAC 
Telex PROD_FAC 
Procl_Code PROD_CAP 
Prod_Desc PROD_CODE 

FIELD 
I LILE 

Exporter trade no. 
Code 
Name 
Name 
Name 
Address 
Address 
Address 
Parish 
Parish 
General Manager 
General Manager 
General Manager 
Status 
Business/Ind. 
Freezone 
Area of Frcczone 
Area of Frcezone 
Textile 
No. of Employees 
No. of Employees 
Export Manager 
Export Manager 
Export Manager 
Re~Dare 
Recpt_no. 
Beano no. 
MOAno. 
Type of Identification 
ldentifi~ation Number 
JBS no. 
facility 
Facility 
Address 
Parish 
Phone no. 
Fax no. 
Telex 
Product 
Product 
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FORMAT ATTRIBl!TE 

char(lO) 
char(5) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(3) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(2) 
char(3) 
char( I) 
char(l) 
char(3) 
char(30) 
char(l) 
num(7) 
num(7) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(2) 
date(IO) 
char(lO) 
char(9) 
char(9) 
char(3) 
char( IO) 
char(9) 
char(S) 
char(20) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(l4) 
char(l4) 
char(l4) 
char(S) 
char(30) 

Mandatorv 
Display oRly 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Dispaly only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Display only 
Mandatory 
M~datory 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
~ -1'.andatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Display only 
Display only 



FIELD TABLE FIELD 
NAME USED TITLE FORMAT ATTRIB(;IE 

Trademark PROD_CAP Trademark char( 10) Display only 
Serial PROD_CAP Serial no. char( 10) Display only 
Surname CO_OFACER Last name char(30) Display only 
First_Narne CO_OFACER Frrst name char(30) Display only 
Mid_init CO_OFACER Middle initial char(2) Display only 
Cat_desc EMP_CAT Title/Function char(30) Display only 
Manuf_No CO_MRKT Manufacturer no. char(5) Displav only 
Manu_Name l\1ANU_CODE Name char(30) Display only 
Manu_Addrl MANU_CODE Address chm(30) Display only 
Manu_Addr2 MANU_CODE Address char(30) Display only 

DEF AUL TS: All dates should default to the current date. 
Reference codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference pop-ups. They will remain in the tables to 
accomodate those instances where they have already been used. 

VALIDATION: 

_F..,IE .. L .. D__.N .... A...,.M ..... E._ __ V._.A.__L ... I D__.,A._.T..,.1....,0 .... N~- MESSAGE # 

PARISH Must exist in LOC CODE table 595 
CO_CODE If not in CO_CODE table, it should be added 35 
PROD_CODE Must exist in the PROD_CODE table 554 
REG_DA TE Cannot be greater than today's date 210 
ID_TYPE Must exist in V ALID_ID table 785 

PROCESSING; 

User selects option, confinn that the user has access rights via the users table. If he does 
not, the appropriate message(#30) from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing 
returned to the menu. If the USC" m.ay access this option then the exporter trade number is 
entered, the EXPORTER table is searched and if the code is found, the corresponding 
record details from the relevant tables are accessed and displayed. 

If the code is not found, then it is assumed to be a new entry to the EXPORTER table. The 
company code is then entered, if this is not in the CO_CODE table, then message (#547) 
from the ERR_MSGS is displayed and the company profile screens are called and data for 
this company may be entered and saved. If the company code is found in the CO_CODE 
table then the relevant details are displayed on the scr=n and the user may continue to enter 
data with the system perfor ning the aoove validations. 

If the facility code enteree is new, then the facility description is entered, otherwise it is 
displayed from the FACil..ITY table. 

The capability to record multiple entries in the Manufacturing Facility Information, 
Company Products, Company Officer Data and Associated Manufacturer Data Sections 
must exist. On completion of the data entry, processing is taken to the screen menu. 
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From the menu: 

Control-w Allows the addition of a new record or the update of an exiting record. If 
the company is new, records arc added to the relevant tables as described in 
the Company's Profile specifications and to the EXPORTER table. On 
completion of the operation a message (#750) indicating success and 
prompting the user for a key press to continue is displayed. On pressing 
any key the screen is cleared and conlrol returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-e Allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been 
found and displayed, the user should confirm that that is the record to be 
deleted. For a record to be deleted from the EXPORTER table. ifs 
Application Status should have been set to "CANCELLED". If not the 
appropriate mess~ge (#795) from the ERR_MSGS file is displayed. On 
completion of the operation. a message (#750) indicating success and 
prompting the user for a key press to continue is displayed. On pressing 
any key, the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of the 
process. 

Control-t Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS3300 

REFERENCE NO. 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

EXPORT CERTIACATION • JN2 

EXPORTER TRADE NO. : I XXX>OOOOOOd 

00.MM;vy<;-

NAtlE :IXXXXXXXXXXXXXX# 

CONSIGNEE NUMBER : I XXXXXXXXXXI 
ADDAEss' I&!!! 

NAME : I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl 
ADDRESS: I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl PURCHASER NAME: I :vJOOOOOOOOCXXXXXI I= AIXM1ESS• I~ 

BIN. NO. : ls.sss.sss.991 
FREIGHT ON BOARD: Is. sss. sss. 991 
GROSS QUANTITY: I~ 
GROSS WEIGHT ; I ijiiiiiiii4 IG 

INVOICE AMOUNT : f S.SSS.$$$.9$1 

VALUE ADDEO : ls.sss.sss.991 
UNIT COST : ls.sss.sss.991 
MATERIAL COST : ls.sss.sss.991 
NO. PACKAGES : l"iiffi 

HS CODE/ 

ITEM ~CXXE DESCRIPT10N 

·:·············:·············· 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN : ~ I XXXXXXXXXXXXXlO 
FINAL DESTINATION : ~ IXXXXXXXX>OOOOOO 
MEANS OF TRANSPORT: I XXXX)d I XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
TRANSPORT NAME : I XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
VIA : IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
CERTIFICATE TYPE : IXXXX>d IXXXXXXXXXXXXXX} 
SHIPMENT DATE : lDD/MM/YYYYi 

DISTINGUISHING MARKS: IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

PRODUCT 
<Rl.P CAlEGORY QUANTITY 

INVOICE 
AMOUNT 

IMDMMM IMDMMM NWWH •iii Ill 41 

HELP • (Control·f), SAVE • (Control·w), DELETE • (Control-e), QUIT • (Control·t) 

I 0 I 



; llJ>f.)11 CJlTlllt:ATlOM 

PURPOSE: 

The option allows the user to record expon cenification nformation. 

INPUT : 

FIELD TABLE FIELD FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 
NAME USED TITLE 

Refer_no CERT_HDR Reference No char( I 0) Optional 
Expon_no EXPORTER Exporter .... char( 10) Optional 
Fnamc+Lname CO_CODE Name char(61) Display Only 
Co_addrl - 3 CO_CODE Address char(9<>) Display Only 
Cons_id CERT_HDR Consignee... char( 10) Mandatory 
Cons_name CONSIGN Name char(30) Display Only 
Cons_addr CONSIGN Address char(40) Display Only 
Purchaser CERT_HDR Purchaser N .. char(30) Optional 
Purch_adr CERT_HDR Purchaser A.. char( 40) Optional 
Bin_no CERT_HDR Bin No. char(lO) Optional 
Origin CERT_HDR Country of O .. char(3) Mandatory 
Country COUNTRY Country of 0. char(30) Display Only 
Fob_Ja <::ERT_HDR Freight on Bo. num(l0.2) Optional 
Destin CERT_HDR FmalDestin char(3) Mandatory 
Country COUNTRY Final Destin.. char(30) Display Only 
Qty_units CERT_HDR Gross Quant.. num(lO) Optional 
Trans_mode CERT_HDR Means ofTra.. char(S) Mandatory 
Mode_desc TRANS_MODE Means of Tr .. char(30) Display Only 
Wght CERT_HDR Gross Weight..num( 10) Optional 
Trans_name CERT_HDR Transport Na .. char(30) Optional 
Inv_amt CERT_HDR Invoice Amo.. num( 14.2) Optional 
Route CERT_HDR Via char( SO) Optional 
Val_add CERT_HDR Value Added num(l2.2) Optional 
Cert_type CERT_HDR Certificate Ty .. char(S) Mandalory 
Cert_desc CERT_TYPE Certificate Ty .. char(30) Dispaly Only 
Unit_cst CERT_HDR Unit Cost num(12.2) Optional 
Shp_date CERT_HDR Shipment Date date( 10) Mandatory 
Mat_ val CERT_HDR Material Cost num(l2.2) Optional 
Tot_Pkg CERT_HDR No. Packges num(lO) Optional 
Marks CERT_HDR Distinguish.. char(20) Optional 
ltem_no CERT_DET Item num(3) 
Product CERT_DET Hs code I Pr .. char( 10) Mandatory 
Prod_desc PROD _CODE Description char(30) Display Only 
Group PROD_CODE Group char(lO) Display Only 
Group GROUP _CODE " char(30) Display Only 
Category PROD_CODE Category char(lO) Display Only 
Cat_desc PROD_GROUP " char(30) Display Only 
Qty CERT_DET Quantity num( 10) Mandatory 
Inv_amt CERT_DET Invoice Am.. num( 14.2) Mandatory 
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DEFAL'LTS: All dates should default to the current date. 
Jampro Officer defaults to the user logged on to the system. All entries are 
uppercase.Reference Codes with a status .. 0-. have been deactivated and 
cannoc be accessed from the reference popups. 11lcy will remain in the 
tables to accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION : 

FIELD ~AME 
Exi)Ort_no 
Origin 
Destin 
Cons_id 
Product 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION 
If entered Must exist in EXPORTER table 
Must exist in COUNTRY table 
Must exist in COUNTRY table 
If entered Must exist in CONSIGN table 
Must exist in PROD_CODE table 

<Error> MES~AGE # 
562 
556 
556 
551 
554 

A reference number is entered. Confinn that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't error message number 30 - (access 
violation) frorr ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to lhe menu. If the 
user may access this option and a record is found the data is displayed and may be editted. 
Processing is then taken to the screen menu line. If the record isn't found it is assumed that 
data wil! be added. 

If on processing , the company's allocation for a particular group and category has been 
exceeded. message # 150 is displayed. and the user prompted as to whether or not the 
database should be updated. YES updates tha database and NO allows the re-entering of the 
amount. 

From the menu : 

Control-f - provides namtive description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and size and a shon description of the field 

Control-w - allows the adding of a new record to the database. Processing only ocurs 
here if the REFER NO was not found. A record is added to the 
CERT _HOR table and one to the CERT _DET table for each product 
entered. If there is no record in the EXP _CONS table for any of the 
products added then such a record is addded to this table. On completion of 
the operation message number 35 indicating this and prompting the user 
for a key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-e . allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confinn that this is the record to be deleted. 
On confinnation the SHP _ST AT in the CERT _HOR table should be 
changed to "CA " i.e. CANCELLED. On completion of the operation 
mes~age number 260 indicating this and prompting the user for a key press 
to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and 
control returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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.--~~~~~~~~~--~~--~~~----~--~~----~--~------~. 
JS3400 JAMAICA P~tOMOTIONS CORPORATION 

OUOTA AUOCATION INFORMATION 

MARKET 

SECl"OO 

CAlEGORY 

ALLOCATION VEAR 

QUOTA 

REVISED QUOTA 

AMOUNT ALLOCATED : 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXXXXXXXXid 

I xxxxxxxxxx] 

I~ 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

l~fl DATE OF REVISION I 00/MM/YYYYI 

I~ 

HELP • (Control·f). SAVE • (Control·w). DELETE - (Control-e). OUIT - {Control-t) 

• 
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• 
' Q'U:OTA ALJ.t):CAilPM 1MlP:IMAilPM 

PURPOSE: 

To record information on specific quota allocations. 

INPUT: 

FJELD TABLE FIELD 
NAME USED TITLE FORMAT ATIRIBUTE 

Market QUOTA Market char(3~ Mandatory 
Sector QUOTA Sector cftart:5) Mandatory 
Group QUOTA Group char( IO) Optional 
Group_Desc PROD_GROUP Group char(30) Display Only 
Category QUOTA Category char( IO) Mandatory 
Cat_Desc PROD_GROUP Category char(30) Display Oi.iy 
Quota_year QUOTA Allocation Year num(4) Mandatory 
Quora QUOTA Quora num(l2.2) Mandatory 
Rev_quota QUOTA Revised Quota num(l2.2) Optional 
Rev_date QUOTA Date of Revision date(lO) Optional 
Amt_alloc QUOTA Amount allocated num(l2.2) Calculated 

12EfAllLIS; 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate those instances where they have 
been already used. All dates default to system date. 

VALIDATION ; 

fIELD NAME 

Market 
Sector 
Group 
Category 

VALIDATION MESSAGE# 

Must Exist in MARKET table. 567 
Must Exist in SECTOR table. 552 
If entered, must exist in PROD_GROUP table. 572 
Must Exist in PROD_GROUP table. 573 

lOS 



PROCESSING : 

User selects option. confirm that the user has access rights via the users table. If he does not. the 
appropriate message (#30) from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the 
menu. If the user may access this option then the Market and Sector Codes are entered. the 
MARKET and SECTOR tables are searched and if the codes are found then the corresponding 
record details are accessed and displayed. 

If the user entries are not valid then the appropriate error message is displayed and the user is 
given the option to re-enter the codes. If the 2 codes entered by the user is valid and no 
corresponding record is found in the QUOT A table then ii. is assumed to be a new entry and the 
user is allowed to enter new quota allocation data for the particular market and sector entered. 

When the data entry is completed. processing is taken to the screen menu. 

From the menu: 

Control-f - Provides nAITative description for all fields telling the user the field type and size 
and a short description of what this entry captures. 

Control-w - Allows the adding of a new record to the QUOT A table. On completion a message 
(#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the 
start of the process. 

Control-e - Allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found and 
displayed. the user should confinn that this is the record to be deleted. On 
completion, a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key 
press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen i:-. cleared and 
control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t - Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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J53500 

EXPORTER TRADE NO. 

HSIPROOUCT CODE 

CAlEGORY 

AMOUNT ALLOCATED 

AMOUNT USED 

ALLOCATION YEAR 

AMOUNT REQUESTED TO DATE 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
COMPANY ALLOCATION INFORMATION 

QQ.MM!YYVY 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

~ NAME:IXXXXX>000000000 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

IXXXXXXXXXXI 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

I~ 

I~ 

HELP • (Control-f), SAVE - (Control-w}, DELETE • (Control-e}, QUIT • (Control-I) 
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PURPOSE; 

a 
t CPM:PAHl Al..LQCATlOH lH!QlMATJQU 

To record information on specific company allocations. 

INPUT: 

FIELD 
NAME 

Expon_no 
Co_code 
Lname+ 
Fname + 
Middle 
Hs_code 
Group 
Group_Dcsc 
Category 
Cat_Desc 
Rcq_todate 
Aml_alloc 
Aml_used 
AllocJear 

DEFAULTS: 

TABLE 
USED 

CO_AILOC 
CO_CODE 
CO_CODE 
CO_CODE 
CO_COCE 
CO_AILOC: 
CO_AILOC 
PROD_GROUP 
CO_AILOC 
PROD_GROUP 
CO_AILOC 
CO_AILOC 
CO_AILOC 
CO_AILOC 

FIELD 
TITLE FORMAT ATIRIBliTE 

Exponcr T radc No. char( I 0) Optional 
Company Code char(S) Optional 
Name char(30) Display Only 
Name char(30) Display Only 
Name char( I) Display Only 
HS/Product Code char( l 0) ~fandatorv 
Group char( 10) ~andalocy 
Group char( 30) Display Only 
Category char( l 0) Mandatory 
Category char(30) Display Only 
Amount Requested to dare num( 12.2) Mandatory 
Amount Allocab:d num( 12.2) Mandatory 
Amount Used num( 12.2) Optional 
Allocation Year num( 4) Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of 0 D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate those instances where they have 
been already used. 

VALIDATION ; 

FIELQ NAME 

Export_No 
Co_code 
Group 
Category 

VALIDATION MESSAGE# 

If entered, Must Exist in EXPORTER table. 562 
If entered. Must Exist in CO_CODE table. 547 
Must Ex.isl in PROD_GROUP table 572 
Must Exist in PROD_GROUP table. 573 
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PROCESSING : 

t: ~r selects option. confirm that the user has access rights via che users table. If he does not. the 
appropriate message (#30) from the ERR_~SGS table is displayed and processing returned to the 
menu. If the user may access th:'.i option then the Exponer Number may be entered. the 
CO_ALLOC .:able is searched and if the Exponer Number is found then the corresponding record 
details a«e accessed and displayed. If there is no existing company allocation for this exponer then 
it is assumed to be a new entry and the user is allowed to enter new company allocation data If no 
exponer number is entered Lhen the user must enter a company code. If the company code is \"alid 
then the CO _ALLOC table is searched and if there is an existing allocation for this company then 
the record is accessed and displayed. If there is no existing company allocation fur this company 
code then it is assumed to be a new entry and the user is allowed to enter new company allocation 
data. 

When the data entry is completed. processing is taken to the screen menu. 

From the menu: 

Control-f - Provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and size 
and a shon description of what this entry captures. 

Control-w - AUows the adding of a new record to the CO_ALLOC table. On completion. a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-e - Allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found and 
displayed, the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. On 
completion. a message (#750) indicating success and prompting Ltac user for a key 
press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and 
con :rol returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-t - Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS3600 .JAMAIC.& PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 00/MMIYYYY 
EXPORTnMPORT PRICES 

MARKET: @ llOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

PAOOUCT: IXxx>Jd 1>00000000000000 

GRACE DATE rn NlRY PRICE RANGE (USS) UNIT MEANS a= 
FFD.i 10 OfE. OEST. Lower Upper Actual TRANSPORT 

(g I 00/MM/YYYVI I 00/MM/YYYVI [iii [!ii lsss,ssi llss.ssSI I.it.it.it .it~S XlOOa l>OOOOOOOOOil 
IXXXX)(I IXX>OOC1 

HELP • (Control·f). SAVE • (Control·w), DELETE • (Control-e). QUIT • (Control-t) 
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PURPOSE; 

• ! JJPP:RTDMlPJit PllC:U 

This opcion records the price range of a product whelher for import or expon. 

INPUT: 

FIELD TABLE FIELD 
NAME USED TITLE FORMAT ATTRIB(;TE 

Frdatc EX_lM_PRC From dare dalc(lO} ~tandalorv 
Todare EX_IM_PRr To dare dare( 10) MandalorV 
Prod_ Code EX_IM_PRC Product char(lO) Mandalor). 
Grade EX_IM_PRC Grade char(2) Mandalory 
Origin EX_IM_PRC Country of origin char(3) Mandalory 
Trans_modc EX_IM_PRC Means of transport char(5) Mandarory 
Market EX_IM_PRC Markel char(3) Mandalory 
Lowr_prc EX_IM_~C Lower price range num(l4.2) ~ 
Uppr_prc EX_IM_PRC Upper price range num(l4.2) ~tandalorV 
Act,.c EX_IM_PRC Actual price num(l4.2) MandalorV 
Exp_qty EX_IM_PRC No. of Units num(lO) Mandalor} 

Default: All dares should default to the current dare. 

Reference codes with a status of "D" have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference pop-ups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have already been used. 

VALIDATION; 

FIELD NAME 

Market 
Product 
Origin 

PROCESSING; 

VALIDATION 

Must exist in the MRK_CODE table 
Must exist in the PROD _CODE table 
Must exist in the LOC_CODE table 

MESSAGE t 

567 
S54 
SS6 

User selects option. confirms that the user lw access rights via the USERS table. If he 
does not. the appropriate message (#30) from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed and 
prcxcssing retUmed to the menu. If the user may access this option. then the dala is entered 
with the system performing the above validations. The capability to ~ multiple enttics 
for each product must exist. When the data entry is completed. processing is taken to the 
screen menu. 

l I I 



From the menu: 

Control-w Allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record. A 
record is added to the EX_IM_PRC table. On completion. a message 
( #750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key 'press to 
continue' is displayed. On pressing any key. the 'icreen is cleared and 
control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-e Allows the user to delete an existing record. The user selects the record to 
be deleted by placing the cursor on that record then pressing control-e. On 
completion of the operation a message is displayed indicating this. then on 
pressing any key. the screen is cleared and control returned to the stan of 
the process. 

Control-t Allows the user to quit this option and rcrum to the main menu. 
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JS3700 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
TEXTILE INFORMATION 

COMPANY COOE: I X>OOOd lXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

I - _Xxx>at_·--~-~----PEFCENT.----i~-...=....N;E---11 • auaRY 

FREEZONE INTERESTS 

LOCATION CODE 

UNIONIZED 

SECTOR CODE 

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED: 

TEXTILE FACILITY INFORMATION:-

~ 
~IXXXXXXXXXXXXX>O 
~ (YIN) 

I XXXX)(l I XXXXXXXXXXXXX>0 
I XXXXj I XXXXXXXXXXXXX>0 

DD. MMiYV'f y I 

ONNERSHIP "·C. I 

PARISH CODE & 
OESCRPT10'4 

NO. a NO. OF NO. OF 
COOE & DESCRIPTION AOORE5S 

PROOUCTMATERIAL INFORMATION :-

PRClOUCT 
COOE DESCRIPTION MATERIAL 

UNIT 

QUANTITY PRK:E 

SIZE MACHINES e..R.OYEES SHIFTS 

I Wft\N\NI 

HELP - (Control·f), SAVE • (Control-w), DELETE • (Control·&), QUIT - (Control-t) 

I I 3 



; 'l'JZ'l'll.:S lM1 OlMA'l'l PM 

PURPOSE: 

The option allows the user to record textile specific information for companies in the 
apparel industry. 

INPlJT : 

FIELD 
NAME 

Co_c.xlc 
Fnamc+ 
Lnamc+ 
Middle 
Exprg_code 
Exprg_Name 
Prg_pcrccnt 
Count_ code 
Country 
Percentage 
Freezone_int 
Parish 
Loc_desc 
Unionized 
Sector 
Scct_desc 
Asst_reqd 
Ass_desc 
Facility 
Desc_fac 
Fac_addr 
Parish 
Loc_desc 
Fac_size 
No_machine 
No_empl 
No_shifts 
Product 
Prod_desc 
Malerizl 
Mat_qty 
Unit_prc 
Source 
Comments 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

CO_CODE Company Code char(5) 
CO_CODE Company Name char(30) 
CO_CODE .. •• char(30) 
CO_CODE char( 1) 
CO_EXPRG Programme char(S) 
EXPORT _PRG Programme char(30) 
CO_EXPRG Percentage.. num(3.2) 
CO_OWNER Country char(3) 
COUNTRY Country char(30) 
CO_OWNER Ownership% num(3.2) 
CO_MASTER Freezone Int.. char( 1) 
CO_CODE Location char(3) 
LOCATION Location.... char(30) 
CO MASTER Unionized char( 1) 
CO =MASTER Sector Code char(5) 
SECTOR Sector Code char(30) 
CO_MASTER Assistance ... char(5) 
ASSISTANCE Assistance... char(30) 
PROD_FAC Code char(5) 
F Acn..rrY Description char(20) 
PROD_FAC Address char(40) 
PROD_FAC Parish Code ... char(3) 
LOCATION ... Code & Des char(30) 
PROD_FAC Size num(S) 
PROD_FAC No. of Mac.. num(S) 
PROD_FAC No. of Emp.. num(S) 
PROD_FAC No. of Shif.. num(5) 
PROD_MAT Product Code char( 10) 
PROD_CODE .... Description char(30) 
PROD_MA T Marerial char{20) 
PROD_MAT Quantity Used. num(l0.2) 
PROD_MAT Unit Price num(12.2) 
PROD_MAT Source char(20) 
PROD_MAT Comments char(30) 

1 14 

Mandatory 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Display Only 
Optional 
Optiooal 
Optional 
Optional 
Opional 



DEF AUL TS : All dates should default to the current date. 
Jampro Officer defaults to the user logged on to the system. 
All entries arc uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remcin in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where chey have been already used. 

VALIDATION : 

FIELD SAME 
Co_code 
Exprg_code 
Count_code 
Parish 
Sector 
Asst_reqd 
Facilitv 
Product 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION 
Must exist in CO_CODE table 
Must exist in EXPORT _PRG table 
Must exist in COUNTRY table 
Must exist in LOCATION table 
Must exist in SECTOR table 
Must exist in ASS IT .Ai'lilCE table 
Must exist in FACILITY table 
If entered Must exist in PROD_CODE table 

<Error> MESSAGE# 
547 
589 
556 
569 
552 
565 
582 
554 

A company code is entered. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table and 
has the right to access this data. If he doesn't error message number 30 - (access violation) 
from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option and a record is found the data is displayed and may be editted. 
Processing is then taken to the screen menu line. If the record isn't found then message# 
547 is displayed and processing returned to the start of the process. 

From the menu : 

Control·f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a short description of the field. 

Control-w • allows the adding of a new record to the database. A record is added to the 
CO_EXPRG table for each programme entered; to the CO_OWNER for 
each country of owners entered; to I.he PROD _F AC for each facility entered; 
to the PROD _MAT for each Product entered and the CO _MASTER table 
may also be updated. On completion of the operation message number 35 
indicating this and prompting the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any k:y the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control·e • allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this 1s the record to be deleted. 
On confirmation records are removed from the CO_EXPRG, 
CO_OWNER, CO_MASTER, PROD_MAT and PROD_FAC tables and 
on completion of the operation message number 260 indicating this and 
prompting the user for a key press to continue is displayed. On pressing 
any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control·t • allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 

1 1 s 



J A PROMOTIONS COP.?ORATION DD· MM. y'yyy 
JS3800 VISA INFORMATION 

FEFEFEN::EOO. I xxxxxxxxxx J SHIPPING DATE : I 00/MM/YYYYI 

EXPORTER TRADE NO. : IXXX>OOOOOOd OOIGt4 ~ I >00000000000000 

NAME I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx1 DESTINANTJUt-.1 : ~ I XXXXXXXXXXXXXX> 
ADDRESS 1=1 

VIA I xxxxxxxxxx I 
~NO.: IXXXXXXXXXXI 

I 1=7XXXXXXXXXX1 
PER::ENTAGE I 

NAME I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl 
AOORESS 1==1 IN\Nw 

MANUFACTURER NO. NAME ADOAESS PJ.ARKS ON PACKAGES : I xxxxxxxxxxxxxl 
NO. OF PACKAGES ~ 

1~1 l>OOOOOOOOOCJ 1---- -- VALUEAOOEO $$$,$$$,$$$.$$1 

VALUE OF MATERIAL $$$,$$$,$$$.$$, 

VALUE FOB sss.sss.sss.ssl 
UNIT COST $$$,SSS.SSS.S~I 
QUANTITY I~ 
DESCRIPTION 1=:1 

11=~ 
GFO.P CATEGORY 

OORflITY I f >OOOOOCllXXXXXXXXXXI I >OOOOOCI I xxxxxxxxxx I 1~ 

VISA DATE 
VISA 

VISA NO. STATUS TYPE OF VISA 

I XX>OOOOOOOCI I 1212£MMNYYi) ~ (ml(XXXXXXXXXXI 

HELP • (Control·f), SAVE • (Control-w), DELETE • (Control·e), RE·ISSUE • (F5), QUIT • (Control·!) 

PREVIOUS VISA • (Control·p), NEXT VISA • (Control·n) 

I I 6 



Jaiilltl .. Yla.& lM!PJ,MATlOM t 

PURPOSE; 

To record visa infonnation. 

INPUT: 

FIELD TABLE FIELD 
NAME USED ffiLE FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Refer_no CERT_HDR Reference no char( 10) Mandatorv 
Export_no CERT_HDR Exponer Trade no. char( 10) Display oRJy 
Fnamc CO_CODE Name char(30) Display only 
Lname CO_CODE Name char(30) Display only 
Middle CO_CODE Name char(l) Display only 
Co_Addrl CO_CODE Address char(30) Display only 
Co_Addr2 CO_CODE Address char(30) Display onl~· 
Co_Addr3 CO_CODE Address char(30) Display only 
Prg_code CO_EXPPRG Programme char(5) Di.•play only 
Exprg_name EXPORT_PRG Programme char(30) Display only 
Prg_Percent CO_EXPRG Percent char(l5) Display only 
Manuf_No CO_MRKT Manufacturer no. char(5) Display only 
Manu_Narne MANU_CODE Name char(30) Display only 
Manu_Addrl MANU_CODE Address char(30) Display only 
Manu_Addr2 MANU_CODE Address char(30) Display only 
Shp_Date CERT_HDR Shipping date date(l0) Display only 
Origin CERT_HDR Origin char( 13) Display only 
Loc_desc LOC_CODE Origin char(30) Display only 
Destin CERT_HDR Destination char(30) Display only 
Loc_desc LOC_CODE Destination char(30) Display only 
Via CERT_HDR Via char(50) Display only 
Cons_ID CERT_HDR Consignee no char(lO) Display only 
Cons_Narne CONSIGN Name char(30) Display only 
Cons_Addr CONSIGN Address char(40) Display only 
Marks CERT_HDR Marks on packages char(20) Display only 
Tot_Pkg CERT_HDR No of packages num(l2) Display only 
Val_Add CERT_HDR Value adde<! num(l2.2) Display only 
Mal_ Value CERT_HDR Value of maerial num(l2.2) Display only 
Fob_Ja CERT_HDR Value FOB num(l2.2) Display on!y 
Unit_Cst CERT_HDR Unit cost num(l2.2) Display only 
Qty_Units CERT_HDR Quantity num(l2) Display only 
Description CERT_HDR Description char(30) Display only 
Hs_code CERT_DET Product code char(IO) Display only 
Group PROD_CODE Group char(lO) Display only 
Category PROD_CODE Category char(lO) Display only 
Car_desc GROUP_CODE Category char(30) Display only 
Amount CERT_DET Quantity num(l2) Display only 
Visa_No VISA Visa no char(IO) Mandarory 
Visa_Statdt VISA Visa date date( IO) Mandatory 
Visa_Sw VISA Visa sratus char(2) Mandatory 
Visa_typ VISA Visa type char(3) Mandatory 

I I 7 



DEF AUL TS: All input dates should default to ttie current date. 
Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accomodate those instances where they have already been used . 

VALIDATION: 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION ~IESSAGE I 

Refer_no Must exist in CERT _HDR table 561 

PROCESSING: 

User selects option. confirm that the user has access rights via the users table. If he does 
not, the appropriate message (#30) from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing 
returned to the menu. If the user may access this option. the reference number is entered. 
If the reference number is valid the corresponding record is retrieved. If the reference 
number does not exist then the appropriate error message (#561) from the ERR_MSGS 
table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. 

The capability to record/display multiple detail entries for the export programmes. 
manufacturers. products and vicas must exist. On completion, p1ocessing is taken to the 
screen menu. 

From the menu: 

Control-w 

.. 

Control-e 

Control·t 

Allows the addition or insertion of a new record to the database. A record is 
added to the visa table and an appropriate message (#750) indicating success 
and prompting the user for a key press to continue is displayed. On 
pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of the 
process. 

Allows the user to de~ete a visa that has been cancelled. If an attempt is 
made to delete a vis~ rhat has not been cancelled then an error message 
should be displayed. 

Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS3900 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
CONSIGNEE INFORMATION 

CONSIGNEE INFORMATION ---

CONSIGNEE D. 

NAME 

FAX NO. 

ACTIVJTY CODE 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

I (NNN)-NNN-NNNNI 

I (NNN)-NNN-NNNNI 

~ I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl 

HELP - (Control-f), SAVE • (Control-w), DELETE • (Control-e), QUIT - (Control-t) 

1 1 9 



PURPOSE; 

.. 
t 

To record information about persons I companies that arc consignees of goods shipped from 
Jamaica. 

INPUT; 

FIELD TABLE FIELD 
NAME USED TinE FOBMAT ATIRIBCTE 

Cons_id CONSIGN Consignee ID. char(IO) Mandatory 
Cons_name CONSIGN Name char(30) Mandatory 
Cons_addr CONSIGN Address char(6()) Mandatory 
Count_ code CONSIGN Country char(6()) Mandatory 
Tele_no CONSIGN Telephone No. char(l4) Optional 
Fax_no CONSIGN Fax No. char(l4) Optional 
Act_code CSIGN_ACT Activity Code char(3) Optional 
Activ_desc ACT_CODE Description char(30) Optional 

DEEAUL'[S; 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate those instances where they have 
already been used. 

VALIDATION 

EIELD NAME 

Count_code 
Act_code 

VALIDATION 

Must Exist in COUNTRY table. 
Must Exist in ACTIVITY table. 

120 
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PROCESSING 

l'ser selects opcion. confirm chac Che user has access rights via che users cable. If he does noc. che 
appropriate message (#30) from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to che 
menu. If the user may access this option chen che Consignee Id. is entered. che CONSIGN [able is 
searched and if the Id. is found then the corresponding record derails are accessed and displayed. 

If the Consignee Id. is not found chen it is assumed to be a new entry and the user is allowed to 
enter new data. 

When the data entry is completed. processing is taken to the screen menu. 

From the menu: 

Control-f - Provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and size 
and a shon description of what this entry captures. 

Control-w - Allows the adding of a new record to the CONSIGN table. On completion. a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-e - Allows tlv.: user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found and 
displayeJ. the user should confirm thal this is the record to be deleted. On 
completion. a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key 
press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and 
control returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-t - Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JSJtOOA 

REFERENCE NO. 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS COAPORATION 
CERTFICATES I PAYMENTS INFORMATION 

I xxxxxxxxxx I EXPORTER NAME 

AOORESS: 

·1 
OC1MM!YYYY 

CONSIGNEENAME : l-SHIPMENTORIGIN : ~lXXXXXXXXX#X)(J 
AOORESS: IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX DESTINATION: ~IXXXXXXXXXXXlll 

IXXXXXX#)(XXXXXX DATE : (OO/MM.'YYY'd IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

CHAR3ES INCUFffD: lssS,SSS,SSS.9j 

PAYMENTS MADE:-

I 61111111& I 
PAYMENT DATE PAYMENT AMOUNT 

HELP - (Control-f}, SAVE - (Control-w), DELETE • (Control-e), QUIT - (Control-I) 
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: tllTlJlCAT:U I h\YMJffTS 
lNl QIMATJ OM 

PURPOSE: 

The option allows lhe user to record information about payments made for an issued 
certificate of origin. 

INPUT : 

FIELD TABLE FIELD FOLl\IAT ATTRIBUTE 
NAME USED TITLE 

Refer_no CERT_HDR Reference No. char{ 10) Mandatory 
Fname+Lname CO_CODE Exporter Nam cbar(30) Display Only 
Co_addrl -3 CO_CODE Address char(30) Display Only 
Cons_name CONSIGN Consignee Na cbar(30) Display Only 
Cons_addr CONSIGN Address char(30) Display Only 
Origin CERT_HDR Shipment Ori. cbar(3) Display Only 
Country COUNTRY Shipment Ori .. char(30) Display Only 
Destin CERT_HDR Destination cbar(3) Display Only 
Country COUNIRY Destination chaf(30) Display Only 
Shp_date CERT_HDR Dare char(lO) Display Only 
Charges CERT_HDR Charges Inc.. num( 14.2) Display Only 
Payccn_date CERT_PAY Payment Date dale( l 0) Mandalory 
Payments CERT_PAY Payment Am .. num( 14.2) Mandatory 
Receipt_no CERT_PAY Receipt Num .. char( 10) Optional 

DEFAULTS: All dales should default to the current date. 
Jampro Officer defaults to the user logged on to the system. 
All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a starus .. D" have been deactiv3'.ed and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodare those instances where they have been ~Y used. 

VALIDATION; 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION 
Refer_no Must exist in CERT _HDR table 592 

CErrorl MESSAGE # 
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PROCESSING : 

A reference number is entered.Confirm that the user is a valid user via the l"SERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he docsn"t error message number 30 - (access 
\·iolation, from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the 
user may access this option and a record is found the da1a is displayed and the payments 
made section may be edittcd and processing is taken to the screen menu line.Jf the record 
isn "t found then message # 592 is displayed and processing returned to the start of the 
process. 

From the menu : 

Control-f - provides na.mtive description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and size and a shon description of the field. 

Control-w - allows the adding of a new record to the database. A record is added to the 
PAY _CERT table On completion of the operation message number 35 
indicating this and prompting the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared lOd control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control-e - allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
On confirmation the record is removed from the PAY _CERT table and on 
completion of the operation message number 260 indicating this and 
prompting the user for a key prc~s to continue is displayed. On pressing any 
key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS3200A OC.11.tM.YYY'i 
~TE EXPORTaJOTA 

tEUEICENl IXXXXXXXXX>il 

EXFORI EH TRADE NO. 1>0000000004 l>OOOOOOO<XXXXXX 
COUNTRY OF~ [Si 1>00000000000000 

i DESTINATION ~ IXXXXX>OOOOOOOOO 

HSCOOE/ PA'.D.CT AMOUNT AMOUNT 
PFD:U:T"CXXE ~ <Hl.P CA'TEGalV QUANT1TY Fl1B> AU.QC. SHFPED DATE 

IXXX>OOOOCI lxxxxxxxxx)IJ IXXX>OOOOC1IX>OOOOC01 ltHH4 INHN INHii [j I QQIMM/YYY') 

HELP - (Control-fl, SAVE - (Control-w), DELETE - (Control-e). QUIT - (Control-t) 

l2S 



UPDATJ J7:PQBT QUOTA 

PURPQSE; 

This procedure is used to update expon qoou information. 

INPUT; 

FIELD 
SAME 

TABLE 
t:SED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT A ITRIBUTE 

Refcr_no 
Export_No 
I.name+ 
Fname+ 
Middle 
Origin 
Country 
Destin 
Country 
Product 
Prod_Dcsc 
Group 
Care gory 
Qry 
Amt_ Used 
Amt_Alloc 
Shp_Stat 
Shp_Dare 

CERT _HDR Reference Number 
CERT_HDR Exponcr Trade No. 
CO_CODE Exporter Trade No. 
CO_CODE Exporter Trade No. 
CO_CODE Exporter Trade No. 
CERT _HDR Country Of Origin 
COUNTRY Country Of Origin 
CERT_HDR Destination 
COUNTRY Country Of Origin 
CERT_DET Product Code 
PROD_CODE Product Dcscriptioo 
PROD_CODE Group 
PROD_CODE Category 
CERT_DET Quantity 
CO_AlLOC Amount Filled 
CO_AU..OC Amount Allocated 
CERT_HDR Shipped 
CERT_HDR Dare 

DEFAULTS: 

I. All Entries are uppercase. 

char(lO) 
char(lO) 
char( JO) 
char( JO) 
cbar(l) 
cbar(3) 
char( JO) 
char(3) 
char( JO) 
char( IO) 
char( JO) 
char(lO) 
char( IO) 
num(lO) 
num(l2.2) 
num(l2.2) 
char(l) 
dale(lO) 

Mandatory 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Mandaroly 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Display Only 
Mandalory 
Display Only/Calculared 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 

2. Reference Codes with a swus of .. D .. have been deactivared and cannot be accessed from the 
refemice popups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate those instances whcte they have 
been already used. 
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\.ALIDATIOS : 

FIELD ~A~IE 

Refer_No 
Product 

PROCESSING : 

VALIDATION 

Must exist in CERI _HDR 
Must exist in PROD _CODE 

){WAGE# 

561 
554 

Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS lable and has the right to access chis data. If he 
docsn"t thc appropriate mcssage(#JO) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned 
to thc menu. If thc reference number isn "t found then thc appropriate message( #561) is displavcd. 
If thc user may access this option thcn the user is allowed to enter a reference numbc:-. !f the code 
is found all relevant infonnation is displayed from the CERT _HDR & CERT _DET tables. The 
user may then enter the quantity of the product. the status of the shipment (Shipped - YIN). and 
the shipment dale. 
The sum of CERT _DET.amount for the group & category for that year is displayed in amount 
filled 

NOlE: The Amount Used (Amt_ Used) field in the CO_AILOC table is only updalcd AFfER lhc 
user confirms that they wish to ADD I SA VE information entered. 

From the menu: 

Control-f - Provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and size and a short description of each field. 

Control-w - Allows the writing of data to the database. On completion of the operation a 
message (# 35 for adding) and (#750- updating) are displayed indicating 
success of the process.and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue 
Control returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-e - Allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found and displayed 
the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. Once any of the products 
have been shipped then neither that record nor header record (CERT _HDR) be deleted. 
However a product that has been shipped may be deleted. On completion of the operation a 
message ( #260) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleari!d and control returned to the stan of the 
process. 

Control·t - Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JSJ300A JAMAICA PROMOTIONS COAPORATION 
TRADE STATISTICS DATA 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 

DESTINATION MAP.KET 

I xxxx:oooocxxxX)(xxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXI 
IXXXXX>CXXXXXXXX 

CATEGORY YEAR : I DDtMM/YYV'rl 

PFD:U;TCCXE DESCRPTION QUANTITY 

IXX>OOooooocl IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I 999999999i 
1moooooooi IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I 999999999i 

IXXxXXxxxxYJ IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX I 99999~~~9i 

lxxxxxxxxxxl IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX l999999999i 

00.MM.YYYY 

VALUE !USS ~OBl 

Ci.~HU~~U 9~ 
IUHHHH.9~ 

IHiHHiH.9i 

IHHUHH-9i 

HELP-( control-f). SAVE-( control-w). DELETE-( control-e ). QUIT-( control-ti 
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T:RA:PI ST&TlSTl CS DATA 

Pl'RPQSE...i 

On choosing this option a popup is displayed providing the options tC' enter data either for 
.. EXPORTS .. or ··t.VPORTS". Both these options then provide the option to either 
.. Enter Data .. or '"Import Data". 

If the .. ENTER DATA" option is chosen. this option which allows the data entry of trade 
statistics is called. 

INPUT : 

FIELD 
NAME 

Origin 
Country 
Marlcct 
Mark_desc 
Product 
Prod_desc 
Year 
Quantity 
Value 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

TRAl)E_STAT Country of.. char(3) 
COUNTRY Country of.. char(30) 
TRADE_ST AT Oestinaion.. char(3) 
MRK_CODE Destination .. char(30) 
TRADE_STAT Product Co .. char( IO) 
PROD_CODE Product Co .. char(30) 
TRADE_STAT Year num(4) 
TRADE_STAT Quantity num(l 0) 
TRADE_STAT Value num(l4.2) 

Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandtaory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Mandatory 

DEFAULTS: All dates should default to the current date. 
Jampro Officer defaults to the user logged on to the system. 
All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status ··o" have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION ; 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION CEaorl MESSAGE # 
Origin 
Market 
Product 

Must exist in COUNTRY table 
Must exist in MRK_CODE table 
Must exist in PRODUCT table 
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PROCESSI~G : 

The name of the option chosen is highlighted on the screen above the first entry line e.g. 
if the .. EXPORTS" option is chosen then .. EXPORT DAT A .. is displayt:d on the screen and 
the countrv of ori2in defaults co Jamaica. This mav be editted bv the user. Similarlv .. if 
"L\.tPORTS" is chosen then .. IMPORT DAT A" is displayed and the destination defauits co 
Jamaica. The user may enter a country c:-de. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the 
L"SERS table and has the right to access this data. If he doesn"t error message number 30 -
1access violation> from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the 
menu. If the user may access this option and a record is found the name of the countrv is 
displayed. The market or destination is then entered and validated. The respective trade data 
for each product is the entered. If data already exists between the countries specified for 
that year then this data is displayed and may be editted. Pressing Escape ends the data entry 
and takes the user to the screen menu line where any of the options indicated may be 
chosen. 

From the menu : 

Control-f - provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and size and a shon description of the field. 

Control-w - allows the adding of a new record to the database. A record is added to the 
TRADE_ST AT table for each product entered. On completion of the 
operation message number 35 indicating this and prompting the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared 
and control returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-e - allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has bren found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
Once this has been confinned the record is removed from TRADE_STA T 
table. On completion of the operation message number 260 indicating this 
and prompting the user for a key press to continue is displayed. On 
pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of the 
process. 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JA3100 

EXPORTER mADE NO. 

~ 

LOCATION 

OO!MMIYYYY 

EXKlRIER 
TRADE NO. 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

NAME 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

EXPORTER~ REPORT 

EXPORTER REGISTRY REPORT 

AOOAESS SECTat 

I xxxxxxxxxx I IXXXXXXX>OOOOOOO IXXXXXI 

00.MM;YYYY 

PAGE:NNN 

LOCATION 

IXXXXXXX>CI ~IXXXXXXX><I 

HELP • (Control-f), ON SCREEN • (Control·v), PRINT • (Control-o) , QUIT • (Control·!) 

I 3 I 



PURPOSE; 

This oplion generates a repon. on screen or prinler. of a panicular exporter or all exponcrs 
wilhin a ccnain seccor and location. or wilhin a cenain sector or at a panicular location. 

INPUT: 

A ten ( 10) character exporter trade number, a five (5) characcer sec'~r code. a three (3) 
character location code. 

DEFAULTS; 

Reference codes with a status of .. D". have ben deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference pop-ups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate instances where chey have 
been already used. 

VALIDATION : 

FIELD NAME 

Export_no 
Sector 
Location 

PROCESSING; 

VALIDATION 

Must exist in the EXPORTER Table 
Must exist in the SECTOR Table 
Must exist in the LOC_CODE Table 

MESSAGE# 

546 
552 
569 

The user selects option, confirm that he has access rights via the USERS table. If he does 
not. the appropriate message (#30) from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing 
returned to the menu. If the user may access this option, the data is entered and validation 
proceeds as described above. If any field is left blank. then the report is to be generated for 
all entries in that field. 

From the menu: 

Control-f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a shon descripllon of each field. 

Control-v - directs the rq>on to the screen. 

Control-o - directs report to the printer. A message (#744) indicating this is displayed 
on screen on completion of the report. 

Control·t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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OUTPUI: 

The fields to be output are: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

EXPORTER.Expon_No 
CO CODE.Fname 
CO=CODE.Lname 
CO_CODE.Middle 
CO_CODE.Co_addrl 
CO_CODE.Co_addr2 
CO_CODE.Co_addr3 
CO_MASTER.Sector 
SECTOR.Sect desc 
CO_CODE.Parlsh 
LOC_CODE.I..oc_desc 

• indicates that the tables are crossreferenced with the EXPORTER table. 
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-
JR3200 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 00 MM YYY'i 

EXPORTER TO CONSIGNEE FEPORT 

EXPORTER TRADE NO. : I xxxxxxxxxx I 
COMPANY NAME : IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

00/MM/YYYY EXPORTER TO CONSOEE REPORT PAGE:NNN 

PRODUCT 
CONSIGNEE ID. CONSIGNEE NAME CONSIGEEADDRESS CCIE DESCRIPTION 

I xxxxxxxxxx I I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl 1xxxxxxxx1 I~ 

HELP - (Control-f), ON SCREEN - (Control-v), PRINT - (Control-o). QUIT - (Control-t) 
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a J%:PO:ftTJ;R IQ CQHBlGHIJ 

PliRPOSE ; 

This option generates a listing of the consignees associated with a particular exponer. 

INPUT ; 

1be Exponer' s trade number will be entered. 

DEF AUL TS ; All entries arc uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status ··o" have bce!l deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. 1bey will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used, but 
cannot be newly added to any record. 

VALIDATION ; 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION <Error> MESSAGE # 
Expon_no If entered Must exist in EXPORTER table 562 

PROCESSING 

The user makes an exporter trade number entry. Confirm that the user logged on to the 
system is a valid user in the USERS table and has the right to access this data If he doesn' l 
message # 30 from ERR_MSGS lable is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If 
the user may access this option then the company name is displayed from the CO_CODE 
table.The user must have the rights to perform the specified operation. All records for this 
exponer with in the EXP _CONS table are processed. Once this has been done the 
respective option from the menu line may be chosen. 

From the menu : 

Control-f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a short description of the field. 

Control-v - directs the repon to the screen. Message# 742 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report. 

Control-o • directs the report to the printer. Message# 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report . 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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OUTPUT; 

The fields to be output are: EXP _CONS.expon_no 
CONSIGN .cons_id 
CONSIGN.cons_name 
CONSIGN.cons_addr 
EXP _CONS.product 
PROD_CODE.prod_desc 
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JR3300 

REPORT FOR VEAR 

MARKET 

GfO..P 
CATEGORY 

OOIMM1YYYY 

GOP CAlEGORES 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORA TlON 

QUOTA STATIJS REPORT 

IXXXXXXXXX>d 
lxxxxxxxxxxl 

IXXXXXXX>CXXXXXX 
l#XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXXXXXX>CXXXXXX 

OUOTASTATUSREPORT 

AMOUNT ALLOCATION 
0 a FILLED QUOTA ALLOCATED BALANCE 

I xxxxxXJ I XXXXXXJ (XXXXX>d (xxxxxxJ 1~1 ~~ ~ 

PAGE NNN 

FILL BALANCE 

~~ 

HELP - 1Control-f). ON SCREEN - (Control-v). PRINT - (Controi-o). QUIT - 1Con1rol-tl 
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Pl:RPOSE : 

This option generates a rcpon available either onscrecn or printed. of quotas given for specific 
Markets/Goods/Groups/Categories. The report is ordered by Quota Year, Market. Group 
and Category. 

INPUT : 

The user may leave the input fields blank if they wish to generate a report showing all quotas. 
If not then the user may enter the year for which they wish :o generate the report. The user must 
then enter the MARKET I GROUP I CATEGORY. 

DEFAULTS: 

Reference Codes with a starus of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference popups. lbcy will remain in the tables to accomodatc those instances where they have 
been already used. 

V ALIDAIION : 

ENTRY FIELD VALIDATION MESSAGE# 
Market If entered. MUST exist in MRK_CODE 567 

PROCESSING 

Confirm that the user logged on to the system is a valid user in the USERS table and has the right 
to access this data. If he doesn't the appropriate message# 30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed 
and processing returned to the menu. If the user may access this option the entries arc validated and 
then the respective option from the menu line may be chosen. If no entry is made in the 1put 
fields. then it is assumed that a report is needed for all consignees. 

From the menu : 

Control·f - provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and siz.e and a short description of what this entry captures. 

Control·v · Directs the report to the screen. Message # 742 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report. 

Control-o - Directs the report to the printer. Message# 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report. 

Control·t - Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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OlIIPUT: 

The fields to be output are : QUOT A.group 
QUOT A.categories 

* % FILLED 
QUOTA.quota 
QUOT A.amt_allo 

* ALLOC_BALANCE 
* Fil..L 
* BALANCE 

• CALCULATIONS :-

1. % FU.LED= {SUM(CO_ALLOC.amt_used)ISUM(CO_AllOC.amt_alloc)) x 100 

2. Fll.L = (SUM(CO_ALLOC.amt_uscd) 

3. ALLOCATION BALANCE= QUOT A.quota - QUOT A.amt_allo 

4. BALANCE= QUOT A.amt_allo - Fll..L 

NOTE: - (SUM(CO_ALLOC.amt_uscd) =Total of all amounts used by companies for the 
particular Market I Group I Category. 
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JA3400 

VISA NO. 

STATUS 

SECTOR 

Fa:tPEAICD 

00/MM/YYYY 

VISA NO. 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

VISAINFORM.4TION REPORT 

~~ 
tOOiMM/YYY\1 10 IDD/MM/YYYyt 

VISA INFORMATION REPORT 

EXFU"418'i 
TRADE NO. NAME VISA DATE 

I xxxxxxxxxx I I XXXXXXXXX>OOOOOI I QQ/MM/YYY!i 

001MMiYYYV 

PAGE.NNN 

VISA TYPE 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

HELP - (Controf-f), ON SCREEN - (Control-v), PAINT - (Control-o), QUIT - (Control-I) 
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~fUiA JHIOiMATJDM JJPO!T 

Pt:RPOSE ; 

This option generates a repon. on screen or printer, of a panicular visa or on visas of a 
panicular status or for all status within a sector or all sectors over a particular period or 
from the start of the year to the present date. 

INPUT; 

A two (2) character visa status code. a ten ( 10) character visa number, a five (5) character 
sector code and a date range. 

DEFAULTS; 

Reference codes with a status of ''D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference pop-ups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate instances where they 
have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

FIELD NAME 

Visa_ stat 

Visa_no 
Sector 

PROCESSING; 

VALIDATION 

Must be .. AC" -Active 
"CA" - Cancelled 
"HO" -Hold 

Must exist in the VISA Table 
Must exist in the SECTOR Table 

MESSAGE# 

566 

562 
552 

The user selects option, confirm that the user has access rights via the USERS table. If he 
does not, the appropriate message (#30) from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed and 
processing returned to the menu. If the user may accc~s this option, the data is entered and 
validation proceeds as described above. 

If an input field is left blank. then the rcpon is to be generated for all entries in that field. 
On completion, processing is taken to the screen menu. A sub-total is generated for each 
sector change, a total for each month and a grand total at the end of the rcpon. 

From the menu: 

Control-r - provides narrative description for all fields relling the user the field type and 
size and a short description of each field. 

Control-v - directs the rcpon to the screen. 

Control-o - directs report to the printer. A message (#744) indicating this is displayed 
on screen on completion of the repon. 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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OUTPUT: 

1be fields to be output are: 

"' 
"' 
"' 

VISA. Visa No 
VISA.Exp0n_No 
CO_CODE.Fnamc 
CO_CODE.Lnamc 
CO_CODE.Middlc 
VISA.Vis Statdt 
VISA.Visi_Stat 
VISA. Visa_Typ 

* indicates that the tables are ~referenced with the VISA table. 
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JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION -, JR3500 
OO.MM.:vvvv 

COMPANY ALLOCATION REPORT 

REPORT FOR YEAR Ciiii 
EXPORTER TRADE NO. IX)QOOOOQ()()cl IXXXX>OOOOOcl 

ODiMM/YYYY COMPANY ALLOCATION REPORT PAGE.NNN 
COMPANY CRl.P CAlEGORIES ALLOCATION ALLOCATED "fc.ALLEO lS3) BALANCE 

NAME YEAR 

IXXXXXXI I XX>OOOdl XXXXXXI I XXXXXXll iOOOOOd~ [~ I W41 1~1~ 

HELP - (Control-f}, ON SCREEN - (Control-v), PRINT - (Control-o), QUIT - (Control-I} 
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C C,MPt\BJ Al.le Q CATl Oti J!J:P Oil 

PURPOSE; 

This option generates a repon available either onscrccn or printed. of allocations riven to 
companies. The report is ordered by Allocation Year. -

INPUT : 

The user may leave the input fields blank if they wish to generate a report showing all allocations. 
The user may indicate which year the export is to be generated for and if desired they can specifv 
which exporter information is to be reported. • 

DEFAULTS: 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate those instances where they have 
been already used. 

VALIDATION : 

ENTRY FIELD VALIDATION MESSAGE# 
Export_No If entered. must exist in EXPORTER table 562 

PROCESSING 

Confirm that the user logged on to the system is a valid user in the USERS table and has the right 
to access this data. If he doesn't. the appropriate message(#30) from ERR_MSGS table is 
displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may access this option the entries arc 
validated and then the respective option from the menu line may be chosen. If no entry is made in 
the input fields, then it is assumed that a report is needed for all consignees. 

From the menu ; 

Control-r - provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and size 
and a short description of what this entry captures. 

Control·v - Directs the report to the screen. Message # 742 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the , .. port. 

Control-o - Directs the report to the printer. Message # 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report. 

Control-t - Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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Ot:IPl:C : 

The fields to be output arc : CO_ CODE.lname 
CO_ALLOC.group 
CO_ALLOC.caregory 
CO_ALLOC.alloc_ycar 
CO ALLOC.amt alloc 
% fn.LEo = (CO_ALLOC.amt_uscdl CO_ALLOC.amt_allocJ 

x 100 
CO _ALLOC.amt_uscd 
BALANCE = CO_ALLOC.amt_alloc - CO_ALLOC.amt_uscd 
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JA3600 

00/MM/YYYY 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT 

EXPORTER TRADE NO. - I xxxxxxxxxx I 
COMPANYNAME: IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

DATE RANGE:- FROM: lDD/MM/YYY'd 

TO : lDOIMMIYfl 

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT PAGE:NNN 

FOR EXPORTER :- I XXXXXXXXX>CI IXXXXXXXXXXXXXX} 
FORPERIOO fOQiMM/YYYYI TO I 00/MM/YYY'd 

OO/MM1YYYY 

[xxxxxxxxxx I I 001MM1vvvvl ls.sss.sss.sSI ls.sss.sss.sSI ls.sss.sss.sSI 

HELP - (Control-f), ON SCREEN - '':ontrof-v), PRINT • (control-o), QUIT • (Control-t) 
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PURPOSE ; 

This option generates an account statement for a panicular exponer or company over a 
specified period. 

INPUT: 

The Exponer·s trade number and the date range of interest will be entered. The date range 
should default from the stan of the year to the current date. 

DEFAlJLTS: All dates should default to the current date but may be edined by the user. 
All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status "D" have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION ; 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION 
<Error> MESSAGE # Expon_no 

Fr_date 
To_date 

PROCESSING 

If entered Must exist in EXPORTER table 
Cannot be greater than to_date 
Cannot be greater than current date 

562 
210 
395 

The user makes an exponer trade number entry. Confirm that the user logged on to the 
system is a valid user in the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't 
message # 30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If 
the user may access this option then the company name is displayed from the CO_CODE 
table, and the date range of interest is entered. The user must have the rights to perform 
the specified operation. All records for this exponer with .a cert_date in the period specified 
from the CERT _DET table and the corresponding payments from CERT _PAY table are 
processed. Once this has been done the respective option from the menu line may be 
chosen. 

A total of charges, payments and the balance is printed at the end of the report. 
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From the menu : 

Control-f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a shon dcsription of what this entry captures. 

Control-v • directs the report to the screen. Message# 742 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report. 

Control-o - directs the report to the printer. Message# 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report . 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 

OUTPJ;T: 

The fields to be output are : CERT _HDR.expon_no 
CO_CODE.lname+fnamc+middle 
Date period entered 
CERT _HDR.rcfer_no 
CERT _HDR.cert_date 
CERT _HOR.charges 
CERT _PAY .payment - Sum of payment records for that 

reference number 
Balance - Difference between charges and 

payment 
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JR3700 

00/MM/YYYY 

EXPORTER 
TRADE NO. 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

00.MM.YYY\' 

CONSIGNEE NlA1BER : I xxxxxxxxxx I 
NAME IXXXXXXXXXXXX>OO 

PAGE NNN 

EXPCIH I ER NAA£ EXPOH IERADCRSS 
HS CODE I PRCD..CT 

PRD.CT<:x:XE DESCRIFTlON 

I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl IXXXXX>OOCI I xxxxxxxxxXXX>d 

HF;LP - (Controi-e), ON SCREEN - (Control-v), PRINT - (Control-o) • QUIT - (Control-t) 
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P(;RPOSE ; 

This option generates a listing of the exponers associated with a particular consignee. 

INPUT ; 

The consignee's id will be entered. 

DEFAULTS: All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
acconunodate those instances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION ; 

FIELD NAME 
Cons_id 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION <Eaorl MESSAGE # 
Must exist in CONSIGN table 557 

The user makes a consignee number entry. Confirm that the user logged on to the system is 
a valid user in the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't message 
# 30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user 
may access this option then the consignee name is displayed from the CONSIGN table. 
The user must have the rights to perform the specified operation. All records for this 
consignee in the EXP _CONS table are processed. Once this has be~n done the respective 
option from the menu line may be chosen. 

From the menu : 

Control·f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a short description of the field. 

Control-'¥ - directs the repon to the screen. Message# 742 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the repon. 

Control·O • directs the report to the printer. Message# 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report . 

Control·t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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OUTPUT; 

The fields to be output are: F.XP _CONS.expon_no 
CO_CODE.lnamc+fname+middlc 
CO_CODE.addrl -3 
EXP _CONS.product 
PROD_ CODE.prod_dcsc 
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JR3800 
JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORA T10N 00.MM.YYYY -

PROOUCTIO'\J FACILITY REPORT 

FACILITY TYPE 1~ I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl 
PARISH [xxxl I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx I 

oo.MM;YYYY PRODUCTION FACUTY REPORT PAGE NNN 

COMPANY FACILITY FACILITY NOOF 
aIE TYPE SIZE FACTORY AOORESS PARISH MACHINES 

YxxJOCI I XXxxxxxxxxl I XXXX><ll xxxxxxxxxx1 ~ IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ~lxxxxxxxxxxl ~ 

HELP - (Control-f), ON SCREEN - (Control-v). PRINT - (Control-a). QUIT - (Control-t) 
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PURPOSE : 

• ) :P:ftQDVC11011 JAC1J.1Tl :1.JPD!T 

This option generates a listing of the production facilities available in different companies 
operating in a specified parish. 

ISPUT : 

The facility and company codes. 

DEF AL'L TS : All entries arc uppercase. 
Rcfcrcncc Codes with a swus -o .. have been dcactivared and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables 10 
accommodate those in.stances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION : 

FIELD NAME 
Facility Type Code 
Co_code 

PROCESSING ; 

VALIDATION <Error> MfSSAGE I 
If cnrercd MUSI exist in FACILITY table 582 
If cnrercd MUSI exist in CO_CODE table S47 

The facility and company codes arc entered and validared. The corresponding names arc 
displayed. Once this has been done processing is taken to the menu line where an option is 
chosen. The user must have the rights to access this option and the right to run the 
particular operation chosen. Confirm this in the USERS table. and if this is not so message 
number 30 from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to die menu. 
Blank implies that all occurrences in the tables arc n:quircd to be outpuL 

From the menu : 

Control-I • provides namtive description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a short description of the field. 

Control·• - directs the report to the screen. Message # 742 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the rcpon. 

Control-o • directs the report to the printer. Message# 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report . 

Control-t • allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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Ol7fPUI; 

The fields to be output arc: PROD_FAC.co_code 
CO_ CODE.lnamc+fname+middlc 
PROD _f AC.facility 
FACil.ITY.dcsc_fac 
PROD _FAC.fac_sizc 
PROD _FAC.fac_addr 
PROD _FAC.parish 
PARISH.loc_dcsc 
PROD _FAC.no_machinc 
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JR3900 JAMAIGAPROMOTIONSCCRPoRATION 00.MM.YYYY 
COMPANYPROOUCTMATERIALUSTING 

PROOUCT CODE : I xxxxxxxxxx 11 XXXXXXX>OOOOOOO 

COMPANY CODE . I XX>OOd I XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

PRCnX:T REPORT PAGE:NNN 
CCJ.APANY PRODUCT UNIT MATERIAL 

CODE NAME CODE NAME - MATERIALS QUANTITY PRICE s:l.R::E REMARKS 

vYYv'ltl(xxxxxxxxxl IXXXXXXX>dl XXXXXXXXXXXXI I xxxxxxxxxxxxxntlNffHHll.111-li~ = 

HELP - (Control-f), ON SCREEN - {Control-v). PRINT - (Control-o), QUIT - (Control-t) 
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Pl!RPOSE : 

This option generates a listing of the materials used in the manufacturing of certain products 
by different companies. 

INPUT : 

The product and company codes arc entered and validated. The corresponding names are 
displayed. Once this has been done processing is taken to the menu line where an option is 
chosen. The user must have the rights to access this option and the right to run the 
particular operation chosen. Confirm this in the USERS table. and if this is not so message 
number 30 from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. 

DEFAULTS : All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status ''D" have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. lbey will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 

V ALIDAIION : 

FIELD NAME 
Product 
Co_codc 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION CEaorl MESSAGE # 
If entered Must exist in PROD CODE table 554 
If entered Must exist in CO_CODE table 547 

The user makes a product code entry. Confirm tho.~ the user logged on to the system is a 
valid user in the USERS table and has the right to access this dala. lf he doesn't message# 
30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user 
may access this option then the product name is displayed from the PROD_CODE table. 
The company code entered must exist in the CO_CODE table and the name is displayed. If 
no entry is made in either field then it is assumed that all occurences are required. 
Processing is then taken to the menu line where the required choice may be made. The user 
must have the rights to perform the specified operation. Once this has been done the 
respective option from the menu line may be chosen. 
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From the menu : 

Control·f • provides narrative descripcion for all fields telling the user the field type 
and size and a shon description of the field. 

Control-v - directs the report to the screen. Message# 742 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report. 

Control-o • directs the report to the printer. Message# 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report _ 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 

OUTPUT: 

The fields to be output arc : PROD _MAT.product 
PROD _CODE.prod_desr. 
PROD_MAT.co_codc 
CO_CODE.lnamc+fname+middle 
PROD_MA T.marerial 
PROD_MA T.mat_qty 
PROD _MA T.unit_prc 
PROD_MA T.sourcc 
PROD_MA T.comments 
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JR3100A JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 00.MMIYYYY 
~ FEGISTRY FEPORT 

1~1-··· ._._._ CONSIGf£E D. 
CONSIGEE NAA£ . .. -.... ·I 
CDSGEEco..NTRY 

00/MM/YYYY CONSIGEE FEGISTRY REPORT PAGE:NNN 

cx:N:iOEE c:n8lNEE 18.EADE ACTIVITY 

COSGl'EED. NAME ADOAESS !ID. FAX NO. CXlE 

I xxxxxxxxxx I I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl I xxxxxxxxxx I I xxxxxxxxxx I I xxxl 

HELP • {Control-f), ON SCREEN • {Control-v), PRINT • (Control-o), QUIT • {Control-I) 
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PURPOSE: 

This option generates a repon available either onscreen or printed. of persons I companies that are 
consignees of goods shipped from Jamaica. The repon is ordered by Consignee Id. 

ISPt:T : 

The user may leave the input fields blank if they wish to generate a repon showing all Consignees. 
If not then the user must enter Consignee Id. OR Consignee ='fame OR Consignee Country. 

DEFAULTS: 

Reference Codes with a status of "D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate those instances where thev have 
been already used. · 

VALIDATION : 

ENTRY FIELD 
Consignee Id. 
Consignee Name 
Consignee Country 

PROCESSING : 

VALIDATION 
If entered. must exist in CONSIGNEE table 
If entered, must exist in CONSIGNEE table 
If entered. must exist in CONSIGNEE table 

MESSAGE# 
581 
584 
583 

Confinn that the user logged on to the system is a valid user in the USERS table and has the right 
to access this data. If he doesn't the appropriate message# 30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed 
and processing returned to the menu. If the user may access this option the entries are validated and 
then the respective option from the menu line may be chosen. If no entry is made in the input 
fields. then it is assumed that a repon is needed for all consignees. 

From the menu : 

Control-f - provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and size 
and a shon description of what this entry captures. 

Control-v - Directs the repon to the screen. Message # 742 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report. 

Control-o - Direct~ the report to the printer. Message # 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the report. 

Control-t - Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 

OUTPUT: 

The fields to be output are : CONSIGNEE.cons_id 
CONSIGNEE.cons_name 
CONSIGNEE.cons_addr 
CONSIGNEE.count_code 
CONSIGNEE.tele_no 
CONSIGNEE.fax_no 
CONSIGNEE.act_code 
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JR3200A JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATICl\I DO \,M YYYY 
POLICIES t AGREEMENTS REPORT 

r xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx1 MARKET ~ 
SECTOR I xxxxXJ I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) 
PRCDJCT I XXXXXXXXXXI I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl 

I 

ODiMM1YYYY POLICIES I AGREEMENTS REPORT PAGE NNN 

PARTIES EFFECTIVE 
MARKET SECTOR PACO.JCT POUCYNO. DESCRIPTION INVOLVED DATE TERMS 

~ I xxx~ I XXXXXI I XXXXXI I XXXXXXXXILXXXXXI ll\tH\t-N l>OOOOOOOd IXXXXXI I 00/MM/YYYYI ~ 

HELP · (Control-f). ON SCREEN • (Control-v), PRINT • (Control-a). QUIT • (Control-I) 
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Pt:RPOSE: 

This option generates a report. on screen or print.:r. of policies/agreements relating to a 
product. 

IS PUT: 

A three (3) character m~.rket code. a five (5) character sector code and a ten C !~)character 
product code. 

DEFAULTS: 

Reference codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference pop-ups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate those instances where 
they have already been used. 

VALIDATION: 

FIELD __ :.; ~-M~E __ V,,.....A...._L .... ID ........ A .... T .... I....,O._.N_,__ ______ __...a,:M....,E...,S,...S...,A...,G...,Eo<-!!.# 

Market Must exist in the MRK_CODE Table 567 
Sector Must exist in the SECTOR Table 552 
Product Must exist in the PROD_CODE Table 554 

PROCESSING; 

The user select~ option. confinn that the user has access rights via the USERS table. If he 
does not. the appropriate message (#30) is displayed from the ERR_MSGS table and 
processing returned to the menu. If the user may access this option. the data is entered and 
vafaj~tion proceeds as described above. 

It ..n input field is left blank. then the report is to be generated for all entries in that field. 
On completion. processing is taken to the screen menu. A sub-total is generated for each 
market. a total for each sector and a grand total at the end of the report. 

Fr.:. "1 .. ~ae menu: 

ie, · ,. .: al-f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a short description of each field. 

Control·v - directs the report to the screen. 

Control·o • directs report to th\ . ~· ·•· :· A r1essage (#744) indicating this is displayed 
on screen on coml .: .. r.·n ,.,: '"report. 

Control·t • allows the user~. ~· ,'.. 'l , option and return to the main menu. 
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OUTPUT: 

The fields to be output are: 
* 

* 

* 

POL_AGR..\1.Market 
MRK_ CODE.Mark_desc 
POL_AGR.M.Sector 
SECTOR.Sect_desc 
POL_AGRM.Product 
PROD _CODE.Prod_desc 
POL_AGIUvf .Pol_no 
POL_AGR..\1.Pol_descr 
POL_AGRM.Party _A 
POL_AGR.M.Pany_B 
POL_AGRM.Agr_date 
POL_AGRM.Tenns 

* indicates that the tables are cross referenced with the POL_AGRM table. 
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JR3300A 

DO/MM/YYYY 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

TRADE STATISTICS REPORT 

00/MMIYYYY 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

DESTINATION I MARKET : 

PRODUCT 

TRADE YEAR 

xxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
~ 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORTION 

TRADE STATISTICS REPORT 
PAGE • NNNN 

PRODUCT DESTINATION VALUE 

CUSS FOB) CODE & DESCRIPTION COlNrRY OF ORIGtol I MARKET YEAR QUANTITY 

XXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX XXX XXXXXXXXXX XXX XXXXXXXXXX ~ f\ININ'>HHll SSS .SSS.SSS. 99 

HELP • (Control-w), ON SCREEN • (Control-v), PRINT • (Control-o), QUIT • (Control-t) 
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PL'RPOSE : 

This option generates a listing of the trade statistics data for different products between 
different countries for a specified period. 

INPUT : 

The origin. destinaion or market and product codes are entered and validated. The 
corresponding names are displayed. The trade year of interest is also entered. Once this 
has been done processing is taken to the menu line where an option is chosen. The user 
must have the rights to access this option and the right to run the particular operation 
chosen. Confirm this in the USERS table. and if this is not so message number 30 from the 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. 

DEF AUL TS: All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status "D" have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tai.>les to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION : 

FIELD NAME 
Product 
Origin 
Market 

PROCESSING 

VALIDATION <Error> MESSAGE # 
If entered Must exist in PROD_CODE table 554 
Must exist in COUNfRY table 556 
Must exist in MRK_CODE table 567 

The user makes the entries indicated above. Confinn that the user logged on to the system 
is a valid user in the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't 
message# 30 from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If 
the user may access this option and the codes entered have been validated then the 
corresponding names are displayed. If an entry is left blank it is assumed that all 
occurences with the other given criteria are required. Processing is then taken to the menu 
line where the required choice may be made. The user must have the rights to perform the 
specified operation. Once this has been done the respective option from the menu line may 
be chosen. 
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From the menu : 

Control-f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and size and a shon description of the field. 

Control-v - directs the repon to the screen. Message# 742 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the repon. 

Control-o • directs the repon to the printer. Message # 744 is displayed on screen on 
completion of the repon . 

Control-t - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 

OUTPUT: 

The fields to be output arc : TRADE_ST AT.origin 
COUNTRY.country 
TRADE_STAT.market 
MK_CODE.mark_dcsc 
TRADE_ST AT.product 
PRODUCT.prod_desc 
TRADE_STAT.year 
TRADE_STAT.qty 
T ARDE_ST AT.value 
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
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~ BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

OPPORTUNITY PROFILE 

MATCH OPPORTUNITY 

FUNDING PROGRAMME 

REPORTS 

I=: BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

FUNDING PROGRAMME 



JS4100 D01MM;YYYY 

COMPANY CODE IXXXX>CI COMPANYNAME: IXXXXXXXX>CXXXXX 

SOURCF. OF INFORMATION: IXXXXXXXXXXXX>OO 
DATE DD/MM/YYYY 

OPP. OPP. HS PRODUCT/ SECTtR MARKET ANNUALPROO. LEAD~ OPP. VALIDITY 

TYPE NO. <XIE SIZE I UNIT TIME VALUE DATE 

OPP. I STATUS 
STATUS DATE 

~ lOO/MM/YYY'd 

COMMENTS I 
RECORONO : l999999999g 

HELP • (c.:>ntrol-f), SAVE • (control·w), DELETE • (control·e), QUIT • (control-I) 
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p;p;p OJ!TJJiUIJ P:R Qlll.J 

PURPOSE; 

Jampro is responsible for promoting investment and trade opponunities within Jamaica: as 
;;uch companies or persons having the ability to provide and/or need to access such 
opponunities must have the required iraformation about their functions recorded. The 
option provides that facility. 

ISPl'T: 

FIELD TABLE FIELD 
SAME USED TITLE FORMAT ATTRIBL'TE 

Co_code CO_CODE Company code char(5) Mandatorv 
Fnamc CO_CODE Company name char(30) Display oOiy 
Lnamc CO_CODE Company name char(30) Display only 
Middle CO_CODE Company name char(l) Display only 
Info_sourcc PROF_HDR Source of information char(30) Optional 
Info_<!atc PROF_HDR Dare char(lO) Optional 
Opp_typc PROF_DET Opp_typc char(5) '.\1andatory 
Opp_no PROF_DET Opp_no char(9) System Assigned 
Producn PROF_DET HS I Product cha1(10) ~landatory 
Sec torr PROF_DET Sector char(5) Mandatory 
Marleen PROF_DET Market char(3) Mandatory 
Ann_size PROF_DET Annual prod. size num(lO) Optional 
Ann_unit PROF_DET Annual prod. units num(lO) Optional 
Lead_time PROF_DET Lead Time char( 10) Optional 
Seasons PROF_DET Seasons ~har(20) Optional 
Val_opp PROF_DET Op_ value num(l4.2) Optional 
Val_dt PROF_DET validity dale datc(lO) Optional 
Opp_status PROF_DET Opp_status char(5) Mandatory 
Status_dt PROF_DET Star·~_date date(lO) Mandatory 
conuncntl PROF_DET Conuncnts char(30) Optional 
conuncnt2 PROF_DET Comments char(30) Optional 
conuncnt3 PROF_DET Conunents char(30) Optional 
seriall PROF_DET Rec. No. num(5) System Assigned 
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DEFAULTS: All dates should default to the current date. 

Reference codes with a status .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have already been used 

VALIDATION: 

FIELD ~AME 

Co_Code 

Opp_type 
Sec torr 
Productt 
Opp_Status 

PROCESSING: 

VALIDATION 

If not in the CO_ CODE table. it should 
be added 
Must be either "offer" or "need" 
Must exist in the SECTOR CODE table 
Must exist in the PROD_CODE table 
Must be either M - "matched" or 
UM - "unmatched" or CA- "cancelled" 

:\IESSAGE # 

559 
548 
566 
575 
549 

User selec~s option. confirms that the user has access rights via the USERS table. If not. 
th .. appropriate message (#720) from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed, else user enters 
company code and a search is conducted for a corresponding record. If found. the record 
is displayed and the user may edit. 

If not found, then it is assumed to be a new company and the user is given the option of 
either creating the new company by displaying the first screen of the company profile or 
selecting an existing company from the company popup. Since a company may have 
multiple needs/offers then multiple detail entries must be allowed at the relevant ponion of 
the screen. On completion processing is taken to the screen menu. 

From the menu: 

Control-w - Allows the insertion of a new record to the database or the update of an 
existing record. A record is added to the PROF _HOR tabl': and each 
opportunity is added to the PROF _DET table. An Opportunity number is 
generated for each record added to the PROF _DET table. The Opponunity 
number is generated from the sector, the first letter of the opponunity type 
and the value of the NUMBER column PLUS ONE ( 1 ), of the 
corresponding sector and opportunity type in the OPP _CNTRL table. The 
OPP CNTRL table holds the last number used for the "offer" or "need'' and 
sector. The Opportunity number field may not be edited. On completion of 
the operation a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user 
for a key 'press to continue' is displayed. On pressing any key. the screen 
is cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-e Allows the user to delete an existing record. The user is prompted to 
indir.ate whether the entire opportunity profile for the company u. a 
particular opportunity is to be deleted. However, if the company has any 
matched records (Opp_status = "matched") neither these matched records 
nor the header record can be deleted. 
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Control-t 

If an attempt is made to delete such records. then the appropriate error 
message (#553) is displayed and processing continues. If the user wishes 
to delete a panicular opponunity. then the record number of the opponunity 
is entered. If this opportunity is unmatched. then it is deleted. The 
PROF _HDR and PROF _DET tables are updated accordingly. 

On completion of the operation. a message 1#260) is displayed indicating 
this and prompting the user for a key 'press to continue·. On pressing any 
key. the screen is c !eared and control returned to the scan of the process. 

Allows the user to quit this option and return to the calling process. 
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JS4200 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 00/MMIYYYY 
MATCH BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 

COMPANY CODE : I xx-xx-xxx>d COMPANY NAME :IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

OPPORTUNITY CODE : ~I xxxl (~ 
AUTOMATIC MATCHING : (] 

(MATCHER) 

OPP. OPP. 1-6 PRODUCT/ ~ MARKET ANNUAL PROD. LEAD SEASONS OPP. VALIDITY 

TYPE f\O. <XIE SIZE I UNIT TIME VALUE DATE 

Xml~ ~IXXXXXI~~~~ (!ii (!ii ~ l>ooood ls.sss.9911DD!MM1YYYVI 

COMPANY CODE: IXXXXX>OOOO<I 

IF MATCHING IS MANUAL:-

COMPANY BEING MATCHED WITH: ~IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

OFFER BEING MATCHED: Uii1 ~ IXX>009000000000m 
(MATCHEE) 

OPP. OPP. 1-6 PRODUCT/ SECTCA MARKET ANNUAL PROD. LEAD SEASONS OPP. VALIDITY 

TYPE f\O. CXIE SIZE I UNIT TIME VALUE DATE 

YYYYI [tmJ ~ IXXXXXI ~~~~ ~ [tii ~ IXXXXXI IS SU.991DD/MM/YYY't1 

Opp. Status 

I )()()()()(1 

COMMENTS: 

Company Code 

IXXXXXXXXXXI ,_ 

HELP - (control-I), SA'./E - (control-w), DELETE • (control-I), QUIT - (control-I) 

•CONTINUATION OF BOX ABOVE FOR BOTH SECTIONS ON THIS SCREEN 
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PURPOSE: 

Thi~ ?Pti?n utilises lhe information lhat was recor~~d about companies/persons offering or 
desmng m\·estment and/or trade-related opponunmes and seeks to match. as closelv as is 
possible. the offers and needs. • 

INPUT: 

FIELD TABLE FIELD 
NAME USED TITLE FORMAT ATTRIBJ;TE 

SCREEN I OF 3 

Co_code PROF_HDR Company code char(5) Mandatory 
Fname CO_CODE Company name char(30) Display only 
Lnamc CO_CODE Company name char(30) Display only 
Middle CO_CODE Company name char( I) Display only 
Opp_type PROF_DET Opp. Type char(5) Optional 
Opp_no PROF_DET Opp_no char(9) Optional 
Productt PROF_DET HS/Product C~lar( 10) Optional 

SCREEN 2 OF 3 

Opp_type PROF_DET Opp_type char(5) Display only 
Opp __ no PROF_DET Opp_no char(9) Display only 
Productt PROF_DET Product char( IO) Display only 
Sec torr PROF_DET Sector char(5) Display only 
Marken PROF_DET Market char( 10) Display only 
Ann_size PROF_DET Ann. size num(IO) Display only 
Ann_ unit PROF_DET Ann. units num(lO) Display only 
Lcad_time PROF_DET Lead time char( IO) Display only 
Seasons PROF_DET Seasons char(20) Display only 
Val_opp PROF_DET Opp value num(l4.2) Display only 
Val_dt PROF_DET validity dare date(lO) Display only 
Co_code PROF_DET Comp. Code char(5) Display only 

S~BEEN J Of J 

Opp_type PROF_DET Opp_type char(S) Display only 
Opp_no PROF_DET Opp_no char(9) Display only 
Productt PROF_DET Product char(lO) Display only 
Sec torr PROF_DET Sector char(S) Display only 
Markett PROF_DET Market char( 10) Display only 
Ann_size PROF_DET Ann. size num(lO) Display only 
Ann_unit PROF_DET Ann. units num(IO) Display only 
Lead_ time PROF_DET Lead time char( 10) Display only 
Seasons PROF_DET Seasons 
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SCREEN 3 OF 3 Ccont'dl 

FIELD 
NAME 

Val_opp 
Val_dt 
Opp_status 
Co_code 
Commentl 
Comn.ent2 
Comment3 

DEFAULTS: 

TABLE FIELD 
USED TITLE FORMAT ATTRIBJ:TE 

PROF_DET Opp value num( 14.2) Display only 
PROF_DET Val. date date(lL Display cnly 
PROF_DET Opp_status char(5) Display only 
PROF_DET Comp. Code char(5) Display only 
PROF_DET Comment char(30) Display only 
PROF_DET Comment char(30) Display only 
PROF_DET Comment char(30) Display only 

All dates should default to the current date. 

Reference codes with a status "'D" have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have already been used. 

VALIDATION 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION MESSAGE# 

Co_Code 
Opp_type 
Opp_no 
Producn 

PROCESSING; 

If entered, must exist in CO CODE table 
Must be .. offer" or "need" -
Must exist in the PROF _DET table 
Must exist in the PROD_CODE table 

559 
548 
560 
515 

User selects option, confirms that the user has access rights via the user's table. If he does 
not, the appropriate message ( #720) from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed, eise the user 
enters the company code of the company desiring a match. If the company code is correct, 
then the Opportunity type, Opportunity number and Product code are entered with the 
system perfonning the above validations. If the Opponunity type, Opponunity number or 
Product code is left blank, then the system should display all possible unmatched 
opponunities fo: that company from the PROF _DET table. The user presses the ESC key 
at the opportunity to be matched. 

The type of matching to be carried out, whether manual or automatic, is ascenained through 
a prompt. If manual, the company code, opportunity type, opportunity number and 
product may be entered with the system perfonning the above validations and displaying 
associated information. If an input field is left blank, then the system s~arches for 
possibilities corresponding to those fields that were input. A company should not be 
matched with itself. If all input fields arc left blank, then automatic matching ;s perfonned. 

If the user selects automatic matching, then a routine is called to search for the closest 
matches of an opposite opponunity type (need for offer). an opportunity status of 
"unmatched" and a product and sector code equal to that of the opportunity to be matched. 
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Possible opponunity matches ar~ displayed below the opponunity to be matched and the 
user may select the d~sired match by pressing the ESC key. The user then confirms that 
the match is suitable and uses the appropriate '."' Jnction key to save the matched records. If. 
however. the possibilities are not suitable. then the user may press the DEL key to return to 
the start of the process. 

From the menu: 

control-w Updates database with the new opponunity status and status date in the 
PROF _DET table. The scatus is changed to ··matched" for both companies. 
On completion of the operation. a message (#750) indicating success and 
prompting the user for a key press to continue is dispiayed. On pressing 
any key t~~e screen is cleared and control returned to the stan of the process. 

control-t Allows the user to quit this option and return to the calling proct=ss. 
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JS4300 

CONTACT PERSON 

JOB TITLE 

AGENCY ADDRESS 

PROGRAMME CODE /NAME 

START DATE 

PROGRAMME VALUE 

LOAN REOUIRE'\1ENTS 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
MAINTAIN FUNDING PROGRAMME DATA 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ,_ 

00/MM/YYYY END DATE 

I YJCXXXI IXXXXXXXXXX#XXXX 

00.MM.YYYY 

SCREEN 1 OF2 

DO/MM/YYYY 

I sss.sss.sss.ssl AMOUNT DISBURSED To DATE I sss.sss.sss.ssl ,_ 
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

HELP - (control-w), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (co:itrol-e), QUIT - (control-I) 

PREVIOUS SCREEN-(control-p), NEXT SCAEEN-(control-o) 
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JS4300A 

ADDmONAL FuNOING :-

JAMAICA PAOMOTIONS CORPORATION 

MAINTAIN FUNDING PROGRAMME DATA 

FUNDING AGE.tCf AODmONAL 

OD:MM;yyyy 

SCREEN20F2 

CXIE NAME FUNDING AMOUNT DATE 

lxxxxxxxxX>d I-lsssssssssss.9fj lo!:>1MM1vvvvt 

DESCRIPTION: lxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

IXXXXXXXXXXI IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX lsssssssssss.9fj loo1MM1v·fvvt 

OESCRIPTION : I 

HELP-(control-w), SAVE-(control-w), DELETE-(control-e), QUIT-(control-t) 

P1~EVIOUS SCREEN - (control-p) 
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Pt:RPOSE; 

This module records information about the Agencies who will be funding selected 
investment and/or trade activities. 

INPUT: 

SCREEN 1 OF 2 

FIELD TABLE FIELD FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 
NAME USED TITLE 

Fund_Agy FUND_PRG Funding agency code char(5) Mandatory 
Fund_name FUND_AGT Funding agency name char(30) Display only 
Con tac! FUND_AGT Contact person char(35) Optional 
Title FUND_PRG Job title char( 15) Optional 
Fund_Addrl FUND_AGT Agency address char(30) Optional 
Fund_Addr2 FUND_AGT Agency address char(30) Optional 
Prg_code FUND_PRG Progranune code char(5) Mandatory 
Prg_name FUND_PRG Programme name char(30) ~andatory 
Stan_date FUND_PRG Start date date(lO) Mandatory 
End_date FUND_PRG End date date( IO) Mandatory 
Sector FUND_PRG Sector char(5) Mandatory 
Sect_desc SECTOR Sector char(30) Display Only 
Prg_val FUND_PRG Programme value num( 14.2) Mandatory 
Disb_todate FUND_PRG Amount di3bursed to date num( 14.2) Display only 
Loan_Req FUND_PRG Loan requirements char( 100) Optional 

SCREEN 2 OF 2 

Fund_agy FUND_PRG Agency code char(5) Mandatory 
Fund_name FUND_AGT Agent Name char(30) Display only 
Add_amt FUND_ADD Additional funding amount num(l4.2) Optional 
Darc_recd FUND_ADD Dare date(lO) Optional 
Description FUND_ADD Description char(IOO) Optional 

DEFAULTS: All dates should default to the current date. 

Reference codes with a status .. D" have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accomodate those insunces where they have been already used. 
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VALIDATION; 

FIELD !'lAME 

Fund_agy 
Sector 

PROCESSING; 

VALIDATION 

Must exist in FliND AGT table 
Must exist in SECTORCODE table 

MESSAGE# 

571 
552 

User selects option. confirm that the user has access rights via the users table. If not. an 
appropriate message (#30) is displayed and processing returned to the menu else user 
enters the agency code and a search is conducted for a corresponding record. If found, the 
record is displayed and the user may edit. 

If not found, then it is assumed to be a new recor 1 and the first screen of the company 
profile is called and data for the company is entered and saved. 

Since funding for the programme may be from more than one sources, the additional 
funding agency code will default to the current agent. with the user being able to change 
this. The abiiity to record multiple additional funding sources must exist.. On completion, 
processing is taken to the screen menu. 

From the menu: 

Control-w Allows the addition of a new record to the database. A record is added to 
the FUND _PRG table and each additional funding is recorded in the 
FUI\D_ADD table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicatiilg success and prompting the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control-e Deletes an existing record. To delete an additional funding record, the 
cursor must be positioned on that record. If the entire record is to be deletrd 
then it's status in the CO MASTER table must have been set to 
"CANCELLED" otherwise the appropriate message (#795) from the 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If 
deletion was successful the FUND_PRG and FUND_ADD tables are 
updated. 

Control·t 

On completion of the operation a message (#750) indicating this and 
prompting the user for a key press to continue is displayed. On pressing 
any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JR4100 

00/\tM/YYYY 

~ 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNllY REPORT BV SECTOR 

SECTOR: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (leave blank for all) 

STATUS: X 

BUSffiSS OPPQATUNIJY REfORT BY SECTOR 

OPPOR1\NTY CO>ll'ANY TYPE STATUS DATE 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX 00/MM/YYVY 

00 
0 

00/MM/VVVV 

PAGE : """"" 

ABSTRACT 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>U<XXX 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

HELP - (Fl). ON SCREEN - (FS), PRINT - (F6), REFERENCE TABLE - (F7), QUIT - (F9) 



PJ;RPOSE: 

This option generates a repon. available both on screen or printed. of all business 
opponunicies within a certain sector or for all sectors. 

INPUT: 

A five-character sector code and a status lype are entered. 

DEFAULTS: 

Reference codes with a status .. D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference pop ups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

V ALIDATIO~i 

FIELD NAME 

Sectorr 
Opp_status 

PROCESSING; 

VALIDATION MESSAGE# 

Must exist in the SECTOR CODE table 552 
Must be M - "matched", UM - "unmatched" 549 
CA - "cancelled" 

The user selects option. confinns that the user has access rights via the USERS table. If he 
does not, the appropriate message (#720) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and 
processing returned to the men..i. If the user may access this option, the sector code is 
entered and validation proceeds as described above. If the code is valid, a status type may 
be entered. The respective option from the menu line may be chosen. If no entry is made in 
the sector or status fields, then it is assumed that a 1eport is needed for all sectors and for all 
status types. 

A sub-total is printed for each sector change and a grand tot11 at the end of the report. 

From the menu: 

control-v Directs the report to the screen. 

control·o Directs the report to the printt:r. A message (#744) indicating this is 
displayed on screen on completio11 of the report. 

control-t Allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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OUIPUI 

The fields to be output are: PROF _DET.secto.-T 
SECTOR CODE.sect desc 

* CO_CODE.fname + -
CO_ CODE.lname + 
CO_ CODE.middle 
PROF _DET.opp_type 
PROF _DET.opp_status 
PROF _DET.val_dt 
PROF _DET.comments 

* indicates that the table has been cross-referenced with the PROF _DET table. 
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JR4200 

00/MM/YYYY 

SECTOR RJNDING 
AGeCY 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS COROPORATION 

FUNDING PROGRAMME REPORT BY SECTOR 

SECTOR : XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (leave blank for all) 

FUNDING PROGRAMME REPORT BY SECTOR 

001MMIYYYY 

PAGE:~ 

PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION eot.A.ET10N PROGRAMME DISBURSED ADDITIONAL 
DATES VALUE TO DATE 

XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX DD/MM/YYYY OD/MM/YYYY $$,$$$,$$$ $$,$$$.$$$ $.SSS.SSS 

HELP • (control-f)), ON SCREEN • (contrlll·v), PRINTER· (control-a), QUIT • (contro!-t) 
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3lC10i 

Pt:RPOSE: 

To generate a repon on each funded progranune within a cenain sector or all sectors. The 
repon may be printed or displayed on screen. 

I~PUT: 

A five-cha.acter sector code. 

DEFAULTS: 

Reference codes with a status .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have ~en already used. 

VALIDAIIO~ 

FIELD SAME VALIDATION MESSAGE# 

Sector Must exist in SECTOR CODE table 552 

PROCESSING; 

The user selects option, confinns that he has access rights via the USERS table. If not, an 
appropriate message (#720) is displayed from the ERR_MSGS table and processing 
returned to the main menu. If the user may access this option, the input field is validated as 
described above and then the respective option from the menu line may be chosen. If no 
entry is made in the sector field, then it is assumed that a report is needed for all sectors. 

The "additional to date" column is formed by summing the add_amt field in the 
FUND _ADD table for each progranune code. 

A sub-total is printed for each sector change and a grand total at the end of the report. 

From the menu: 

control-v Directs the report output to the screen. 

control·o Directs the report to the printer. A message (#744) indicating this is 
displayed on screen on completion of the report. 

control·t Allows tlle user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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OUTPUT 

The fields to be output are: FUND PRG.sector 
SECTOR_ CODE.sect_desc 
FUND _PRG.fund_name 
FUND_PRG.name 
FUND_PRG.start_date 
FUND _PRG.end_date 
FUND _PRG.prg_ val 
FUND_PRG.disb_todate 
FUND_ADD.add_amt (SUM TOTAL) 

18S 



INFORMATION CENTRE 
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00 
.....a 

L_ INFORMATION CENTRE 

L MAILING LIST 

L CONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS 

L REPORTS 

~ MAILING LIST INFORMATION 

L CONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS INFORMATION 



JS5510 

COMPANY CODE 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CONT.~PERSON 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
MAILING UST INFORMATION 

PERSON I COMPANY INFORMATION 

.. 
: I XXXX)(J I xxxxxxxxxxxxx)()(x)()(x)(I 

ODtMM/)'YYY 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXXXXXX>OOOOOOO 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

AREA OF BUSINESS I SECTOR I >OOOOC1 IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

I cxxx1-xxx-xxx)(I TELEPHONE NO. 

FAX NO. lcxxx1-xxx-xxx)(I 

HELP - (Control-f), SAVE • (Control-w), DELETE • (Control-e), QUIT • (Control-t) 
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M&JLJH G LJST lifl OJiM&Tl Gil 

PURPOSE : 

~s procedure records information on a person I company who is to be added to Jampro·s mailing 
hst. 

INPUT 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Co_code 
Mailname 
Mailaddr 
Contpers 
Sector 
Mailtcle 
Mail_fax 

CO_CODE 
MAil..LIST 
MAil..LIST 
MAILLIST 
MAil..LIST 
MAil.LIST 
MAil..LIST 

DEFAULTS: 

Company Code 
N~ 
Address 
Contact Person 
Area of Business I 3ector 
Telephone No. 
Fax No. 

char(5) 
char(30) 
char(6()) 
char(30) 
char(5) 
char( 14) 
char( 14) 

Optional 
Mandatorv 
MandatorV 
Optional • 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference popups. They wiii remain in the tables to accomodate those instances where they have 
been already used. 

VALIDATION ; 

FIELD NAME 
Co_Code 
Sector 

PROCESSING ; 

VALIDATION 
If entered must exist in CO_CODE table 
If entered must exist in SECTOR table 

MESSAGE# 
547 
552 

Conf:.rm that the user is a ~-alid user via the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he 
doesn't the appropriate message(#30) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned 
to the menu.If the user enten a company code then the company name and all other mailing list 
information is displayed.If the code is found all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to access all of the information except the company code and description. If the company 
code isn't found then the appropriate message (#S47) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed aa,d the 
user is allowed to re.enter the company code. 

If the company code is not entered the user is allowed to enter person I company name. If name 
already exists all relevant information is displayed and the user is allowed to access all of the 
information. If the person I company name does not exist then it is assumed that the data being 
entered is for a new record and the user is allowed to enter data in all of the fields with the 
exception of company code and description. 
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From the menu : 

Control-f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and -;ize 
and a shon descri' tion of each field. 

Control-w - allows the adding of a new record to the MAil..LIST database if the code was left 
blank. However it the co_ code was found then the co_code table only is updated 
with the CO_ CODE.mail_lst being set to true. On completion of the operation a 
message (#750) indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-e - allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found and 
displayed the user should be prompted to confirm that this is the record to be 
deleted. If a co_code was entered and found and its deletion confirmed. then 
mail 1st should be set false. if the record was found in the MAII..LlST table then it 
may-be deleted. On completion of the operation a message (#750) mdicating 
success and prompting the user for a key press to continue is displayed. On 
pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the stan of the 
process. 

Control-t • allows the user to quit this O;Jtion and return to the main menu. 
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JS5810 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPoRATION 
CONTRACTORS ANO SUPPLIERS INFORMATION 

CONTRACTORS REFERENCE NO.: IXXXXXXI 

DDIMM/YYYY 

SPECIALIZATION I COMMENTS : 

AREA OF BUSINESS I SECTOR 1=1 
--- CONTRACTORS DATA ---

NAME 

ADDRESS 

TELEPHONE NO.: 
FAX NO. 

:IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
:IXXXX>OOOOOOOOOC ,_ 
IXXXXXXXXXXXX>OO 
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) 
lcxxx1-xxx-xxx)CI 
I cxxx1-xxx-xxx)CI 

LASTCUENTRECOMMENOEOTO: [-

DATE RECOMMENDED IDDIMM/YYY'd 

--- LOCAL AGENT DATA --

LOCAL AGENT 

LOCALAGENTAOORESS 

TELEPHONE NO. 

FAX NO. 

I 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

lcxxx1-xxx-xxx)(i 

I <XXX>-XXX-XXX)(i 

HELP·(Control-f), SAVE-(Control-w), OELETE-(Control-e), OUIT ·(Control-t) 
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li{F OJUIJ&Il DH 

PURPOSE; 

This procedure records/updates information on a contractor/supplier who is to be added to 
Jampro's contractors and supplier list. 

INPJ:T : 

FIELD TABLE FIELD FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 
NAME USED TITLE 

Refer_no CONTSUPP Contractors Reference Number num(6) Mandatory 
Scct_code CONTSUPP Area of Business I Sector char(5) Mandatory 
Busin_typc CONTSUPP Specialization/ comments char(30) Optional 
Suppnamc CONTSUPP Name char(30) Mandatory 
Suppaddr CONTSUPP Address char(60) Mandatory 
Supp_tele CONTSUPP Telephone No. char(l4) Optional 
Supp_fax CONTSUPP Fax No. . char( 14) Optional 
Last_client CONTSUPP Last Client Recommended To char(30) Optional 
Datc_recom CONTSUPP Date Reconuncnded date( 10) Optional 
Loc_agent CONTSUPP Local Agent char(30) Optional 
Loc_ag_addr CONTSUPP Local Agent Address char(60) Optional 
Loc_ag_tele CONTSUPP Local Agent Telephone No. char(l4) Optional 
Loc_ag_fax CONTSUPP Local Agc-!lt Fax No. char( 14) Optional 

DEFAULTS: 

Reference Codes with a status of "D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference po pups. They will remain in the tables to accomodate those instances where they have 
been already used. 

All Dates should default to the cunent date. 

VALIDATION ; 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION MESSAGE# 
Sector If enteml must exist in SECTOR table 552 

l)lOCESSING 

Ccnfinn that the user is a valid user via the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he 
doesn't, the appropriate message(#30) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processi~g 
returned to the menu. If the user enters an existing contractors reference number then the user as 
allowed to access all of the information found for that contractor. If the contractors reference 
number does not exist then it is assumed :hat the data being entered is for a new record and the user 
is allowed to enter data in all of the fields. 
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From the menu : 

Control-f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a shon description of each field. 

Contrlo-w - allows the adding of a new record to the COi'i'TSUPP database. On completion of 
the operation a message (# 750) indicating success and a prompt for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the start of the process. 

Control-e - allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found and 
displayed the user should be prompted to confirm that this is the r~cord to be 
deleted. On completion of the operation a message (#750) indicating success and 
prompting the user for a key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key 
the screen is clea."'Cd and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-e - allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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M&ll.UjoG LlaI JHI D:RM&TJ QB :RJ;p OJf'I 

Pl,'RPOSE: 

This op.tion ~e_nera~es a. report ava~lable either onscreen or printed. of all persons/companies on 
Jampro s ma1hng hst wuhm a parucular sector. The report is ordc:red by sector and company I 
person name. 

I~PUT : 

A five character Sector code. 

VALIDATION : 

ENTRY FIELD VALIDA IION MESSAGE# 
Sector Must exist in SECTOR table 552 

PROCESSING : 

The user enters a sector code which is validated on entry. Confirm that the user logged on to the 
system is a valid user in the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't the 
appropriate message from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If 
the user may access this option and the entry has been correctly validated processing resumes at the 
date rnge entry. The entries arc validated and then the respective option from the menu line may be 
chosen. If no entr/ is made from the sector field, then it is assumed that a report is needed for all 
sectors. 

From the menu : 

Control-f • provides namtive description for all fields telling the user the field type and size 
and a short description of each field. 

Control-v • directs the output to the screen. The arrow keys may be used to scroll through the 
fields. 

Control-o • directs the report to the printer. A message - "End Of Report " is displayed on 
screen on completion of the report . 

Control·t • allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 

OUTPUT: 

The fields to be output are : MAR..LIST.mailname 
MAILLIST.mailaddr 
MAR..LIST.mailtele 
MAR..LIST.mail_fax 
MAD...LIST.contpers 
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Pt:'RPOSE : 

This option generates a report either onscreen or prinred. of all contractors/ s~ppliers recorded bv 
Jampro within a particular sector. The report is ordered by sector and contractors/supplierS 
name. 

INPUT 

A five character Sector code. 

VALIDATION : 

ENTRY FIELD VALIDATION MESSAGE# 
Sector Must exist in SECTOR table 552 

PROCESSING : 

The user enters a sector code which is validated on entry. Confirm that the user logged on to the 
system is a valid user in the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't the 
appropriate message from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If 
the user may access this option and the entry has been correctly validated processing resumes at the 
date range ~ntry. The entries are validated and then the respective option from the menu line may be 
chosen. If no entry is made from the sector field, then it is assumed that a report is needed for all 
sectors. 

From the menu : 

Control·f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field typ and size and 
a short description of each field. 

Control-v • directs the output to the screen. The arrow keys may be used to scroll through the 
fields. 

Control-o • directs the report to the printer. A message - .. End Of Report .. is displayed on 
screen completion of the report . 

Control·t • allows the user to quit this option and rerum to the main menu. 

OUTPUT; 

The fields to be output arc : CONTSUPP.refer_no 
CONTSUPP.suppname 
CONTSUPP.suppaddr 
CONTSUPP.supp_tele 
CONTSUPP.last_client 
CONTSUPP.date_recom 
CONTSUPP.loc_agent 
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UTILITIES 
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L_ UTILITIES 
REFERENCE FILES 

QUERIES 

SET PROGRAM PASSWORD 

SETUP USERS 

SYSTEM BACKUP 

SYSTEM RESTORE 

QUIT 



JS6101 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

DOCUMENT ACCESS LEVEL 

ACCESS LEVEL : 

DESCRIPTION : IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

00/MM/YYYY 

HFLP • (control-f), SAVE • (control-w}, DELETE • (control-e}, QUIT • (control-I} 
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]~£101 

Pl'RPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to a .. Document Access Level ·· and the description 
of this code. 

INPt!T: 

FIELD TABLE 
NAME USED 

Access_Lev ACCESSLEV 
Acc_Descr ACCESSLEV 

DEFAULTS; 

AU entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Access Level 
Description 

FORMAT 

num(2) 
char(20) 

ATTRIBUTE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION: 

PROCESSING: 

The user enters an Access Level code. Confum that the user is a valid user via the USERS 
table and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message ( #30) 
from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant infonnation for this Access Level code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant infonnation is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the Access Level code is not found then it is accepted as 
a new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
ACCESSLEV table. On completion of the operation a mes3age (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of 
the process. 
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Control-e allows lhc user to delete an existing record. Once lhc record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm chat this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in lhc ACCESSLEV table for that record is changed to .. D .. -
(Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the operation a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-t allows lhc user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6t02 

ACTMTYCOOE 

DESCRPTION 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
ACTIVITY COOE INFORMATION 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE • (control-w}, DELETE • (control-a). QUIT • (control-t) 
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l\CTJJ1T1 :RJlJj,JH CJ lHl D:RW&Il Pi f 

PURPOSE; 

This procedure records a code assigned to an ··Activity" and the description of this code. 

INPCT : 

FIELD 
NAME 

Act_ code 
Activ_Desc 

DEFAULTS: 

TABLE 
USED 

ACT_CODE 
ACT_CODE 

All entries are lippcrcase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Activity Code 
Description 

FOR.\fAI 

char(3) 
char(20) 

A TIRIBl''TE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Ref ercnce Codes with a status of ··o .. have been deactivated and cannOI be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they lia,·e been already used. 

VALIDATION: 

PROCESSING: 

The user enters an .\ctivity code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he does riot. the appropriate message (#30) from 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option. the relevant information for this Activity code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "O" all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the stan. If the Activity code is DOI found then it is accepted as a 
new code and the user is allowed to enter the associared description. 

From the menu: 

Control-• allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existin3 record in the 
ACT_CODE table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the stan of 
the process. 
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Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the ACT CODE database for that record is chanecd to 
.. D .. - C Deactivated) and the cable is updarcd. On completion of the operation 
a message { #750> indicating success and prompting the user for a key press 
to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and 
control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t allows the user to quit chis option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6103 

AOVERTl5ING AGBCY COOE 

JAMAICA P!=lOMOTIONS CORPOAA TION 
AOVERT1SfllG AGENCY INFOFW.AT!ON 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - (control-I) 
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JZllD! i A.DYJ:RTJg1us A GJM Cl J,JlJ:R,JUCJ 
lMlP:RMATl PM 

Pt;RPOSE; 

This procedure records a code assigned to an ·• Advenising Agency .. and the description of 
this code. 

INPUT; 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

Agency _code ADV _AGY 
Agcn_Dcsc ADV _AGY 

DEFAULTS; 

All entries arc uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Advenising Agency Code char(J) 
Descript:.on char(30) 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a swus of "D" he. ve been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. lbey will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters an Advenising Agency code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the 
USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message 
(#30) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the 
user may access this option the relevant information for this Advenising Agency code is 
searched for. If the code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is 
displayed and the user is allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message 
( #739) is displayed and processing returned to the start. If the Advenising Agency code is 
not found then it is accepced as a new code and thc user is allowed to enter the associated 
description. 

From the menu: 

Control-w allows the adding of a new record or thc update of an existing record in the 
ADV _AGY table. On completion of the operation a message (#7SO) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the stan of 
the process. 
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Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the ADV _AGY database for that record is changed co .. o·· 
- (Deactivated) and rhe table is updaled. On completion of the operation a 
message I #750) indicating success and prompt~;ig the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the scan of the process. 

Control-t allows the 'Jser to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6~04 
JAMAlCA PROMOTIONS COF1PORATION 

ASSISTANCE INFORMATION 

ASSISTANCE COOE 

I ·-·-· ·-· ·-·-· -~-;_ .. _. ·-· · --·-·-·-·-· --_•.:..·:·I 

00.MM.YYYY 

HELP - (control-f}, SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-a). QUIT - (control-I) 
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A~llSIAijC:S iJlJ:B,:SM CJ lMl Oj.Mt\Tl OB 

PURPOSE; 

This procedure records a code assigned to an ··Assistance type" and the description of this 
code. 

INPUT: 

FIELD 
NAME 

Ass_type 
Ass_Desc 

DEFAULTS: 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT 

ASSISTANCE Assistance Code char(3) 
ASSISTANCE Description char(30) 

All entries are uppercase. 

ATTRIBUTE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters an Assistance code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS 
table and has the right to access this data. If he docs not the appropriate message (#30) 
from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant infonnati'ln for this Assistance code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If the Assistance code is not found then it is accepted as a 
new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control-w allows the adding of a ne~ record or the update of an existing record in the 
ASSISTANCE table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of 
the process. 

Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the ASSISTANCE table for rhal record is changed to "D" 
·(Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the operation a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to 
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continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 

2 1 I 



JS6105 

BUSINESS 1YPE COOE 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
BUSINESS TYPE INFORMATION 

001MM1YVVY 

HELP • (control-f), SAVE • (control-w), DELETE • (control-a), QUIT • (control-t) 
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J~ilD§ 

PURPOSE; 

.. • 
lNl O;RM&Tl OM 

This procedure records a code assigned to a .. Business Type" and the description of this 
code. 

INPUI.; 

FIELD 
NAME 

Bus_type 
Bus_Desc 

DEFAULIS; 

TABLE 
USED 

BUS_TYPE 
BUS_TYPE 

All entries arc uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Business Type Code 
Description 

FORMAT 

cfw(J) 
char( JO) 

ATTRIBUTE 

Mandalory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Business Type code. Confmn that the user is a valid user via the USERS 
table and has the right to access this data. If he docs not the appropriate message (#30) 
from ERR_MSGS table is disp!ayed and processi11g returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant infcnnation for tlus Business Type code is searched for. If 
the code is found and the status is !'ot "D" all relevant infonnation is displayed and the user 
is allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
procec:sing returned to the stan. If the Business Type code is not found then it is accepted 
as a new code and the user is allowed to enter the as:;ociated description. 

From the menu: 

Control·" allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
BUS_ TYPE table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 

indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of 
the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has t>een found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the BUS_TYPE database for that record is changed to 
.. 0 .. • (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the 
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operation a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6t06 

BROKER NAME 

BROKER ADDRESS 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

CUSTOM BROKERS N=ORMATION 

1>0000<1 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

I 

HELP • (control·f), SAVE • (conlrol-w), DELETE • (controt-e). QUIT • (control-I) 
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JZ61D£ ; C'D3TPM JI PXJl :R.JlJ:RJH CJ 
lMlDlMATJDM 

PURPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned lo a .. Custom Broker .. along wilh lhe Brokers name 
and address. 

INPt:T: 

FIELD 
SAME 

TABLE 
USED 

Broker BROKER 
Brok_Name BROKER 
Brok_Addr BROKER 

DEFAULTS: 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Custom Broker code 
Broker Name 
Broker Address 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

char(5) 
char(20) 
char(40) 

MGDdatory 
Mandarory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of ··o .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
lhe reference popup!.. They will remain in lhe tables to accommodate those instances where 
lhey have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING: 

The user enters a Custom Broker code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the 
USERS table and has the right to access lhis data. If he does not lhe appropriate message 
(#30) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the 
user may access lhis option the relevant infonnation for this Custom Broker code is 
searched for. If lhe code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is 
displayed and the user is allowed to edit the name and address. If the Custom Broker code 
is not found then it is accepted as a new code and the JSer is allowed to enter the associated 
description. 

From the menu: 

Control·• Allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
BROKER table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key lhe screen is cleared and control returned to lhe stan of 
the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
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,----------------------------~-------- - -

The sWUs field in the BROKER database for thar record is changed ro .. D .. -
{Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the operation a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press ro 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6107 00.MM.YYYY 

HELP - (control-f}, SAVE - (control-w}. DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - {control-t) 
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CDVHTJ.1 :Rlll:RIH CJ lHl Q!.M.\11 Pl! . 

P(RPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to a ·-country .. and the description of this code. 

FIELD TABLE 
SAME USED 

Count_code COlf!'ltlRY 
Country COUNTRY 

DEFAULTS: 

All encries aR uppercase. 

FIELD 
TIUE 

Country Code 
Name Of Country 

FORMAT 

char{3) 
char( JO) 

ATTRIBl'TE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a swus of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodare those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION: 

PROCESSING: 

The user enters a Country code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) from 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant informatio!l for this Country code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the stal1J.~ is not "D" all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the swus is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If the Country code is not found then it is accepted as a 
new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control·• allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
COUNTRY table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the stan of 
the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the COUNTRY database for that record is changed to "D" 
- (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the operation a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to 
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continue is displayed. On pressing any key thc screen is cleared and control 
returned to lhc start of thc process. 

Control-t ~lows rhe user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6108 OOiMM/YYYY 

DESCRIPTION: 1>00000000000000 

HELP • (control-f), SAVE • (control-w), DELETE • (control-e). QUIT • (control-I) 
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JZilDI CO:ft:RJSPPMDJMCJ CATJG Qil iJlJiJB CJ 
U'fl OJ.Mt\ Tl QM 

Pl:RPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to a .. Correspondence Categorv.. and the 
description of this code. • 

ISPUT: 

FIELD TABLE FIELD FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 
SAME USED TITLE 

Ccaregor CORCA T 
Cor_Dcsc CORCAT 

DEFAULTS: 

All entries arc uppercase. 

Correspondence Caregory Code num(2) 
Description char( 20) 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cann<>l be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodale those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION: 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Correspondence Category code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via 
the USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate 
message (#30) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing rerumed to the menu. 
If the user may access this option the relevant inform:a.:ion for this Correspondence 
Caregory code is searched for. If the code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant 
information is displayed and the user is allowed 10 edit the description. If the status is "D" 
rhen message (#739) is displayed and processing returned to the stan. If the 
Correspondence Category code is not found then it is accepted as a new code and the user 
is allowed to enrer the associared description. 

From the menu: 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record or w update of an existing record in the 
CORCAT table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key rhe screen is cleared and control returned 10 the start of 
rhe process. 
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Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confinn that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the CORCA T database for thar record is changed to ··o·· -
c Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the operation a 
message t #750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to 
continue is displayN. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and conu-ol 
returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-I allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6t09 

OMSIONCOOE 

OESCRPT10N 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORfORATION 
DIVISION INFORMATION 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-a). QUIT - (controH) 
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PURPOSE; 

This procedure records a code assigned to a .. Division" and the description of this code. 

INPUT 

FIELD 
NAME 

Div_Code 
Div_Dcsc 

DEFAULTS; 

TABLE 
USED 

DIV_COD 
DIV_COD 

All entries arc uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Division Code 
Description 

FORMAT 

char(J) 
char( JO) 

ATTRIBUTE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of ··o" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Division code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) from 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant information for this Division code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message ( #739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If the Division code is not found then it is accepted as a 
new code and the user is allowed to enter the associarcd description. 

From the menu: 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
DIV _COD table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the stan of 
the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the DIV _COD database for that record is changed to "D" 
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- (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the operation a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the stan of the process. 

Control·t allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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J56110 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

OOClNENTCATEGORY REFEAENcE N=ORMATlON 

OOCUMENTCATEGORY COOE ~ 

DESCRIPTION: I~ 

LEVEL [fj 

00.MM.YYVY 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-a), QUIT - (control-t) 
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PURPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to a .. Document Category .. along with a description 
and level of this code. 

INPUT: 

FIELD TABLE 
NAME USED 

Dcareg OC>CCAT 
Doc_Desc IX>CCAT 
Dlevel OC>CCAT 

DEFAULTS: 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Document Category Code char(3) 
Description char(20) 
Level num( 1) 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodalc those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Document Category code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the 
USERS table and has the right to access this data If he does not the appropriate message 
(#3G) from ERR_MSGS table is disp!ayed and processing returned to the menu. If the 
user llll&Y access this option the relevant information for this Document Category code is 
searched for. If the code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is 
displayed and the user is allowed to edit the description and level. If the Document 
Category code is not found then it is accepted as a new code and the user is allowed to enter 
the associated description and level. 

From the menu: 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
DOCCAT table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) indicating 
success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. On pressing 
any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the stan of the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the DOCCAT database for that record is changed to "D" -
(Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the operation a 
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message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press ro 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-t allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6111 

B.R.OYMENTCAlEGORY CCXlE 

OESCRPTION 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPoRATION 
EMPLOYMENTCATEGORY N=ORMATION 

HELP • (control-f), SAVE • (control-w), DELETE • (control-a). QUIT - (control-t) 
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Pt:RPOSE; 

This procedure records a code assigned to an ··Employment Category" and the description 
of this code. 

INPUT; 

FIELD 
NAME 

Cat_ code 
Cat_Desc 

TABLE 
USED 

EMP_CAT 
EMP_CAT 

DEFAULTS; 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT 

Employmen• Category Code char(3) 
Description char( 30) 

ATTRIBUTE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters an Employment Category code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the 
USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message 
(#30) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the 
user may access this option the relevant information for this Employll1'!nt Category code is 
searched for. If the code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is 
displayed and the user is allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message 
( #739) is displayed and processing returned to the start. If the Employment Category code 
isn't found then it is accepted as a new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated 
description. 

From the menu: 

Control-w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an exiting record in the 
EMP _CAT table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of 
the process. 

Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the EMP _CAT database for that record is changed to "D" 
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- (Deactivated) and the cable is updated. On completion of rhc operation a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press co 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-t allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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J56112 

ENQUIRY STATUS COOE 

OESCRPT10N 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPoRATION 
ENaUIRY STAnJS INFORMAT10N 

HELP - (control-f}, SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - (control-t) 
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Pl'RPOSE; 

This procedure records a code assigned to an .. Enquiry Status .. and the description of this 
code. 

INPUT: 

FIELD 
~AME 

TABLE 
USED 

Enq_status ENC''._ST AT 
Enq_Desc EN<LSTAT 

DEFAULTS; 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Enquiry Status Code 
Dcscripcion 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

char(3) 
char(30) 

Mandalory 
Mandalory 

Reference Codes with a status of ··o .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodare those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters an Enquiry Status code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the 
USERS table and has the right to access this data. If he docs not the appropriate message 
(#30) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the 
user may access this option the relevant information for this Enquiry Status code is 
searched for. If the code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is 
displayed and the user is allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message 
(#739) is displayed and processing returned to the start. If the Enquiry Status code is not 
found then it is accepted as a new code and the user is allowed to enter the associa:ed 
description. 

From the menu: 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record n the 
ENQ_STAT table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicaring success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of 
the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in rhe ENQ_ST AT darabasc for that record is changed to 
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Control·t 

.. D .. - (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the 
operation a message (#750> indicating success and prompcing the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the 'icrecn is 
cleared and control returned to me start of the process. 

allo"'-s the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6113 

OPERATION FACILITY COOE 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
OPERATION FACIUTY INFORMATION 

IXXXX)(I 

I XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI 

HELP - (control-f). SAVE - (control-w). DELETE - (control-e). QUIT - (control-t) 
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PtRPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to an .. Operation Facility .. and the description of 
this code. 

INPl'T : 

FIELD 
SAME 

Facility 
Desc_fac 

DEFAULTS: 

TABLE 
USED 

FACil..ITY 
FACilJfY 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FOR.\IAT 

Operation Facility Code char(5) 
Description char( 20) 

ATTRIBL'IE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the rabies to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION: 

PROCESSING: 

The user enters an Operation Facility code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the 
l!SERS table and has the right to access this data If he docs not the appropriate message 
(#30) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the 
user may access this option the relevant information for this Operation Facility code is 
searched for. If the code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is 
displayed and the user is allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message 
( #739) is displayed and processing rewmed to the start. If the Operation Facility code isn • t 
found then it is accepted as a new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated 
description. 

From the menu: 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an exiting record in the 
FACILITY table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of 
the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the F ACil.ITY database for that record is ::hanged to "O" 
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- ( Dcactivarcd) and the table is updated. On completion of the operation a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the start of the procc ss. 

Control-t allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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J56lt4 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

R.E 'TYPE REFERENCE N=OFNATI0'4 

FILE TYPE COOE : 

DESCRIPTION IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

DOMM:YYYY 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - (control-I) 
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PURPOSE: 

T11is procedure records a code assigned to a "File Type" and the description of this code. 

ISPJ:T: 

FIELD 
SAME 

File_type 
Filedesc 

DEFAULTS: 

TABLE 
USED 

FD.TYPE 
FILTYPE 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

File Type Code 
Description 

FORMAT 

num(2) 
char(3G) 

ATTRIBt:TE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of "D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a File Type code. Confinn that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't the appropriate message (#30) from 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant infonnation for this File Type code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If t{1e File Type code is not found then it is accepted as a 
new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control-w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
Fil TYPE table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the FU. TYPE database for that record is changed to "D" -
(Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the operation a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to 
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Control·t 

continue is displayed. On µressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the start of the precess. 

allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6115 

FILM TYPE CODE : 

DESCRIPTION : 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
ALM TYPE 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

001MIVl1YYVY 

HELP • (control-f), SAVE - (control·w), DELETE • (control-e). QUIT • (control·t) 
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Pt.;RPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to a .. Film Type" and the description of this code. 

INPUT: 

FIELD 
NAME 

T!\BLE 
liSED 

FIELD 
TinE 

FORMAT 

Film_typ Fll.M_TYPE Film Type Code num(2) 
Film_typ_desc FILM_TYPE Description char(30) 

DEFAULTS: 

All entries are uppercase. 

ATTRIBUTE 

Mandatory 
Mandator1 

Reference Codes with a status of "D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. lbey will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

Y ALIDATION: 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Film Type code. Confirm that the u~r is a valid user via the USERS 
table and has the right to access this data. If he docs not the appropriate message (#30) 
from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant information for this Film Type code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not ''D" all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the stan. If the Film Type code is not found then it is accepted as a 
new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
FILM_ TYPE table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of 
the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the ALM_ TYPE database for that record is changed to 
"D" - (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the 
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Control-t 

operation a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to the slan of the process. 

allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS61t6 

LEGAL STATUS CODE 

DESCRIPTION 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

LEGAL STATUS INFORMATION 

I ._. AAAiaaaaaaA••••••••••••• 
..._ .... I 

- - --------

HELP • (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), our; - (control-t) 
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Pt!RPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to a .. Legal Status·· and the description of this code. 

INPUT: 

FIELD 
SAME 

Legal_stat 
Desc_legal 

TABLE 
USED 

LEG_STAT 
LEG_STAT 

DEFAULTS: 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Legal Status Code 
Description 

FORMAT 

char(3) 
char(30) 

ATTRIBUTE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of "D .. have been deactivated and cannot re accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

V ALIDAIION: 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Legal Status code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS 
table and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) 
from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant information for this Legal Status code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "D" all r"!levant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739} is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If the Legal Status code is not found then it is accepted as 
a new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control·• allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
LEG_STAT table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of 
the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the LEG _ST AT database for that record is changed to 
"D" - (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On cr.mpletion of the 
operation a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a 
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Control-t 

key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to the stan of the process. 

allows the user to quit this option and return co the main menu. 
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JS61t7 
JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

LOCATION INFORMATION 

I .. -. -......... ,, 

HELP • (control-f), SAVE • (control-w), DELETE • (control-a), QUIT • (control-I) 
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Pt:RPOSE; 

This procedure records a code ~signed to a ··Locauon'' and the description of this code. 

ISPt:T: 

FIELD 
SA:\IE 

Loc_codc 
Loc_Dcsc 

DEFAULTS; 

TABLE 
USED 

LOC_CODE 
LOC_CODE 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Location Code 
Description 

FOIL\IAT 

char(3) 
char(30) 

A TTRIBl"TE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. lbcy will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

V ALIDAIION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Location code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) from 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant infonnation for this Location code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant infonnation is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If the Location code is not found then it is accepted as a 
new code and the user is aJlowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Contro-w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
LOC_CODE table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the LOC_CODE database for that record is changed to 
"D" - (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the 
operation a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a 
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Control-I 

key press ro conrinue is displayed. On pressing any key ti•' screen is 
cleared and control rerumed ro rhc sran of rhc process. 

allows rhc user ro quit lhis opt:ion and return to lhe main menu. 
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JS611 S JAMAICA PROMoTIONS CORPORATION 

MAI. TYPE REFERENCE tEORMATlON 

MAIL TYPE CODE: (W 

OO.YM1YYYY 

DESCRIPTION: I-

HELP - (control-f). SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - {control-I) 
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PURPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to a ''Mail Type" and the description ofthis code. 

ISPl:T: 

FIELD 
SAME 

Mail_ryp 
Mail_Dcs 

DEFAULTS: 

TABLE 
USED 

MAIL TYPE 
MAll..TYPE 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Mail Type Code char(3) 
Description char(30) 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of "D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to acconunodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION: 

PROCESSING: 

The user enters a Mail Type code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS 
table and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) 
from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant information for this Mail Type code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant infonnation is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If the Mail Type code isn't found then it is accepted as a 
new code and the user is allowed :o enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control-w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
MAD..TYPE table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the MAR. TYPE database for that record is changed to 
"D" - (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the 
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Control-t 

operation a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a 
key p1-ess to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS61:9 

MARKET COOE 

DESCRIPTION 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
MARKET INFORMATION 

I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl 

HELP • (control-f), SAVE • (control-w), DELETE - (control-e). QUIT • (control·t) 
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PJ;RPOili 

This procedure records a code assigned to a "Market" and the description of this code. 

ISP(;T: 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

MarA:et_code MRK_CODE 
Mark_Desc MRK_CC!>E 

DEFAULTS: 

AJI entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Market Code 
Description 

FORMAT ATTRIBl!TE 

char(3) 
char(30) 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been alrezdy used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Market code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) from 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to t'1c menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant information for this Market code is searched for. If the code 
is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If the Market code is not found then it is accepted as a new 
code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control-w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
MRK __ CODE table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control-e allows the user to delete an existing !"'.:Cord. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confinn that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the MRK_CODE database for that record is changed to 
"D" - (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the 
operation a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the u~r for a 
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Control-t 

key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

allows the user to quit this option and return to the nlAin menu. 
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JS6120 

PRO.£CT NATIJRE CCXlE 

DESCRPT10N 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
PROJECT NATIJRE INFORMATION 

I ·-···~~~---·········---···-··I - -- ---- -----

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - (control-t) 
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PJ;RPOSE; 

This procedure records a code assigned to a .. Project Nature" and the description of thi~ 
code. 

INPUT; 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT 

Nature_code PROJ_NAT Project Nature Code char(3) 
Nat_Desc PROJ_NAT Description char(30) 

DEFAULTS; 

All entries are uppercase. 

ATTRIBUTE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference porups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Project Nature code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS 
table and has the right to access this data. If he docs not the appropriate message ( #30) 
from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option tM relevant information for this Project Narure code is searched for. If 
the code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is displayed and the user 
is allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If the Project Nature code is not found then it is accepted 
as a new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
PROJ_NAT table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control·e allows the iJser to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should conflnn that this is the record to be deleted. 
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Control-t 

The status field in the PROJ NAT database for that record is chaneed to 
"D .. - (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the 
operation a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6121 

PROJECT STAl\JS COOE 

DESCRPOON 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

PROJECT STAl\JS INFORMATION 

I xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxx I 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - {cor.trol-t) 
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Pt:RPOSE; 

This procedure records a code assigned to a ··Project Status .. and the description of this 
code. 

INPUT: 

FIELD 
NAME 

Proj_Stat 
Stat_Desc 

DEFAULTS; 

TABLE 
USED 

PROJ_STAT 
PROJ_STAT 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TIIlE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Project Status Code char(3) 
Description char(30) 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They w]I remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Project Status code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS 
table and has the right to access this data. If he docs not the appropriate message (#30) 
from ERR .. MSGS tabl~ is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access thi~ option the relevant information for this Project Status code is searched for. If 
the code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant infonnation is displayed and the user 
is allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the stan. If the Project Status code is not found then it is accepted as 
a new code and the user is allowed to enter the. associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing reord in th~ 
PROJ_STAT table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success aD.d a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control·e allows the user to dele~ an existing record. Om:e the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the PROJ _ST AT database for that record is changed to 
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Control-t 

.. D". - I Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion oi the 
operation a message ( #750) indicating success and prompting the user for .i 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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J56122 

PAO.ECTTYPE CODE 

DESCRPTlON 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATIQ"ll 

PAO.ECT TYPE INFORMATION 

1>00004 

HELP - (control-f). SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - (control-I) 
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Pt:RPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to a .. Project Type .. and the description of this 
code. 

ISPt!T: 

FIELD 
~AME 

Type 
Desc 

DEFAULTS; 

TABLE 
USED 

PROJ_TYPE 
PROJ_TYPE 

AU entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Project Type Code char(5) 
Description char(20) 

~andatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of "D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Project Type code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS 
table and has the right to access this dat: If he does not the appropriate message (#30) 
from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant information for this Project Type code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the stan. If the Project Type code is not found then it is accepted as 
a new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control·• allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
PROJ_ TYPE table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an cxi~ting record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user shou:d confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the PROJ_TYPE database for that record is changed to 
"D" - (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the operation 
a message (#7.SO) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press 
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Control-t 

to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and 
control returned co the stan of the process. 

allows the user to quit chis option and return to the main menu. 
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DO·MM,YVYY JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORA 'f10t.. 
REFERRAL INFORMAl'Ct 

JS6123 

DESCRPTION 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - (control-t) 
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PURPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to a "Referral" and the description of this code. 

ISP(T: 

FIELD 
SAME 

Ref_ code 
Ref_Desc 

DEFAULTS: 

TABLE FIELD 
USED TITLE 

REFERRAL Referral Code 
REFERRAL Description 

All entries are uppercase. 

FORMAT 

char(3) 
char(30) 

ATTRIBl:TE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Referral code. Confinn that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) from 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant information for this Referral code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If the Referral code is not found then it is accepted as a 
new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control-w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
REFERRAL table. On completion of :he operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The Matus field in the REFERRAL database for that record is changed to 
"D" • (De~tivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the 
operation a message (#750) indicaung success and prompting the user for a 
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Control-t 

key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6124 
JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

SPECIAL CLASS INFORMATION 

SPECIAL CLASS CODE 

DESCRIPTION IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-a), QUIT - (controH) 
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PURPOSE; 

&PJt;lAJ. Cl.&~~ illJ:RJH CJ 
lHl OJH'AIAT1 PH 

This procedure records a code assigned to a "Special Class" and the description of chis 
code. 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have heen already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

Tht user enters a Special Class code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS 
table and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) 
from ERR_MSGS tabl~ is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the reievant infonnation for this Special Class code is searched for. If 
the code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is displayed and the use 
is allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If the Special Class code is not found then it is accepted as 
a new code anrl the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control-w allows the adding of a new record of the update of an exsting record in the 
CLASS table . On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key i;ress to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared a.id control returned to 
the start of th~ process. 

Control-e allows the !tser to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
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Control-t 

The status fidd in the CLASS dato.base for that record is chan2ed to .. D .. -
(Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the~ operation a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleJCCd and control 
returned to the start of the process. 

allows the user to quit thi!: option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6125 

BANKCOOE 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CCRPORATION 
BANK COOE INFORMATION 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - (control-t) 
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PJ:RPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to a .. Bank ·· and the description cf this code. 

ISPl'T: 

FIELD 
SAME 

Bank_ Code 
Bk_ name 
Addrl 
Addr2 

TABLE 
C:SED 

BA.'lK 
BANK 
BAi'l"K 
BAi'iK 

DEFAULTS; 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Bank Code 
Name 
Address 
Address 

FORMAT 

char(3) 
char(30) 
char(25) 
char(25) 

ATTRIBt:TE 

Mandatory 
Ma~datorv 
Mandatory 
Optional 

Reference Codes with a status of "D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already •Jsed. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING: 

The user enters a bank code. Confinn that the user is a valid user via the USERS table and 
has the right to access thi'i data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) from 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant infonnation for this bank code code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "D' H relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the name and add.res;. 1f the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed 
and processing returned to the stan. If the bank code is not found then it is accepted as a 
new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existir.g record in t the 
BANK table. On C\)mpletion of the operation a message (#750) indicating 
success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is displayed. 
On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to the start of 
the process. 

Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displa7ed the user should confinn that this is the record to be deleted. 
"ihe status field in the BANK database for that record is changed to "O" -
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Control-t 

(Deactivated) and the table is updated. On c<Jmpletion of the operation a 
message (#750) indicating success and prompring the user for a key press co 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the stan of ~he process. 

allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6t26 
JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPOR'~ flON 

CARRIAGE SERVICE COOE 

SERVICE CODE I XXXXXI 

00/MM/YYYY 

SERVICE DESCRIPTION : XXXXXI 

HELP - (Control-f}. SAVE - (Control-w). DELETE - (Control-e). QUIT - (Contrc.H) 
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PCRPOSE : 

This option allows the user to enter codes for the different services performed iil che 
transporting of goods to and from Jamaica. e.g. bunker for 20' container. 

ISPt:T : 

FIELD 
SAME 

Serv_code 
Serv_desc 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FOll.\IAT ATTRIBUTE 

TRANS_JOB Service Cod. char(5) 
TRA..'IS_JOB Service Des .. char(30) 

Mandatorv 
Mandatory 

Defaults : Jarnpro Officer defaults to the user logged on to the system. 
All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status "D" have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables co 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 

V ALIDAIION ; 

PROCESSING ; 

The user enters a service code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he doesn't error message number 30 - (access 
violati<'n) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the 
user may access this option then a record with this code is searched for and displayed if 
found and the user may edit its description. A record with a swus "D" cannot be editted. fr 
a record ~sn't found it is assumed the user wishes to add a new code. On completion of 
entry here processing is taken to the menu line and the desired option may be chosen. 

From the menu : 

Control·f • provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
a:id size and a short description of this field. 

Control·W· allows the writing of data to the database. If the required record does not 
exist. A record is added to the TRANS JOB table. If it was found then this 
table is updated with the changes. On completion message# 35 for adding or 
message# 750 for updating from the ERR_MSGS table is displayed and 
9rocessing returned to the start. 
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Control-e- allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confinn that this is the record to be deleted. 
The TRANS_JOB table is updated where stacus is changed to .. D .. and 
message number 260 indicatiag this and prompting the user for a key press 
to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and 
control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t- allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6127 
JAMAICA PP.OMOTIONS CORPORATION 

CARRIAGE I TRANSPORTATION MOOE 

TRANSPORT CODE : I XXXXXI 

ODIMM/VYVY 

COOEDESCRlf"TlON: IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

H~LP - (Control-f), SAVE - (Control-w), DELETE - (Control-e), QUIT - (Control-t) 
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PURPOSE: 

This option allows the user to enter codes for the differe'lt modes of transportation used in 
the transporting of products to and from Jamaica. e.g. land, air. 

INPUT 

FIELD 
SAME 

TABLE 
USEli 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FOR.MAT ATTRIBUTE 

Mode_code TRA..1\JS_MODE Transport C .. char(5) 
Mode_desc TRAi'lS_MODE Transport D .. char(30) 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Defaults : Jampro Officer defaults to the user logged on to the system. 
All entries are uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status "D" have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those insuinces where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION ; 

PROCESSING ; 

The user enters a transoort code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to aecess this data. If he doesn't error message number 30 - (access 
violation) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the 
user may access this option then a record with this code is searched for and displayed if 
found and the user may edit its description. A record with a status "D" cannot be editted. If 
a record isn't found it is assumed the user wishes to add a new code. On completion of 
entry here processing is taken to the menu line and the desired option may be chosen. 

From the menu : 

Control·f· provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type and 
size and a short description of this field. 

Control·w· allows the writing of data to the database. A record is added tc the database 
in the event that none existed, where a record is added to the 
TRANS_MODE table. If a record existed the same table is updated with any 
changes made. On completion message# JS for add or message #750 for 
upda.te from the EkR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to 
the start. 
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Control·e- allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confinn that this is the record to be deleted. 
The TRANS_MODE table is updated where status 1s changed to .. D .. and 
message number 260 indicating this and prompting the user for a key press 
to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and 

Control-t- allows the user to quit this option and return tu the main menu. 
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JS6128 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

CARRIAGE SERVICE NUMBER 

OOiMM/YYYY 

SERVICE NUMBER: IXXXXXXXXXXI 

PRODUCT CODE IXXXXXXXXX><I 

SERVICE CODE I XXXXXI 

CARRIAGE MODf I )()()()()(1 

ORIGIN 

DESTINATION 

:~ 

:~ 

DESCRIPTION: IXXXXXXXXXXXXX>C 

DESCRIPTION. IXXXXXXXXXXXXX>C 

HELP - {control-f), SAVE - (control-w). DELETE - (control-a). QUIT - {control-I) 
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Pt:RPOSE : 

This option allows the user to enter codes for the different services from point A to B 
carrying different products via the different modes of transportation e.g. bunker for 20' 
container from Jamaica to California carrying vegetables is one service via air. 

INPUT : 

FIELD 
NAME 

TABLE 
USED 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FO~l\IA T ATTRIBUTE 

Serv_no TRANS_SERV Service Num. char(IO) 
Product TRANS_SERV Product Co .. char( 10) 
Serv_Code TR&'JS_JOB Service Cod. char(5) 
Serv_Desc TRANS_JOB Code Descr .. char(30) 
Transp_mode TRANS_MODE Carriage M.. char(5) 
Mode_Desc TRANS_MODE Code Descr .. char(30) 
Origin TRANS_SERV Origin char(3) 
Country COUNTRY Origin char(30) 
Destin TRANS_SERV Destination char(3) 
Country COUNTRY Destination char(30) 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display Only 
Mandatory 
Display Only 

Def au Its : Jam pro Officer defaults to the user logged on to the system. 
All entries arc uppercase. 
Reference Codes with a status "D" have been deactivated and cannot be 
accessed from the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to 
accommodate those instances where they have been already used. 

VALIDATION ; 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION <Error> MESSAGE # 
Product 
Serv_codc 
Mode_codc 
Origin 
Destin 

Must exist in Prod_code table 
Must exist in TRANS_JOB table. 
Must exist in TRANS_MOOE table 
Must exist in COUNTRY table 
Must exist in COUNTRY table 
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PROCESSING : 

The user enters a service number. Confinn that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he doesn"t error message# 30 - (access violation) 
from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option then a record with this code is searched for and displayed if found and 
the user mav edit this data. If a record isn"t found it is assumed the user wishes to add a 
new service· number record. On completion of entry here processing is taken to the menu 
line and the desired option may be chosen. 

From the menu : 

Control·f· provides narrative description for all fields telling the user the field type 
and size and a shon description of this field. 

Control-w· allows the writing of data to the database. Tlf the record required was not 
found then a record is added to the TRANS _SER V table. If not this table is 
updated with any changes made to the record. On completion message# 35 
for adding or message #750 for updating is displayed from the ERR_MSGS 
cable and processing returned to the stan. 

Control-e- allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The TRANS_SERV table is updated where the record is removed and 
message # 260 indicating this and prompting the user for a key press to 
continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control 
returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-t allows the user to qu. t this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6129 JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

FRECllJe.CY N=ORMATION 

IXXXXXI 

DESCRPTION 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e). QUIT - (-;ontrol-t) 
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PURPOSE; 

This procedure records a code assigned co a ·•frequency .. and the description of this code. 

ltiPUT: 

FIELD 
NAME 

Freq_ code 
Freq_desc 

DEFAULTS: 

TABLE 
USED 

FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

Frequency Code char( 5) 
Description char( 30) 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION: 

PROCESSING: 

The user enters a Frequency code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS 
table and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) 
from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant infonnation for this Frequency code is searched for. If the 
code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant infonnation is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the description. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is displayed and 
processing returned to the start. If the Frequency code is not found then it is accepted as a 
new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record and the update of an existing record in the 
FREQUENCY table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the scr=n is cleared and control returned to 
the start of the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the FREQUENCY database for that record is changed to 
"D" • (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the 
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operation a message (#750) indicanng success and prompting the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and concrol returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6130 
JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

FUNDING AGeltCY INFORMA~ 

NAME IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

AOORESS 

CONTACT~ 

TITLE 

HELP - (control-f}, SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - (control-I) 
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J3£13D ; lVHDlff G A GJM CY :ftJlJ]iJU CJ 
ltf l D]iMA.Tl DH 

Pl:RPOSE: 

This procedure records a code assigned to a ··Funding Agency .. and the description of chis 
code. 

l~PUT: 

FIELD 
NAME 

Fund_agy 
Fund_name 
Fund_addrl 
Fund_addr2 
Coniaet 
Title 

DEFAULTS; 

TABLE 
USED 

FUND_AGENT 
RJND_AGENT 
FUND_AGENT 
FUND_AGENT 
FUND_AGENT 
FUND_AGENT 

All entries arc uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Funding Agency Code 
Name 
Address 
Address 
Contact Person 
Title 

FORMAT 

char(5) 
char( JO) 
char(30) 
char(30) 
char(35) 
char(l5) 

ATTRIBUTE 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 

Reference Codes with a status of ··o .. have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Funding Agency code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the 
USERS table and nas the right to access this dala. If he docs not the appropriate message 
(#30) from ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the 
user may access this option the relevant information for this Funding Agenty code is 
searched for. If the code is found and the stc.:us is not "D" all relevant infonnation is 
displayed and the user is allowed to edit the relevant information. If the status is · D" then 
message (#739) is displayed and processing returned to the start. If the Funding Agency 
code is not found then it is accepted as a new code and the user is allowed to enter the 
associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control·• allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
FUND_AGENT table. On completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the s~an of the process. 
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Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is che record to be deleted. 
The status field in the Fl"~D AGE!\1 database for that record is chan2ed 
to .. D .. - (Deactivated) and che table is updated. On completion of the 
operation a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is. 
cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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JS6t3t JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 

SECTOR INFORMATION 

1)()()()()(1 

SECTOR DESCRIPTION 
,_ 

SlJB.SECTOR CODE 

~SECTOR DESCRIPTION 
,_ 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w), DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - (control-t) 
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J.S£131 ; a:stTPl !Jl:S!JM CJ lH!PJiMt\Il DB 

P(.'RPOSE; 

This procedure records a code assigned to a .. Sector .. and i.he description of rhis code. 

INPt:T: 

FIELD 
NAME 

Sector 
Sect_desc 
Sub_Sect 
Sub_Desc 

DEFAULTS; 

TABLE 
USED 

SECTOR 
SECTOR 
SECTOR 
SECTOR 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

FOit.\fA T ATTRIBUTE 

Sector Code 
Sector Description 
Sub-Sector Code 
Sub-Sector Description 

char(5) 
char( JO) 
char(J) 
char( JO) 

Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Optional 
Optional 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION: 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Sector code. Confirm that the user is a v1.1id user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) from 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this option the relevant infonnation for this Sector code is searched for. If the code 
is found and the status is not "D" all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to ed:t the relevant information. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is 
displayed and processing returned to t~ start. If the Sector code is not found theu it is 
accepted as a new code and the user is allowed to enter the associated description. 

From the menu; 

Control·w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in 
both the SECTOR and SECTORCODE tables. On completion of the 
operation a message (#750) indicating success and a prompt for the user for 
a key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control·e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the recc,rd has been found 
and displayed the user should confinn that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the SECTOR database for that record is changed to "D" -
(Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the operation a 
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Control-t 

mc:ssage (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a key press 
to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and 
control returned to the start of the process. 

allows the user to quit this option and return to the main menu. 
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J56132 

PRCDJCTGIUJP 
DE~ 

CAlEGORY 
DESCRIPITION 
UNIT OF MEASURE 

JAMA'tCA PROMOTIONS CORFOAATION 
PROOUCT I HARMQl'lllZEO SY~ COOES 

~ 
I~ 
I XXXXXXXXXX I (Metric) 

OQ,MM1YYYY 

HELP - (control-f). SAVE - (control-w). DELETE - (control-e). QUIT - (control-t) 
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PURPOSE; 

This procedure reco1ds a code assigned to a ··Harmonized system code AND/OR Product 
Code .. and the infonnation associated with this code. 

INPUT; 

FIELD 
SAME 

Hs_Code 
Prod_Code 
Prod_Dcsc 
Prod_group 
Group_desc 
Category 
Cat_Dcsc 
Units 
Conv _Factor 

DEFAULTS; 

TABLE 
USED 

PROD_CODE 
PROD_CODE 
PROD_CODE 
PROD_CODE 
GROUP_CODE 
PROD_CODE 
GROUP CODE 
PROD_CoDE 
PROD_CODE 

All entries are uppercase. 

FIELD 
TITLE 

Harmonized System Code 
Product Code 
Product I Name Description 
Group 
Description 
Category 
Description 
Unit Of Measure 
Conversion Factor 

FORMAT ATTRIBUTE 

char( l 0) Optional 
char( I 0) Mandatory 
char(30) Mandatory 
char( 10) Optional 
char( 30) Display Only 
char( 10) ~onal 
char(30) Display Only 
char( 10) Mandatory 
num(3.2) Optional 

Reference Codes with a status of "D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tabtes to acconun..date those instances where 
they have been already used. 

VALIDATION; 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION 

Group Must exist in PROD_GROUP 
Category Must exist in PROD_GROUP 

PROCf:SS!NG; 

MESSAGE# 

571. 
573 

Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table and has the right to access this 
data. If he doesn't the approJlrlate messare (#30) from E~_MSOS table is displayed and 
processing n:turr~ to the menu. If the user may acc~s this option then the user is allowed 
to enter a Harmonized System (HS) ~ode. lf the user enters a HS c;ode the relevant 
infonnati<,a for this HS code is searched for. If the code :.S found and the status is not "D" 
all relevant info, mation is displayed and the user is alfowed to edit the relevant information. 
If the statu:; ~~ "D" then message (#739) is displayed and processing returned to the .:.tart. 
If the HS code is not found then it is acccf·led as a new code and the user must to enter the 
associared description. The value entered for HS Code ir.. used as the value for th" Product 
Ce>Ue. 
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If the user does not enter a HS code then tney must enter a Product Code and a product 
description. If the code is found and the status is not "D" all relevant infonnation is 
displayed and the user is allowed to edit the relevant infonnation. If the status is "D" then 
message (#739) is displayed and processi11g returned to the start. If the HS code is not 
found then it is accepted as a new code and the user must enter the associated description. 

From the menu: 

Control-w allows the adding of a new record or update of an existing record in the 
PROD_CODE tab'e. :1 completion of the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
displayed. On pressing any key the screen is deared and control returned to 
the Slart of the process. 

Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confinn that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the PROD_CODE database for that record is changed to 
"D" - (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the 
operation a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to tlte stan of the process. 

Control-t allows the user to quit this option and return to Lite main menu. 
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JS6133 

DESCRIPTION 

CAlEGORY 

OESCRIPITION 

JAMAJCA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
GROUP I CATEGORY REfERENCE !NFORMATION 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

I xxxxxxxxxx I 

IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

DOMM,YYYY 

HELP - (control-f), SAVE - (control-w). DELETE - (control-e), QUIT - (control-t) 
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lMl O]lMATl QM 

PURPOSE; 

This procedure records codes assigned to a '"Group" and a .. Category" and their respective 
descriptions. 

INPUT: 

FIELD TABLE FIELD FORMAT A.TTRIBUTE 
NAME USED TITI.E 

Group_ Code 'JROUP _CODE Group char( 10) Mandatory 
Group_Desc GROUP_CODE Description char(30) Mandatory 
Cat_ Code GROUP_CODE Category char(lO) Optional 
Cat_Desc GROUP_CODE Description char(30) Optional 

DEF'AULT.S.Z. 

All entries are uppercase. 

Reference Codes with a status of .. D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from 
the reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where 
they have been alreldy used. 

VALIDATION; 

PROCESSING; 

The user enters a Group code. Confirm that the user is a valid user via the USERS table 
and has the right to access this data. If he does not the appropriate message (#30) from 
ERR_MSGS table is displayed and processing returned to the menu. If the user may 
access this cµtion the relevant information for this Group code is searched for. If the code 
is found and the status is not .. D" all relevant information is displayed and the user is 
allowed to edit the relevant infonnation. If the status is "D" then message (#739) is 
displayed and processing returned to the start. If the Group code is not found then it is 
accepted as a new code and the user ~s allowed to enter the associated group description. If 
the user wishes to access or enter new category information then they mu!it first enter the 
relevant group code. If the group code is not already on the system then the user must first 
enter the code before they can proceed to add or access associated category information. 

From the menu: 

Control-w allows the adding of a new record or the update of an existing record in the 
GROUP _CODE table. On completion o( the operation a message (#750) 
indicating success and a prompt for the user for a key press to continue is 
dispi;~yed. On pressing any key the screen is cleared and control returned to 
the stan of the process. 
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Control-e allows the user to delete an existing record. Once the record has been found 
and displayed the user should confirm that this is the record to be deleted. 
The status field in the GROL'P CODE database for that record is chamted 
to .. D .. - (Deactivated) and the table is updated. On completion of the 
operation a message (#750) indicating success and prompting the user for a 
key press to continue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen is 
cleared and control returned to the start of the process. 

Control-t allows the user to quit t~s option and return to the main menu. 
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JS0110 

USER l.D. 

LAST NAME 

FIRST NAME 

MIDDLE INITIAL 

PRE\IOUS PASSWORD 

PRESENT PASSWORD 

CIVISION CODE 

SUPER USER (YIN) 

JAMAICA PROMOTIONS CORPORATION 
SETlJ> USERS SCREEN 

rXXXXXXXXXXt 

THIS USER 15 AUOWED TO __________ :-

DISPLAY INFORMATION (YIN) : (j 
ADD NEW DATA (YIN) : (j 
SAVE CHANGES (YIN) : (j 
DELETE DATA (YIN) : (j 
PRINT INFORMATION (YIN) : (j 

00/MMIYYYY 

HELP-(control-f), SAVE-(control-w), DELETE-(control-e), QUIT-(control-t) 
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PURPOSE; 

This module is used for setting up user logins. 

INPUT : 

FIELD TABLE FIELD 
NAME USED TITLE 

User_codc USERS User ID 
Last_name USERS Last Name 
First_namc USERS First Name 
Middle USERS Middle Initial 
Prev_pass l'SERS Previous Password 
Prcs_pass USERS Present Password. 
Div_code USERS Division Code. 
Supcr_uscr USERS Super User (YIN} 
Display USERS Display Information 
Addd USERS Add New Data 
Save USERS Save Changes 
Dclctec USERS Delete Dala.. 
Prinn USERS Print Information. 

DEFAULTS: 

FORMAT 

char(5) 
char(20) 
char(20) 
char(l) 
char( IO) 
char(lO) 
char(J) 
char(l) 
Chari) 
char(l) 
char(l) 
char(l) 
char(l) 

AIIRIBLIE 

Mandatorv 
Mandatory 
Mandalorv 
Optional • 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 

All entries arc in uppercase. 
Reference codes. with a status of "D" have been deactivated and cannot be accessed from the 
reference popups. They will remain in the tables to accommodate those instances where they have 
already been used. 

VALIDATION; 

FIELD NAME VALIDATION MESSAGE# 
Div _code Must exist in Div _code table 546 

PROCESSING 

The user selects option, confirm that the user is the systtm's super user. If he is not, an error 
message is displayed and control returned to the calling process. 

If the user is the super user then he may proceed to enter data with the system performing the 
above validation. If the userid being assigned is that of a super user, then all other privileges must 
be automatically granted. On completion the user selects the appopriare control key from the menu 
line. 
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From the menu : 

Control-w - allows the adding of a new record or the- updace of an existing record in the l"SERS 
cable. On complecion of che opcr.llion a message ( # 750) indicating success and a 
prompt for a key press co concinue is displayed. On pressing any key the screen 1s 
cleared and concrol recumed co the scan of che process. 

Control-e - aaows the :.is~r co delete an existing record. Once che record has been found and 
displayed the user should be prompced to confirm chat this is the record to be 
deleced. On completion of the operation a message 1#750) indicacing success and 
prompting the user for a key press co continue is displayed. On pressing any key 
the screen is cleared ~M control returned to the stan of the process. 

Control-t - allows thc user co qu · :his option and recum co the main menu. 
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